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CHAPTER I 
I. STATEMENT OF T:H'E PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED. 
With the evolvement of the t wo-ye ar community junior col-
I lege, there have arisen doub ts as to the effectiveness of a two-
year program of studies to fully prepare any person for voca-
tional, cultural, and civic responsibi lities. The criticisms 
are made that the program is too short, too much centered on 
vocational prepa r a tion, a nd not J.n a.ny wa;;r a decpate as a 
basi s for further study in college s and universities. These 
are pronouncements not easily proved or d isprovea .• 
With the growing importance and, as a consequence, crit-
ism of the two-year community college, must come more resa arch 
to add to the residuum presently on file which has been used 
to uphold or deplore the adequacy of the community college. 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study was 
to determine how effective the tno·-year program given at 
Worcester Junior College has been in ( 1) preparjng transfer 
st·udents who entered colleges and universities; and (2) pro-
viding terminal students with the necessary training and back-
ground for entering and succeeding in t be occupation for 
J which they trained. 
L r---- -=-=-~~-
,, 
" I 1. 
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II Import~n~e of the I!roblem. The two - year program, commonly 
~~ referred to as a community or junior colle ge program, , h a s 
i achieved re cognit i on as a suit able me thod by which many indi-
l vidua ls may obtain training for specific jobs which normally 
1: arise in industrial 
[ college is located, 
college . 
a.nd commercial areas in which t he co m•1ru.ni ty 
and a s a stepping-stone to a four -ye ar 
A snmmarv of Literature .QE. the Import fu'J.~ of :tl13 Problem. 
Ortenl rece nt ly sv~~arized literature on the recognition v~1ich 
the community college has achieved through-out the Nation. He 
found that the educational planners in the state of Illinois 
have c a lle d for ninety cow11n.mity co lleges r ather than for the 
huge centra l i zed CMlpVEes which are alr eady so dominant in the 
I nation today. Texas recently 5_ncreased the a lready l arge sub -
.i sidy for its fast growing community colleges in its fast growin., 
I' cities. California , the state wi th the l a r gest number of commu] 
' nity j1..mior c olleges end also the largest enrollment, has taken 
steps to i ncrease the number of its cominunity collee;es. In 
I 1948-1949 there were 162,059 students in Californi a 's 80 
I 
I 
1 
com.111unity colle ges . Be cause oft he very large enrollment in 
I the foui•-year co lleges , the Ste_t e ' s Co m._missi on on Education 
has been urging all pros pe c tive college s t1J.dents to plan 
I 
i to take their first two years in the junior c olle ge s. The 
1 New York State Commis sion on the Need for State Universities 
I 
I 1 Dwayne Orten, 11 New Colleges for a New America, 11 Saturda;xn 
Review of Literature,_93: 11-12, 29 Se t. 9, 1950 
""'!!!!!'!!'! -. -- - --
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has recently recommended a system of community colleges rather 
than add to the facilities of the large state universities. 
Orten also referred to a recent report of the United States 
Co~~ission on Education which is unde r wlthority of the 
President, T!~e Commission has recommended free two-year 
colleges be established in cities across the nation. 
Further evidence of the growing importance of the cowJnunit~ 
1 college has been the rapid growth in enrollment. 
Colvert and Bright2 made a survey of the enrollment in 
junior colleges in November of 1950, They found there were 
562,786 students in 634 junior colleges. Their survey covered 
the enrollment and the number of junior colleges from 1900 to 
' 1951. Pertinent figures selected from the t ab le g iven by 
Colvert and Bright were presented here to indicate the change 
i 
in the number of colleges and enrollment. 
No. of Enroll-
Year Colleges ment 
1930 429 67,627 
1940 575 196,710 
1945 584 249,788 
1948 663 455,048 
1951 634 562 '786 
2 c. c. Colvert, and H. F. Brlght, "Analysis of Junior 
College Growth, 11 Junior College Journal, 21:130-39 Nov. 
With less than a ten per cent increase in number since 
! 1940, the junior colle ges have had to provide for an incre ase 
1 in enrollment of approximately 275 per cent. 
l~~--- ---------
II 
3 
Justification of th0 Problem. As a result of the very 
large increase in enrollment since the ' 'close 1 of V'vorld War II, 
the evident recognition of the i:::1ports.nt role that the junior 
college has played in education of the nation's youth, and the 
expansion possibilities which exist at the present time for 
the two-year cow..m:unity college, quest ions have arisen over the 
effectiveness with which a two-year program can prepare youth 
for entry into a vocation and for advanced study in college. 
This study will attempt to uncover some of the problems which 
have existed as a result of post\~rar increases in enrollment 
with reference to the effectiveness of preparation for an 
occupation and for college study. 
Scope of the Problem. This study will be concerned with 
transfer and terminal graduates of the Classes of 1948 and 1949 
who attended Worcester Junior College during the years 1947 
to 1949. Investigation will be made of the adequacy of the 
curriculums for preparation for college and for a vocation, the 
success with which graduates have transferred to and graduated 
from college, and the success with which terminal graduates 
have entered and progressed in the occupation for which they 
were trai ned, and the adequacy of the gu:ldance services in 
providing orientation to college and to employment, the choice 
of a career, and placement. 
4 
I 
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I 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
ji 
[I Junior College. Junior College r e f ers to the community 
I 
two-year c ollee;e under study. 
College. The four-year college , generally , is tre goal 
I 
1 of all students w!::to enroll in the transfer program, and in 
II 
[ this s tudy ·w ill refer only t o the universally-lmown four-year 
1 college, am in no way to t he co mmuni ty colleg e which in some 
instances provide full college prog r ams leading to a Bachelor's 
degree. 
Transfer . Transfer refers to students who have enrolled 
in the curr:i.culum specii'ically designed for those who wish to 
Terminal . Terminel refel"'S to those students who enter 
junior college 'IJili th an expressed_ wish of finishing their educa-
11 tion upon completion of the two-year junior college program. 
/1 Me.ny terminal students late r changed their mind and transferred 
li to a c ollege or unj_versity. In this study all terminal 
,I 
1 students who entered college will be considered as t ransfer 
students . Those tranCJfer students who completed a transfer 
,I 
I 
-==-""--'----=- l 
I 
II 
program who did not transfer to college will be considered as 
terminal students since they did actually terminate the educa-
tion upon being gradu~ted from junior college. 
Initial or First Job. The first job wh5_ch a termina l grmu 
ate obtained after leaving junior college was h1.s initial or 
first job. 
Present Job. A graduate's present job refers to the job 
which he held at the time this study was being made • 
III. A DESCRIPTION OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE UNDER STUDY. 
A brief history of the junior college and a description of 
its curricub.r was felt to be necessary for a proper under-
standing of the problem. 
Worcester Junior College is a private COI'!1."11Unity college 
affiliated with the Y. M. c. A. in the city of Worcester, :Massa 
chusetts. It was organized in 1907 to provide special courses 
j_n answer to special needs of' the community. In 1917, the 
College was instituted as the Worcester Division of Northeast-
ern University. In 1926, all courses were consolidated into 
two schools, the Preparation School, and the Engineering School 
which later became known as the Worcester Y. M. c. A. Institute 
A Schoo 1 of Liberal Arts was organized in 1938, which mergi 
with the 1Norcester Y. M. C. A. Institute and became known as 
Worcester Junior College. Shortly thereafter, by special 
enactment of the Legislature of the Commonwealth of MassachusetiB 
Worcester Junior College was g iven the privilege of granting 
6 
degrees in Associate in Arts and Associate in Engineering. 
A Day Division was established in 1940, and when the 
enrollment reached 400 students in 1941, Worcester Junior Col~ 
became an independent educational unit, rendering it connection 
with Northeastern University. 
The total enrollment in both Day and E'vening Divisions 
during the school year 1949-1950 numbered about 1300 students 
and the college was larger than any other in Massachusetts 
offering Associate's degrees. 
The Day Division, with which this study is concerned, 
"Offers three types of curricula: (1) Transfer, (2) Prepro-
fessional, and (3) Terminal. 11 3 Each curriculum requires two 
years of full-time study for an Associate's degree. Fields 
of specialization which are offered students consist of: 
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Accounting, 
Business Management, Liberal Arts in either a B. S. or a B. A. 
progra.m, Pre law, and Pre dental. 4 
IV. WHAT IS A. COI~<'UVft.JN ITY COLLEGE 
Some misunderstanding has risen over what a community 
college is, and what its purposes and functions encompass. 
Since this study was con cerned with a college Which considers 
3 Worcester Junior College Catalog, Day Division: 1950-
1951, p. 11. 
4. i b id. all material relating to Worcester Junior Col-
lege taken from the 1950-1951 Catalog, Day Division. 
1 7 
:ltself a comnru.nity colle ge ,5 it wou ld be well to investigate 
the nature of a commun:tty college. 
Reynolds,6 the Editor of the Junior College Journa l, made 
some distinguishing comments about the community college. He 
consider s the name, whether "Technical Institute, Junior 
College , or Com.rnunity College, 11 7 has little to do with how any 
college functions. The identifying mark of a community 
college is, he believes, the intergr a tion of college purpo s e 
and function with the needs of the commun:tty. Reynolds lists 
what he considers the essential criteria for identifying a 
community college. These criteria are forthwith presented. a 
1. Sensitivity of the curricular to cow~nity needs: 
2. Extens i on of the educational program beyond the con-
ventional classroom aspects : cultural activities; 
bringing the artists from outside the community; 
recreational e.cti vi ties, competitive activities in-
cluding sports leagues, t able g ames, etc., and non-
competitive a cti vi ties, including comnru.ni ty nights, 
dances, parties, etc .; thought provoking activi ties, 
adult educat i on, vocationa l, includir~ trades, com-
mercial, agriculture, etc., and non-vocational • •. • . 
3. Fs.culty co!"!pe t e nce used :tn solving comnn.mi ty problems. 
4. Student competence used in solving comnru.ni t y problems. 
5. Co~rnunity participation i n curricular mgking. 
6. Us 5.ng t he commun:t ty as an ins truct ionB.l labor a tory. 
7. An eff ective public relations program. 
B . A system for evaluating the succe s s of the com.m.unity 
service program. 
5. ibid., p. 10 
6 J ames Reynolds, 11 1JIJhat Is a Comnru.ni ty Colle ge," Junior 
Colle ge Journa l, 21: 4-5, December, 1950. 
7 ibid., p. 4 
8 i b id., p. 4-5 
8 
Bethel9 has s e t forth the types and functions of junior 
colleges. He divides junior colleges into two types: (1) the 
co mmunit y college, "to serve the needs for collegiate edu ca-
tion in its loca l · community"; and (2) the "s pecia l j unior 
colle ge, (which) 11 selects by its own choosing the areas it 
will serve and in general does not limit itself to local 
communities, bu.t inste ad, is essenti a lly a nationa l or inter-
national i nstitute.lO 
The flmctions of a junior college are i h e says:ll 
(1) The extension of opportlmities for collegiate edu-
cation in loca l comw.nities to me e t a dded requirerr..ents 
of life and work ; (2) preparation fo.r further college study 
- the transfer function: (3) continuing of e ducation -
opportunity for part time education· as ne ed and interest 
arise. 
Earrs,l2 former Editor of the Junior College Journal, had 
this to say about the purposes and functions of a school. 
9 Lawrence L. Bethel, "Types of Junior Co1le .c;es ," Ame rica n 
Junior Colleges, Amerlcan Council of Education, Washington, 
D. C., 1948, pp. 3-8 
10 ibid., pp. 6-7 
11 ibid., p. 6 
12 Wa lter Crosby Eells; " Bas~_s for a New Method of 
Accrediting Secondary Schools, 11 reprint of, The Educational 
Recor·d .Su.pplement, American Council On Education, Washing-
ton, D. c., 1938, p. 7 
9 
A school can be studied satisfactorily and judged 
fairly only in terms of its own phi losophy of education, 
its individually expressed purposes and objectives, the 
nature of the pupils with which it has · to deal, 'J.nd the 
needs of tl-J.e comrm.mity 'J'Jhich it serves. Each school is 
free to determine its own educational destiny , if not 
inconsistent with the democra cy in which it functions. 
A school should be judged in terms of the extent 
to which it meets satisfactorily the needs of all pupils 
who come to it~ not alone of those who cont lnue their fonml 
educatio n in institutions of higher learning . · 
1.0 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Research concerning the curriculum, the ~uality of prepara-
tion for transfer to college and for entry into a vocation has 
increased with the growing ~portance of the two-year college 
as a means of educating· youth. There was, however, a consider-
able difference in the nature of the research. Many studies 
were found which were concerned with the large, well-established 
public community colleges found prineipallt on the Pacific 
Coast. This was not found to be the case with the private 
colleges located in the Northeastern part of the United States. 
Therefore, research studies whichwere found to be applicable 
to this study though not necessarily dealing exclusively with 
the private community college were referred to. 
Rodes, 13 in a survey of 355 graduates of the New Haven 
Y.M.C.A .. Junior College, found that less than 15 per cent of 
a sample of 151 respondents transferred to senior colleges 
and universities. The program at New Haven was essentially 
terminal in purpose. He found that one-half of the transfer 
13 Harold P. Rodes, "Our Graduates and What They Do - A 
Follow-Up Study," published b;y the New Haven Y.M.C .A. 
Junior College; New Haven, March, 1947, 21 pp. 
students received 11full credit for all courses completed at the 
college, while practically all of the remainder received ap-
proximately full credit. nl4 He found that the reasons why 
credit was denied to students transferring to college rested 
on (1) a shift in the student's major field of study at the 
time of transfer; (2) a dissimilarity in the 11 content or scope' 
of the courses offered in college compared to what was offered 
in junior college; and (3) poor grades on the part of students 
transferring to colle ge. In distinguishing and grading the 
jobs held by respondents he separated the respondents according 
to the curriculum in which they had majored and catagorised 
the occupations under four headings. The table on page 13 shows 
the positions held by 131 terminal graduates 0 - 4 years after 
leaving the junior colle ge. The table on the following page 
g ives the breakdown under each respective heading for each of 
the four curriculums. Rodes also found that the median 
salary of the 131 respondents was $ 2450 per year, with a 
range from $ 1140 to $ 6700 per year for the graduates 0 - 4 
years a fter leaving the colle ge .16 
Curriculum 
Accounting 
Business Adm. 
Elect. Eng. 
IVIe chanical Eng. 
14 ibid., pp. 17-18 
15 ibid., p. 18 
16 i b id.' p. 14 
0 - 4 years after 
1?, 2400 
<b 2600 
* 2520 
:i;> 3120 
~12 
;'Y 
1.3 
., 
-~-~=======~~'========~==========~======~=====-~====~~-============================-~~======~ 
Total 
No.of 
cases 
Related 
EXECUTI~ 
positions 
# 
Graduates in 
.A.ccount ing ( 35) 0 
Graduates in 
Bus ine s s Ad-
1 mi nistration 1 
(24) 
Graduates in 
E'le ctrical 
1Engineer 1 g (30) 0 
! Gradua tes i n 
Me c hanic a l 
1 
Eng5.neer 1 g ( 42) 3 
(f/_ 
;o 
0 
4 
0 
Related 
SUPERVISORY 
positions 
# % 
6 17. 
10 42 . 
1 3 
4 9. 
Related Unre-
TECHNICAL- PLANT ORlated 
PROFESSIONALCLERICALposi-
positions positions 
# % # % 
16 46 . 10 29. 3 8. 
9 37. 4 17. 0 0 
12 40. 13 43 . 4 14. 
22 53. 11 29. 2 5. 
! ========================================~! 
Humphreys,17 :in a follow-up study of the :;radu8.tes of 
: woodrow Wils on Junior College in Chicago, found 82 per cent 
of the 662 respondents transferred_ to college . More than one-
1 half (55 per cent) continued in college the same course they 
had initiated in the junior colle ge , 33 per cent reported they 
1: had changed their ma jor, and 12 per cent he.d no definite goal i'j 
!' mind while a t tending junior colle ge. He found :tha t 14.5 per o:ntl 
I earned Bachelor's degrees, 6 per cent earned graduate degrees, 
and 55 per cent who were in attendance or had a ttended a college! 
earned no degree. He con cluded that 88 per cent had "rather de£1~ 
: inite ideas wi th reference to their educB.tional and vocational 
II goals. 1tl8 He felt t hat the 33 per cent who did chsnge 
r their mind about what they 
I 
I 
I 
----·-;:.:· -==-~---:=:~....::....~ -:.....=-..=---- ---~·-- ------ -
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' 
' wanted to do 11does not 'mini mize" the conclusion above. A 
decision that is changed is better than indecision.nl9 
Sammartino and Burlce20 in a study of the s uccess which 
, college graduates had in ob t aining full credit for ,j unior 
1 co llege work in 108 colleges and uni versi ties located on the 
Atlantic Seaboard , found that colleges in New Engla11.d al lowed 
' full credit to 61.4 per cent of the transferees. Colleges in 
the Middle Atlantic States permitte d 50.7 per cent of the 
junior college gr aduates to transfer al l credits. Only 49.1 
per cent of the junior colle ge gr adu ates transferring to 
colleges in the Southern Atlantic States were allowed full 
credit. They cons idered 58 semester hours as full transfer 
1 credit for two years of junior college work. They con cluded 
that, "The great er the concordance between the student's 
j unior college work and the program of the first two years of 
the senior college , the greater amount of credit. Sound . 
euidance in the junior college, e spe cially ·W:tth regard to 
r courses and scholastic standards, can do more than anything 
else to effect successful transfer. 1121 
Chandler,22 in a study of 106 Business Adminis tration 
19 i b id • II P• 379 
20 Peter Sammartino, and Armand F . Burke, 113uccess of 
Junior-College Transfers in Eastern States," Junior · 
, College Journal 11 17:307-310 11 April, 1947 
21 i bid., p. 310 
22 Dougl as Alton Chandler, 11A Follow-Up Study of too 
Bu.s iness Administration Graduates of Blank College, 11 
(unpublished Master's thesis 1 Boston University, Bost on , 
1940) 
lr 
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graduates of Blank College, a commercial school located in 
I Boston, found that the largest pe r cent of the graduates left 
1 their initial job to accept another job with better working 
conditions. He lis ted ten reasons from which respondents 
I 
I 
were asked to select one that fitted their case . He found 
17.99 per cent cited "Better Opportu.11.i ty for Advancement, 11 
12.95 per cent said they were "Discharged, 11 15 •11 per cent 
said they obtained an ''Increase in Salary," 13.67 per cent 
ob tained a more responsible position, 7 .,35 per cent said the 
fi rm they worked for went out of busine ss. "More Agreeable 
Work" was cited by 4.32 per cent, and 1.43 per cent said they 
we re "Dis liked by Employer. It He a lso found that 65 . 9 per cent 
I of the graduates in Group II (Classes 1937, 38, 39) found their 
I first job in Metropo l itan Boston. About one-fifth ( 20.76 per 
cent) obtained jobs in Massachusetts outside of the Metropoli-
1 tan are a, 6.61 per cent got jobs in New England other than the 
, State of Ma.ssachusetts, and .,94 per cent found work outside 
I . 
il of New England. Of the total s arnple of graduates in all 
classe s (1929, 1930, 30, 37, 38, 39.) 51.10 per cent obtained 
I 
1
, their first job after leaving college in CIERIC.t.L positions, 
I 
I 11.54 per cent were found to have entered ACCOUNTING and 
BOOKKEEPING, 8 .79 per cent obtained SELLING positions, 
1 6.59 per cent entered jobs in RETAIL SELLING, 10.44 per cent 1 
'I 
1; were classified as hav;Jng obtained jobs in a MISCELLANEOUS ~~ 
II field, and 3.30 per cent failed to respond. In a rank order !J 
! of courses which respondents thought were necessary for an 11 
:L5 
,=-,!~md~~~t~ding of general b~s:i.ness, gre.duat~~named first_: -===---~-~~-~ 
I 
-~ ECONOMICS, (61 votes out of a possible 106,) BUSINESS LAW 
I 
! ranked second (54 votes,) MARKETING was third with 43 votes, 
I 
I 
I :::P:::::. ::d c:::~::::N 0::N::: ::: :::~:~~ 8 ::::r:::~Y 
I 
I 
I 
sidered i mportant. 
Jucke tt23 inquired :tnto the method by which present and 
initial jobs were obtained by the graduates of the Uniyersity 
of Scranton in the Business Admini~tration curriculum. The 
methods used by the 82 graduates were giyen in the following 
i te.b le . 24 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Personal Application 
A Friend 
Parents 
CiYil Service 
Answer to Advertisement 
Professor 
Relations 
Employment Agency 
University Placement 
Other 
Not Stated 
Initial Job 
25~4 
14~5 
10.9 
9.8 
6.2 
4.9 
4.9 
4.9 
2.5 
6~2 
9.8 
Present Job 
35.3 
9.8 
10.9 
8.6 
6.2 
4.9 
4.9 
3.6 
2.5 
7.6 
8.6 
Juckett also investigated the earn:tngs of graduates on 
their first, and on their present job. His follow-up 
questionnaire went to graduates in the Classes from 1941 to 
j l948. The returns, therefore, cover the period during the 
years the Nation was at War and the hectic aftermath, at 
least with regard to wages. A table of his findings follows.25 
I 
23 L. R. Juckett, 11A Follow..:.up Study of the Business Admin 
istration Graduates of the University of Scranton," (un-
~1. published Master's thesis, Doston University, Boston, 1949) 
24 ibid., p. 23 
1.6 
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II 
-II 
I! 
Weekly 
Salary 
* 10-19.99 
r 20-29.99 ~~ 30-39. 99 
lp,)40-49. 99 
~p 50-59. 99 
$ 60-69.99 
$ 70-79.99 
$80/ 
Not Indicated 
Initial Job -
Per Cent earning 
4.9 
9.8 
2L9 
19~5 
19.5 
7.3 
6.2 
0 
10.9 
Current Job -
Per Cent Earning 
0 
0 
2.5 
12.2 
18.3 
18~3 
12.2 
24.3 
12.2 
In requesting the respondents to list the most important 
Business courses taken at the University, Junkett found that 
nine-tenths placed ACCOUNTING first in rank order, BUSINESS 
LAW ranked second, and ECONOMICS th:trd. Of the non-business 
lcourses, ENGLISH, PHILOSOPHY, and PSYCHOLOGY ranked one, two, 
)and three. 
1 Keller26 made a study of 8.11 students who attended 
I Mi~~esota Public Junior College from September, 1929, to 
i June, 1941. He found that 11 Approx5.mately seven of the 
· terminal students would re-enter a junior college for r:;;very six" 
of the Preprofessional (college preparatory. )27 Three-fifths 
1(60 per cent) of the preprofessional respondents said they 
considered the junior college "Preparation for Further 
Education, 11 "Highly Satisfactory," am only 4.3 per cent 
1
felt "~uite Unsatisfactory" about the preparation for college 
land university study.28 
26 Robert Keller "Former Students Evaluate Minnesota . 
Public Junior coilege, II Jun:tor College Journal, 20:337-349, 
February, 1950 
27 ibid., p. 340 
28 ibid., p. 346 
l 
I 
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1/' 
Re spo ndents who t e rminated t heir educ a t i on af ter cornp let-
ins t he junior colle ge two -ye ar pro s ram we re a ske d to g ive 
their opinions about 11 'I'raining for the Vocation in Which 
I am Now 2 n ga ged. 11 Less than one-:b...alf (44 .5 pe r cent) felt 
it vvas 11Hi ,shly Sat isfactory 11 , and 14. 6 per cent fe lt it was 
11 Q.wite Linsatisfactoi'y." 29 
Two-fifths of the t erminal stu dents "Expres se d diss atisfac-
t ion with provisions ;mde for ~::. i ving students information and 
a dvice on t he selection of a pr oper jo:.J . 11 30 One -fif th found 
t he provisions 11 Hi e:;hly Sat :tsf a ct ory . 11 
1
'if • d 31 f.> t ' . 1 f t v e~ e made a survey oi ne curr~cu a o h ree junior 
colle ges in California, San Francisco Junior College, modesto 
Junior Colle se , a nd Los An geles City Colle t:::e. He inve stigated 
t he employment po ss i 1J ili ties for each of the curr icu l a , a nd 
f 011nd 65 per cent of a ll stude nts were preparing for pro-
fessio nal or prepi'ofessiona l occupations , and onl y 8 per cen'j:; 
of the peop le of San Francisco were engaged in Semj_-Profes -
s ional work . Although 27 per cent of the peop le were found 
to i::;e in t he ~: raftsmen , Foremen, a nd Kindred classificat ion, 
not one student was preparin t:, t o enter t h e se occupations. 
'l'hree-fifths of the people , he :found , were in Cler•ical Work, 
yet only 6 per cent of t he students bad t hese occupat :ions in 
mind as ob j e ctives. 
29 i b id.' ·-p. 343 
30 i ~ id. ' p . 345 
31 Douglas L. 'Neide , "The Re l a tionshi p of J-r . Colle ge Ter-
minal Courses to Local Indu stry ," Junior Colle ge J ourn a l, 
1.8 
/ 
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He concluded, 11 Pre liminary planning for a junior college 
must consider industries and occupations of the area in estab-
lishing curricula.»32 
Douglas and Rack33 made an extensive study of the personal 
problems vrhich have confr•onteo. students in both public and 
private junior colleges. The findings were based on the 
opinions of 1956 students. Questionnaires were sent to 3000 
students in twenty colleges to obtain the sample. They found 
that the number one problem of students enrolled in private 
junior colleges was 11 Inabil:tty to Concentrate. 11 The following 
table represents the first five problems which Douglas and 
Rack fou..nd were of greatest concern to students in public and 
private junior coll eges .34 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PRIVATE COLLEGES 
Inability to concentrate 
Not enough time for social 
f1..1.ncti ons. 
Not enough ti.me for sleep. 
Do not lmow how to develop 
philosophy of life. 
Too little time for rec-
reation because of school 
assignments. 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
PUBLIC C OLIE GES 
Not enough time for 
social functions. 
Inability to concentrate 
Too little time for rec-
re ation because of schoo] 
assignments. 
Do not know how to de-
velop philosophy of life 
Not enough time for 
sleep. 
32 ibid~ J p. 466 
33 o:--13. Douglas, and Lucile Rack, "Problems of Junior 
College Students," Junior College Journal, 20:377..,.99, 
March , 1950 .. 
34 ibid., p. 388 
,-
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I CHAP'l~R III 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND TECH!.'HQUES 
Tne questionnaire constitutes one of the principle methods 
by which data may be collected. It was, therefore, decided 
to make use of this method in obtaining the necessary data 
1 for the study. 
The decision to use the questionnaire as the data gatherin~ 
instrument involved the problem of: {1) the types of data neede d 
(2) the arrangement of items in soliciting information on a 
! auestionnaire, (3) the clarity with which each item in the ques 
I ;ionnaire asks for information, and (4) the reliability of the 
information obtained. These prob lems were given careful consid 
eration. The product of this consideration was set forth in th 
following paragraphs. 
I. PREPARATION OF THE QPESTIONNAIRE 
Consideration of the data needed. In assaying the kinds 
of data which would be needed, certain obvious conclusions were 
drawn. 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
These were: 
Need for a distinction between graduates in the 
two classes under study. 
Need for a distinction between ·t;he students who 
terminated their college training upon being 
graduated from junior college and · the students 
who transferred to senior college. 
Need for a distinction between graduates in each 
of the six curriculums. 
20 
I 
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To obtain ideas on how data. might be collected with refer-
ence to (1), (2}, and (3) above, questionnaires which had. been 
used in several research studies were examined. Sufficient 
information from these questionnaires was obtained to construct 
a tentative questionnaire composed of items which were believed 
to be pertinent • 
The questionnaire was presented to the Dean and the 
Guidance Conselor of Worcester Junior College for approval 
and suggestions. 
Attenuation and revision of _ihe data needed. The question 
naire was divided into two parts, one part became the form for 
transfer students, and one part for students who terminated 
their education upon beine graduated from Worcester Junior 
College. After some further revisions, particularly with 
reference to format, both forms were presented for discussion 
to the Dean and the Guidance Counselor of the Worcester Junior 
College. As a result, the wording and arrangement of some 
items chan--e;ed. 
Matters .2.f. forma t. The desire to ask respondents for as 
little writing as possible was responsible for a considerable 
amount of shifting in the order of items and for combining 
related items where possible. However~ it was found to be 
impossible to get all items of both forms on two standard 
Consideration was, [I B!- 11 x 11 11 sheets of pape r using Pica type. 
therefore, given to the use of Elite type. 
Ran:h i. 
~~r~~~ 
I To ascertain the correctness of u~ing Elite type, Mr. 
-------- ·-==~---=--= 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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Weber of the firm of Dickie, Raymond and Company was contacted. 
Dickie, Raymond h a s been a prominent letter advertising house 
in Boston, and Mr. Weber was a principal of the concern a t 
the time he was contacted. He said that 95 per cent of all 
advertising questionnaires were written in Elite type. It 
was also customary to "Write the enclosed letter in Elite type. 
Questionnaires, he claimed, . should not exceed two st~ndard 
8·~ 11 x 11 11 sheets of paper, and it was general practice to 
clip the two sheets in the upper left-hand corner. When 
writing a follow-up letter, Mr. Weber advised the best 
practice "is to assume the respondent either did not receive 
the original letter or has overlooked returning the question-
naire. 11 To obtain the greatest response, he advised enclosing 
another questionnaire and self-addressed, stamped envelope 
with the follow-up letter. 
Following Mr. Weber's recommendations, the questionnaires 
were typewritten on Elite type. More rearrangerr~nt and some 
sque.ezing was necessary before s.ll items could be put on the 
' two s heats of paper. 
Try-out. To ascertain how prospective respondents would 
react to some of the questions, and to uncover any errors 
in the wording and arrange111..ent of the questions, both forms 
were given to twenty-six students who were in attendance at 
the Worcester Junior College Summer Session. The most im-
portant reaction was .why certain questions were asked. After 
1
1 this was explained, some criticisms were made. 
~ -=---- ----=-=--==-
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I The form for Transfer Students a roused questions on two 
I items. 
I 
One-third of the group thought more explanation was 
!needed on itemB.~z. After some discussion, it was decided to 
!place "Graduated From" on the left-hand margin (as it is in 
I 
I 
!APPENDIX A) and add "Enrolled as" over the words "Sophomore, 
Junior, Senior, 11 and "Not Enrolled 11 over the last column of 
parentheses. This arrangement made it possible to spread 
lout the parentheses under each caption, thus tending to obviate 
I 
1
any confus ion a s to where the checkmark should be put. 
I 
The other question which -~ras raised concerned the 11 awful 11 
necessity of choosing between the "Most" and "Least" important 
! items in item 15. A rewording of the explanatory sentence 
asl-cing respondents to name the two "Most" and the two 11 I.east 11 
important items did not help much except to ease the problem 
of tabulation. 
I 
Oddly enough, the two most glaring deficiencies were not 
I noticed: ( 1) the need for the word "Veteran" before the word 
1
1 
"status" in the explanatory statement of item 1 (for many 
respondents failed to check this part of the item}, and {2) 
the omission of Accounting as a major curriculum (this was 
I mitigated by the inclusion of the symbol in the parenthesis 
I at the top of the questionnaire which provided a positive 
, check on the name of the student, his class and major.) 
I 
I 
I The principle fault raised about the TerminaH~' form was 
APPENDIX A, qu. 8 
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f~he long explanatory statement in item 14. After some discus-
1 
f sion on how to imzrr ove it, it was decided to leave it unchanged. 
l I .All changes recomme nded wonld have forced one quest ion off one 
of the two pages. Of course, the word ttveteran 11 should have 
I
I been inserted before "status" in the terminal form also. 
After che eking tbrougl:l rr.any returned questionnaires, the 
terminal form can be criticized for failing to take into con-
siderati on how items 4 through 11 would be answered by any 
graduate who had been employed in only one job since graduating 
from the junior college, or who had been employed part-time 
before, during, and after his attendance in some ce.pacity in 
the job he held at the time the questionnaires were sent. I 
11 Also, a trial for many respondents wa s the dlfficul t · j 
I! choice between 11Yes 11 and "No 11 on items 15 and 16 on the f'orm ; 
\1 for terminal students, and 14 and 18 on the form for transfer 
students. Possibly the shading of response to degrees of 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction would provide just a s well 
as a two-fisted dichotomy what information a study of this 
kind is after. 
II. PRINTING AND MAILING THE q~STIONNAIRE_,l-
The expense of printing in relation to duplication was 
found to be rather high, and it was decided to make use of a 
duplicating process known as multilithing. This made use of 
II I a stencil and resulted in exceptionally good register. 
I 
~:· APPENDIX C 
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I 
Printing of the explanatory letter and questionnaire. Vlitti 
1 
the help of Dr. Edward Pousland, instructor in AdvertisinG at 
tl 
Worcester J unior Colle ge, an :lntroductory l e tter was "~Arritten 
I which explained briefly why the questionnaire was lJeing sent. 
I 
1 This lette r, together with copies of both forms of the 
I que stio1maire, was submitted for approva l to the Advisor for 
I Guidance students, Dr. Wendall Yeo of the Boston University 
1 
Schoo 1 of Education. 
Both forms of the questionnaire and the letter were printe 
1 
on the multilith machine at Worcester Junior College. This 
I' printing tech.'1ique made possible excellent co py a t lovv cost. 
1! Mailing the questionnai re. The letter with the proper 
I form of the questionnaire, either Transfer or Terminal as 
! the case happened to be, was enclosed with a self-addressed, 
1 stamped envelo pe a nd m!=l-iled to 347 graduates in the Classe s 
I 
of 1948 and 1949 .-:~ To graduates '1\fhose transfer-terminal 
status was not known, both the Transfer and Terminal forms 
were sent. 
Follow-up. A post card -1~1,:- was prepared, multigraphed, 
and mailed to a ll g raduates who h ad not responded approxinately 
four weeks after the initial letter h a d been sent. 
A follow-up letter~HH} was composed and mult :i.li thed. At 
One ; raduate, believed to be in China, was not included.' 
APPENDIX D 
APP~NDIX E 
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I 
II 
-~rhe end of the tenth week following the-~aiiing of the initial 
I letter, the letter, a questionnaix•e, and a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope were mailed to every graduate who had not 
as yet responded. 
III. THE R:SSPONSE 
The number of questionnaires returned . As a result of the 
first letter sent to graduates, 128 questionnaires were re-
turned. Within three to four weeks after the pos t card was 
sent, 21 more questionnaires were received, making a total of 
149 returned. The returns after the follow-up letter was 
1 mailed increased in frequency for about two weeks , then 
quickly t apered off. Two months after the final follow-up 
letter was sent, a tota~ of 176 questionnaires had been re-
turned. This represented a 50.7 per cent return. However , 
10 letters were returned unclaimed, and the corrected per cent 
of response stands at 52.2 per cent. 
IV. COLLECTION AND TABULATION OF DATA 
Identification of respondents. To conserve spa ce on the 
question~aire, a symbol consisting of letters and arabic 
nQmbe rs was inserted to the right of the title of the question-
naire and enclosed in parentheses with the word "Group".?~ 
The capital letters indicated the curriculum in which the schoo I 
records showed each graduate had majored ( e.g. : A - I 
I 
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1 Accounting; B - Busj_ness Manas ement; 0 & D - Engineering; etc.); 
and also the year he graduated (doub le capital letters - BB ~ 
indicated the Cla ss of 1949; a sing le capital - B, the Class 
of 1948). The numbers indicated the graduate's ng_me and ran 
consecutively, beg inning with number 1 in each curriculum . 
For instance, Al7 would be t he symbol for the Accounting major 
seventeenth on the list of all graduates in Accounting in the 
Class of 1948. This method proviC.ed a check against all 
returns with reference with the individual respondent, his 
major curriculum, and his class. It was well-worth the a d-
ditional time spent to letter and number every questionnaire. 
Collection of data. With the use of symbols, all d at a we re 
simply and easily collected. The response on each item in 
both forms was arranged on two sheets of pape r 15 11 x 36 11 , 
one s'heet for each form. The response was then totaled a c-
cording to class and curriculum. Ylritten x•esponse , such a s 
subjects name d and opinions g iven was a rranged under positive 
or negative resp onses to other i tew..s which were cons ide red 
to hg_ ve a significe_nt relation . 
'I'abulation of~. Approximately twenty-five t ab l es were 
prepa red fron the returns of terminal graduates , and about 
thirty tables were made from the response of transfer graduates ~ 
The number in each case had been reduced, and some tables have 
been co mb ined with others. 
Percentages were computed to give more mea;ning to the re- I 
turns · A r an..k order was ma.de of sub ·ects named b graduates I 
.I 
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in r esponse· to items askinG for this sort of infor mation , and , 
where necess a ry, per cents were co mputed to make the findings 
on curriculums a nd s ub ject matter more me anin2,ful. 
=====· -==#=-~=--=-- ---------- ---
CHAPTER IV 
GENRRAL ANALYSIS OF THE RE~JRNS 
The results of the survey were broken down accordinc; to 
the class, the transfer-terminal status, and the curriculum 
in which the respondents majored in col lege. A general analy-
sys of the returns was prepared with respect to the above 
classifications, and , in add ition, the educational status of 
transfe r graduates and the vocational status of the terminal 
graduates was determined to obtain a better background for 
further understanding the data that was to be presented in 
other chapters. 
I. PERCENTAGE RESPONDING ACCORDING TO C L.li.SS, TRANSFER-TERMINAL 
STATUS., AND CURRICUDJM, AND TEE NTJMBER RETURNING THE WRONG FORM 
Breakdown !uz: classes. Returns showe d only a small dif-
ference in the response from graduates in each of the two 
classes; 51.5 per cent for 1948, and 49~7 per cent for 1949. 
Table I showed the tote.l numbel' and percentage in each class 
who responded. 
29 
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TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE OF QUESTIONNAIHES HETURNED 
Class 
Total Total No. Per cent _j No. of Respond- of Response _ -
Cases ing 
1948 198 102 51.5 
1949 149 74 49.7 
Bre akdown .2.! -class and tr a nsfer - term:i.nal status . Returns 
were the largest for transfer gr aduat e s in t he Class of 1949 -
67.2 r.esponded; and. more than t:D.ree-fifths (61.3 per cent) of 
th_e transfers in the Class of 1948 responded. The poorest 
return wa s for graduates who terminated training, the Class 
of 1949, 37.5 per cent, though only 43.6 per cent of the 
terminal g r a duates in the Class of 1948 responded. 
TABLE II 
PER CENT OF ALL TRANSFER AND TERMINAL GRJffiUATES IN EACH CLASS 
WHO RESPONDED 
I 
I 
Total 
No. of 
Cases 
Per Cent of 
response 
Class of 1948 
Per Ce nt of I 
response 
Cl ass of 19491 
Transfer 149 61.3 67.2 
37.5 ,, 
=============================II 
Te rminal 198 43.6 
I 
Table II was made to show the per cent of transfer and lj =~~~~~~-~ te rminal graduates in each class who resp?nded. ~-==--=:: -=~- ==..-----==- --=-== ---
In cons ide ring the reliability of the data , it seemed rea-
sonab le to assume tha t the infox•mat:i.on on the transfers was 
more representat i ve of all s raduates who transfer•red to col-
le ge than the data for all terminal graduates . 
3 re akdown by curriculums . 'l,he greatest retur n was obtained 
from Pre dental craduates - 68 . 4 per cent ; and from Accountin g 
~. raduat es - 6'7 . 4 per cent . C~ raduates in the :;:~usine ss Manage-
ment and Pre l aw curr icu l ums r eturned the s mallest per cent -
36 . 0 and 35 . 5 per cent res pective ly, accord ing to the results 
· shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 
PER CENT OF CRADUATES IN EACH CURRICULuM W1-IO 
RESPONDED 
Curriculum 
Account ing 
Business l\1ana.se ment 
En~ineering 
Liberal Arts 
Pre l aw 
Pre dental 
Total 
No . of 
Cases 
46 
97 
124 
44 
17 
19 
Per Cent of 
response 
67 . 4 
36 . 0 
5 t5 . 'd 
40 . 9 
35 . 5 
68 . 4 
A total of 14 s raduates returned the wrong form . I'his 
3( 
does not reflect on the inadequacy of the j unior c olle ge records. 
I';iany of the 14 , it was f ound , had been admi tted to co llege one 
or two years after s raduat ing fr om the j1mior• c o l lege . 
indicates the numb er in each curriculum who returned the wron£ 
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TABL"f<:! IV 
NTJi\ffiER RETURNING THE WRONG FORM 
Total No. Total No. 
Curriculum respond- returning 
ing wrong form 
Accounting 31 0 
-Bus iness 
Management 35 2 
Engineering 73 7 
Liberal Arts 18 2 
Prelaw 6 0 
Pre dental 13 3 
Predental and Engineering gr ad~ates returned the wrong 
form more fre~ently than graduates in any of the other cur-
riculums. The problem of bei:n__g admitted in the fall of 1948 
I 
Ji and 1949 was probably responsible for a postponement of ed-
1 
ucational plans . This resulted in recording all who did later 
j transfer as terminal students. Some graduates had apparently 
I entered college d uring the months when the survey was being 
I 
!conducted (September and October, 1950). Furthermore, ~~ 
examination of e ach questionnaire was not made soon enough to 
I
re-send the correct form to those Who returned the wrong form. 
Therefore, approximately 8 per cent of the total response was 
not usable. Those who returned the wrong form failed to a..YJ.swer 
I 
1
1 
most of the questions on the terminal form. 
I 
\I 
========~,============================~~~================================1r=~-==~ 
I 
li 
li 
One questionnaire was returned pai't ly answered ::y the par-
ents of a 6r aduate who was in the Armed Services . This was 
not used . 
Breakdown by sex . The total samp le of 347 gr aduates con-
t ained 342 me n and 5 wo men . Since on ly 2 , or 1.1 per c ent of 
t he total res ponse re pr esente d women , the stu dy was cons idered 
to be one hav i n g to do wit h mal e j unior col l ege gradu a tes . 
Summary and conclusions . As a result of gre a ter r e turns 
fr om transfe r z r a dua t e s , the data c oncerning t hem were c onsid-
ere d t o ;:.; e more representative . 
There was n o a ppreciab le difference in the res oonse from 
e a ch of t h e two clas ses. 
As a result of the rather large number of g r• a duates who 
were sent a terminal form a n d had , in f act , transferred , it 
was conc l uded t hat more t :Lme shou ld have been g iven to check-
ing the returns so tha t every graduate wou l d receive the prope r 
form even thou[;h transfer was accomp lished at the t i me the 
survey was bein8 made. 
I I . EDUCA'l'IONAL S'I'ATJS OP TRANSFER GRiillUATES 
To ob tain backgr ound i nformation , transfer graduates were 
asked to state their educational st atus , the college they 
were at t ending or had a ttended , and the location of the 
colle ge attended. 
Placement at the t i rr:.e the survey was made. Gr a duates in 
33 
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the Class of 1948, if accepted into the Junior Class, would 11 
have been graduated from college in June, 1900. The returns j/ 
showed tm t 64.8 per eent have gradna ted from college; 18.5 per II 
II 
cent have transferred to a preprofessional, professional, or I 
graduate school, some of whom have already earned a Barihelorrs 1 
'
Ill degree; 14.8 per cent were undergraduates; 3.7 per eent were, ot 
had bean, in the Armed Services; and 1.9 per cent were not en- 1 
jl rolled in college though they reported having entered pre- I 
1 I 
vious:::duates in Jibe Class or 1949 were entering their Senior l1 
year at the time the stuey- was made. None had graduated from 
college, but one reported having completed a course in a radio 
and electronics school. Undergraduates in college accounted 
for 87.8 per cent of the response; 4.9 per cent were in attend-
ance at preprofessional, professional, and graduate schools;. Ji 
2.4 per cent were not enrolled though they had previously trans• 
ferred. Table V provided a breakdown of educational status by I 
class. 
TABLE V 
pERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO WERE UNDERGRADUATES., GRADUATES, 
PROFESSIONAL OR GRADUATE STUDENTS, TRANSFERS IN THE ARMED 
SERVICES, AND TRANSFERS NOT ENROLLED IN COLLEGE* 
Profes-
Total sional or 
No. of Under- graduate Serv- Not 
Class Cases graduates Graduates student ices enrolled 
1948 54 14.9 64.8* 18.5 3.7 1.9 
1949 41 87.8 2.4* 4.9 2.4 2.4 
*One graduate student Who completed requirements in technical 
==== 
1 _s_c):lo~J._oi' less _than fou.r_y~__ar__s_ _ _______ _ 
Colleges to which e;raduates h a ve transferred. Graduates 
were enrolled or had previously been graduated from thirty-
eight colleges a.nd two technical schools in twenty st a tes. 
Boston University ranked first tn a list of the colleges 
attended: fourteen, or 15.0 per cent had transferred there. 
Graduates had attended, or were attending , in equal number (8), 
Marietta College, Syracuse University, and Clark University. 
Seven entered Northeastern University, four were admi tted to 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Four transfe rs reported 
they had attendee. Duquesne University, and three were a ttend-
ing the Worcester Polytech..n:lc Institute. .o,_ total of fifty-six 
or 58.8 per cent of all transfer students responding were 
attending , or had attended the above - mentioned colleges .J.~ 
Location of colleges to which graduates transferred. 
The returns showed that surprisingly few transferred to college~ 
in the five New England states not including Massachusetts; 
only 9.1 and 7.2 per cent for the two classes respectively. 
On the other hand, a considerable number went out of New 
England to enter college. Perhaps the answe1• has to do with 
the enrollment which was very large :i.n New Eng land colleges 
11
during the years when transfer was being made. In any e"~'!ent, 
I many more graduates in the Class of 1949 entered colleges in 
Massachusetts than did those who transferred one year earlier. 
Table VI on the next page showed the distribution of locations 
II 
J,;- A list of the colleges which were a ttended was provided 
in APPENDIX F. 
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\I of colleges at tended. 
' 
TABLE VI 
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO TRANSFERRED TO COLIEGES 
IN Iv.tASSACHUSETTS , IN NEW ENGLAND 
EXCEPT MASSSACHUSETTS , AND IN 
.AREAS OUTS IDE OF NEW ENG LAND 
New England Outs id.e 
Class Massachusetts except of 
Mass a chuset ts New England 
1948 35.2 9.1 55.6 
1949 53.5 7.2 34.1 
Number 2.£ graduates who ~ a. ttendin_g g_ professional .£!. 
graduate school . Graduates who were enrolled in professional 
s chool of law, dentistry, theology, or were attending graduate 
schools , showed a preference for colleges located in Massachu-
setts. Only two were attending or had attended colleges in 
other than the New England states, as sho\m in Table VII. 
Familiarity with the juniol .. college under study may have 
facilitated entrance. This fact would certainly enter into 
graduates seeking entrBnce to Clark University, which is 
located in tm same city. Northeastern University would be 
more apt , understandably, to give consideration to students 
from Worces ter Junior College, as the Evening Division a t 
11 Worcester was affiliated with Northeastern for a number of 
years. 
=====:~-- ·==== ~~---
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TABIE VI I 
NUMBE:R OF GRADUATES ATffiNDING A PROFESSIONAL OR GRADUA'PE S CHOOL 
Location College Number 
Northeastern University 5 
Boston University 2 
Massachusetts Tufts College 2 
Clark University 1 
Ohio Marietta College 1 
Illinois Garrett Bible Institute 1 
Surrnnarv ~Conclusions. Nearly one-sixth of the g radu ates 
in the Class of 1948 were underg r aduates, though the y were due 
to graduate in June, 1950. 
One graduate in each class had transferred to colle ge, but 
both reported they had not graduated, and were not enrolled. 
I t wa s concluded. both had dropped out of college. 
Gener a lly, graduates trans ferre d to colle ges located in 
Massachusetts or j_n sta tes outs ide of New Eng land, but not in 
the other five New Engl a nd stat es. The returns sug gested that 
pe ak enrollment in colle ges in New England st ates was re sponsi-
ble for t he s ma ll r:er c e nt who di d tran.s fer to colle ge s in these 
sta tes and wh ich resulted. in a large per cent t ransferring to 
colle ges located ou tside New En g l and . 
I 
l'.~ore g radua t es con tiriued their studies at Boston Unive rsity 
than at any other colle ge . 
Colleges and professional sch ools in Massachusetts proved 
t o b e the choice of most graduates who were studying the Pro-
1 
fe s sions or continu ing wi th t he ir studies on the g r aduat e level. ~~ 
I 
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III. VOCATIONAL STATUS OF TERMINAL STUDENTS 
Terminal respondents were asked to indicate whether they 
I were e mployed or not, the title of the occupation in which they 
II were engaged, and the location of the firm for which they were 
employed. A classification of all occupa tions held by termi-
1 nal graduates was made according to Part IV, Entr~ Occupations 
of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, to provide an 
understanding of the m9.terial which was presented i n other 
chapters. 35 
Placement at the time the survey~ made. All but 6.2 
per cent of the terminal students were employed, 2.5 per cent 
reported they were unemployed, and 1.2 per cent were serving 
in the Armed Services. 
According to Table VIII, no respondent in the Class of 
1948 reported being unemployed, a nd only 6.1 per cent of 
the respondents in the Class of 1949 reported that they were 
unemployed. 
35 Dictionary of Occuoational Titles. 
Classifications. Washington, D. C~ 
Labor, u. s. Employment Service, u. 
Printing Office, 1939. 
Part IV, Entry 
: u. S. Dept. of 
s. Government 
il 
I 
I 
I 
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TABIE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS WHO WERE 
El':IPLOYED , UNEMPLOYED, IN . THE ARMED · SERVICES , AND 
WHO FAILED TO MA.EE KNOWN THE'IR OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 
Class 
Combined 
Cla sses 
1948 
1949 
Total 
No.of 
Cases 
81 
48 
33 
Employ-
ed 
93~8 
97~9 
87.8 
Unem-
ployed 
2.3 
0 
6.1 
"ll.rmed 
Services 
1.2 
2.1 
0 
No re-
sponse 
2.5 
0 
6.1 I 
I 
~ cent of terminal students employed in the PROFESSIONAL ~ 
CIERICAL .AND SAIES, SERVICE, MECHANICAL, and MANUAL classifies.- I 
tions according to the Dictionary££ Occupational Titles. Re-
spondents were asked to state the title of the occupation in 
which they were engaged. From Part IV of the Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles, the offici a l title and the code number 
classification was obtained. Table IX was p rovided to show 
11 the distribution of the occupations held by terminal respond-
1 
I ents ~ This procedure was found to be hazardous due chief'ly 
'i 
11 to the o ver lapping of meaning in the titles which respondents 
'I 
1 wrote on their questionnaires. Therefore, the four digit 
I 
I breakdown was general , with reference to the subtitles under 
each of the major· classifications. For instance, it was dif-
ficult to determine who was to be classified as ROUTINE CLRRICA~ 
anc1 ROUTINE RECORDING from the information obtained from the 
, questionnaires. 
I 
I 
-- J 
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TABL~ IX 
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES EMPLOl'ED IN FIVE OF THE MAJOR 
CLL\SSIFICATIONS OF THE DICTi mtmY OF OCCUPATI ONAL TITIESJ.:-
Class Total 0-X 4-X 6-X 1-X ~ -X \I 
and c·u.r- ~0. of Profes- Clerical 11echani- Uneml l 
riculu.m (' sional & Sale sService cal ~,fanual vases nlo:ved 
Combined-lr '76 35.4 34.4 1.3 17 . 2 9~2 2. 6 II 
1948 47 40~4 29.8 2.1 21.3 6.4 0 I 
1949-ll- 29 27.6 41 . 4 0 10 . 3 13. '7 7.0 
Ace ' t-l~ 17 23.5 58 . 8 0 5.9 5 . 9 5 . 9 
Bus . M:an. 13 15.4 76~9 0 7.7 0 0 
Eng ineer . ->:· 39 48.6 7 . 6 0 28 . 2 12 . 8 2 . 8 
Id_b . Arts ·l. 4 25~0 50 . 0 25.0 0 0 0 
Pre l aw 2 50 . 0 50.0 0 0 0 0 
Pre dental 1 0 0· 0 0 100 . 0 0 
.. ;; Four f le to 
-
h , ~ ·i a:t d respond to t e qt. e .... t _on. 
It was found tP2t about one-third of the respondents were 
e mp loyed in the PROFESSION.P,L a nd CIERICAL P.ND SALES classi-
fic a tions, one-sixth in the MZC::IA1HCAL , and less th..an one-
1 tenth in the MA1TUAL cla ssificatio ns. 
Two-fifths of the Cla ss of 1948 were employed in the FRO-
FESSIONAL class i fication, compared with 27.6 per cent of the 
[
respondents in the Class of 1949, but two - fifths of the Cla ss 
lor 1949 were class ified as CLERIC AL P~D SALES compared to 
29 . 8 pel .. cent for the class of 1948. 
A l arger (48 .6) per cent of the Eng ineering res pondents 
i\ were classified as holding occ upations in the PROFESSIO:t-.TAL 
\than we re respondents in any of the other curriculu!llB. J,!ore 
ljthan twlce as many respondents in the Accounting curriculum 
\were employed in CLER.IC P.1~ A-~ D Slii.ES than in PROFESSIONAL, and 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
three-fourths of the Business Management majors were occupied 
1 in CLERICAL AND S"ll"I.ES positions. The per cents for the re-
s pondents in the Liberal Arts, Prelaw, and Predental cur-
ricu lum represent a very small sample and for that reason, they 
will not receive much consideration. It was recalled that the 
original plans for graduates in these three curriculums encom-
passed transfer to college. 
Breakdown of occupations held £x terminal graduates ~­
cording to the four digit cl~ssification of the Dictionary 
41_ 
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of Occupational Titles. Previous to the grouping of occupatio~ 
the title of the occupation given by each respondent was 
matched against a description of the related occupations to 
I determine under which of the four-digit classifications of 
I each major classification t:b..e particula r occupation would fall. 
I 
I 
Generally, this was not hazardous for most of the respondents 
were quite specific, in some cases specific enough to find a 
five-digit code number. Hovrever, for occupations classif.ied 
in the ClERICAL AND SAIES group where the differences were 
1
1 found to be small between the various four-digit classifica-
tions, a~n respondents were the least descriptive in giving 
!I their job title, the breakdown was the least reliable. For 
I 
1
1 instance, should CIERK, the title given by the respondent, 
il be classified as ROUTINE REG ORDING or ROUTINE CIERICAL Where 
' the respondent was found to h ave majored in Accounting? All 
' code numbers for the classifications shown in Table X were 
1 taken from Part IV of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. 
-=-=~t 
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1 TJnder each of the five major classifi cations in Table X, 
I 
1 
the four-di git subtitle was written in the diagonal subcaptions 
I PROFESSION.U~ , CIERICAL AND SALES, SERVICE, ME'CHAN ICAL, M ..I\NTJAL. 
I 
1 Engineering and Related , for instance, would carry a four-digit 
I code number of O-X7.4. All subtitles and code numbers were 
I . 
for entry occupations, since some of the respondents had been 
/ employed little more than one year since they were graduated 
1 from the junior college, and it was not considered feasible 
to use the class if icat ion for experienced workers . 
The largest number of graduates h olding jobs in any one 
occupation in the four-digit classification was for SELLING, 
l-X5 . 5. However, nearly 
;I ENGINEERI NG AND RELATED, 
I 
as many were found to be employed in 
In general, a larger number of the graduates in the Class 
1 of 1948 were holding positions classified as PROFESSIONAL, 
I 
although more than three times as many 1~spondents in the 
Class o·f 1948 were employed in MECHA..."tifiCAL WORK, in comparison 
I with the respondents in the Class of 1949. 
Over one-third of the Engineering ms.jors were found to 
be employed in ENGIJ.\TEERING AND REL~TED , O-X7 .4, and oro -third 
of the Business Management majors were employed in occupations 
classified in SELLING, l-X5.5. 
It was found to be impossible to relate the particular 
occupation to the type of training in each case. Enough in-
formation was not at hand to relate accurately the occupation 
II ;
1
and training of each respondent. In general, however, there 
1 seemed to b e an agreement between the field of work a_n9:.__t_h_13 
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t ype of tr a inins e x cept f or f our Ac counting ma j ors wh o were 
e mployed i n SELLING occupation s. Some of the !l;ng, ineering 
ma j o rs vve r e thought to be ou ts i de t he i r f ield: PR OTS CTIVE 
SERVICE WORK , 0-' ... 6 . 2 , and ELE.MEN TAL \VORK , LI GHT , 6-X6 .1. 
The ra t he r l are,e n umbe r of En ~: ineerin[ ma j ors doin£ i\1Al'l(- AL 
WORK was thought to indicate nothi ng more tha n a beginn ing 
situat i on in the broad field of En e; ineering , and the large 
number of respondents e ngage d in NIT!:CHAN ICAL WORK , partl eu l a rly 
in t h e skilled occupatlons ( B~NCH and STRUC TURAL CRAFTS) was 
cons idere d to be ind ic a tive of t h e gr aduate's ability to find 
work re l a ted to his tra i n i ng in t he s k illed trades which 
form an i mportant s egment of a ll o c cupations in the community 
in which trainin~ was o b tained . 
Loca tion of the place of employment , Nine-tenths of the 
terminal r e s p onde n ts were reported t o be workine:: in the 
Commonwe a lth of Iviassachuset ts , and more than three-f i fths 
r e plied the ~7 were e mployed by concerns i n the community whe re 
traininc wg_s t aken. 
A larger per cent of the r e s p ondents in the class of 1949 
were employed by concerns in the community i n which t hey were 
trained t han thos e who replied j_ n t h e class of 1948 . 
Three-fourths of the Accm.mt ing - Business Eanage ment re-
s pondents were workint: in iJYorcester , compared to one-half of 
t h e Eng i neer ing -·roup , but n ine -tenths of b oth gr oups were 
e mp l oyed in Massachusetts . 
It was quite apparent that one of the princip l e functi ons 
44 
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Jl of the corr..rnuni ty college, that of training . individuals for the 
I· 
,
1
specific occupational needs of the community, had been filled 
I 
if the returns could be implied to have significance in this 
1
respect. There were a number of firms in Greater Worcester 
I 
' and in ne arby areas, and a more careful check might have dis-
closed 
I setts 
a larger percentage were employed in Central Massachu-
around Worcester than was found. 
II 
II 
TABIE X 
[PERCENTAGE OF TERMI NAL HESPONDENTS El'!I PLOYED IN WORCESTER, IN 
I MASSACHUSET'rS, IN NEW ENG LAND EXCEPT MASSACHDSET'rS, AND OUTSIDE I OF 1-TEW ENGL~ND 
I 
I Classes Total New Eng- Outs ide 
I and No . of Massachu- land ex- of New 
1
Curriculum Cases Worceste setts ce t Mass. Eng la.nd 
11948 47 59.6 87.2 8~5 4.3 
1 1949 30 70.0 90.0 10.0 0 
1 Accounting-
!Bus. Manage. 30 76~7 90.0 3.3 6.7 
1 Engineering 40 52.2 90.0 7.5 2.5 
i Lib. Arts, 
1 Prelaw, & Pre - 7 85.7 85.7 0 14.3 
!Dental 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONC LUSIONS 
Approximately the sa!ll3 percentage from each class returned 
questionnaires. 
More than 60 per cent of the transfer graduates returned 
' questionnaires compared with about 40 per cent of the terminal 
I graduates. 
1 About two -thirds of all Accounting and Predental graduates 
~~ returned questionnaires, a.~d only about one-third of the 
I Bus iness Management majors returned qu.estionnaires. 
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Fourteen gr a duates returned t he wrong for m. II 
Only 1.1 per cent of the total responding were f ound to 
' 
1 
be women. II 
About two-thirds of the graduat es of the Class of 1948 I 
had finished colle ge and. 14.9 per cent were still undergraduates ! 
I Ab out one-seventh were enrolle d in a p rofessional or g raduate 1 
. I 
I school. A very s ma ll (1.9 and 2.4 respectively) percent age 
of the respondents in each class had a ppa rently dropped out 
:1 of collage • 
I I Transfers entered thirty-eight colleges in t wenty states. 
About one -seventh entered Boston Universj ty. 
I 
Of the respondents in the Cla s s of 1948, 35.2 per cent 
entered colleges in Massachusetts, compared to 53.5 per cent 
1 of t h e resp ondents in the Class of 1949. Less than ten per 
I cent in both classes entered colleges located in the other 
New England states. Ab out o ne - half of the res pondents in 
the Class of 1948 went to colleges in other than the Ne w 
I England states, compared to 34.1 per cent of the respondents 
in t he Classof 1949. 
All but two of the gradua tes who entered a professional 
or g r aduate school attended colle s es in ~.IJ:assachusetts. 
Nearly a ll te!";.'l1 j_ne.l respondents were employed. None of 
the respondents in the Cla ss of 1949 reported they were un-
1 
employed, and 6.1 per cent of the respondents in the Class 
I 
I of 1948 repli ed that they were unemplo yed. 
I Approximately 35 per cent of the termina l respondent s 
we re employed in PROFESSIONAL WORK, a nd 34.1 per cent were 
---- ~~ r 
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I emp loyed in CLERICAL AND SAIES WORK. Graduates doing MEC l-1-\!ifiCA 
, WCRK accounted for about one-sixth, and one-tenth were doine I 
KANU AL WORK. I 
About two-fifths of the Class of 1948 ,,1'/ere engaged in 
PROFESSIONAL WORK compared with the two-fifths of the respond-
ents in t he Class of 1948 who were engaged in CIE'RICAL AND SALE, 
WORK. One in f ive in the Class of 1948 wa s engaged in 
MECHA"J'HCAL WORK compare d with one in ten in the Class of 1949. I 
More Engineering graduates were found to be engaged in 
PROFESSIONAL WORK, and a larger (76.9) ,rercentage of the 
Business Manageme nt gra duates were occupied in CLERICAL 1\ND 
SALES positions, compared with the Accounting ms.jors, of which 
11 58.8 per cent ,,vere employed in this classification. 
One-eighth of the Engineering majo rs were found to be 
handling ~~NUAL WORK. 
In general, there was a fair degree of relation between 
I: the occupations and the type of training respondents had 
1
1 taken in the junior college. 
II 
I Nine out of ten terminal respondents in both classes were 
:· 
I working in M,9.ssachusetts, and 60 to 70 per cent respectively 
r in the two classes were working in Worcester, the community 
where training was taken. 
The f acility with which most t e r minal graduates entered 
jobs, eithe r in the comnuni ty or in the state, which made use 
I! of the training t ake n in junior college was thought to have 
satisfactory implic a tions for the adequacy of the conmmnity 
"---'===-== -= -- -
colle :::;e curricula in mee t in ,; t he occupational needs of the 
cornm.uni ty . 
I 
CHAPTER V 
PROBLEMS RELATING TO T BE TRANSFER 
OF JUNIOR COLL~GE GRADUATES TO COLL~GE 
The sou ndness of a two-ye ar transfer program was believed. 
i, to be measured in part by ( 1) the e a se with which trans fer 
!students were a dmitted to colleges ; (2) the persistence with 
!which four-year colleges g r anted full credit for work com-
lpleted in the junior college; ( 3} the integration between the 
I j unior college curricula and the s enior college curricula; 
land ( 4 ) the con sistency with which j unior college g raduates 
I 
!continued to study i n college the same curriculum, within 
!reasonable limits, which they initiated i n junior college . 
I 
In an attempt to measure the adequa cy of the transfer pro-
Jgram, the study \vill: proceed with an examina tion of each 
i of the above-mentioned cons ideration..s • 
I. ADMISSION OF GR _IDUATES TO COLLEGE 
Graduates were asked to ind icate (1) the number of col-
leges to which they had made applic a tion , (2) the number of 
: colleges which denied. them admission, and (3) the class entered 
/-u pon transferring to college. It was hoped that some idea of 
! the resistance g raduates met in entering the Junior class of 
I college could be gained, and refere n ces later made t o any 
1 lack of preparation in the j unior college might be, in some 
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I p a rt 1 rela ted to the e a se or difficulty graduates fo und in 1 
II entering college. I 
The number of colleges to whi ch g raduates made application I 
I for a dmission. More tha.n one-half (55 per cent) of all re- ,, 
II 
II 
I 
li 
II 
Jl 
\I 
spondents made application t o t wo or more colleges. One-third 
applied to thr e e or more colle ges , and about one-seventh 
indicated I (16.2 per cent) applied to at le ast f our colleges, a s 
in Tab le XI I. 
T_AB TF_! XI I 
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES MAKING APPLICATION FOR "11.DMISSION TO 
ONE COLLEGE, TWO OR MORE CO LIEGES , THREE OR MCRE C OLH~GES, FOUR 
11 -- - OR MORE COLLEGES , Al~D FIVE CR MORE COllEGES To 1 
col-
le ge 
To 2 or To 3 or To 4 or To 5 or No I !t Classe s and more col- more col- more col- more col- re 
Curriculum l eges le ge s leges le ges ~ pmre 
Combined 
194:8 
1949 
Accounting 
Business 
Management 
Engineering 
Libera l Arts 
Prelaw 
Pre dental 
42~5 
38 . 8 
4 8 .4 
53.8 
52.6 
25.0 
45.6 
100 
22.2 
55~0 
59~2 
48.4 
46.2 
42.1 
70~8 
54.4 
0 
82.8 
33~7 
34~7 
32.3 
38.5 
31 . 6 
41.7 
18.2 
0 
44 . 4 
16~2 
20.4 
9~7 
30.8 
10.6 
16.7 
9 .1 
0 
22.2 
6~2 
8 ~1 
3.2 
15.4 
5 .3 
4.2 
0 
0 
11.1 
I 2.5 l 
2.1 
3.2 
0 
5.3 I 6·2 II 
0 
0 
Transfer respondents in the Cla ss of 1948 were more zealous 
I in making application t han those in the Class of 1949, three-
1 fift hs made applicat:ton to a t least t wo colle ge s 1 and. one-
fourth applied to four or more colleges. 
A c onsiderable difference in effort to obtain admission 
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I 
to colle ge was noted between graduates in the six curriculums. 
'"h:Lle 70 .8 pe r cent of the E:ngineering and 82.8 per cent of 
the Pl.;ede nt al s tu.OOnts made applic ation to at least two co 1-
lege s, a nd 41.7 and 44.4 per cent respectively made applica-
1 
tion to thre e or more colleges, les s than one-half of the stu-
dents in each of the other curr iculums except Liberal Arts 
app lied to two or more colle ges. 
No doubt a desire to receive full credit and transfer to 
a colle ge of excell ent standing influenced graduates, par-
1 ticularly in the preprofessional c urriculums, to apply to 
II 
· msny colle ges. 
The resistance to admission to college encountered 2z 
1 
graduates. Tr8.nsfer graduates we re requested to indic ate the 
numbe r of colleges which turned down their application for 
admission. 
Tab le XIII on the next p age was made to show a breakdown 
of the returns of graduates who we re denied admission by one, 
, two, or more than tbl"'ee colleges . 
Just 70 . 0 per cent of a 11 respondents reported that they 
were not denied admission by any college. About one-seventh 
claimed one college turned do~rn their application for admis-
sion, and only 8.8 per cent replied that t wo colleges had not 
a ccepted them. 
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TABIE XIII 
PERCENTAGE OF TRANSFER GRADUATES WHO W~q;RE DZl'JIED ADMISSION BY 
~10JE, ONE , TW 0, AND T:t-IR.E.E OR 11n:ORS COLLEGES. 
Deni e d by -
Classes Denied Den ied Denied three or 
and by no by one by two more No re-
Curriculum college college colleges colleges sponse 
- --- --
Combine d 70~0 13 . 8 8~8 3 . 7 3 . 7 
1948 71.4 14.3 10.2 4.1 o· 
1949 67.7 12.9 6.5 3.2 9 . 7 
Accounting 76.9 7 .7 7 . 7 0 7.7 
Business 
Man age ment 73.7 10.5 10 . 5 5.3 0 
Engineering 50.0 25~0 16.8 4 . 2 4 . 2 
Libera l Arts 81.9 9. 1 0 0 9 . 1 
Pre lmv 100 0 0 0 0 
Predental 77 . 9 11.1 0 11.1 0 
-
No important d :tfference wa s n oted in the returns of gradu-
I a tes in either class. 
Graduates in Engineering reported ha~ring the most diffi-
culty in g aining admission. One-fourth had their applications 
1 turned down by one college , and one-sixth were not accepted by 
t wo colle ges to i'Jhich they had applied. 
In a ssaying the import a nce of Table XIII, it was neces-
s ary to keep in mind the f' act tha t conclusions could be ms.d.e 
on ly by taking into consideration the resu lts tabulated on 
p age 49, with reference to the number applying for admission . 
For instance, it could not be inferred that gra du ates in Pre-
l aw were the most successful simply be c ause 100 per cent were 
1 
not refused admission to o.ny college - none applied to more 
S2 
than one college. To determine more a ccurately the degree of 
resis tance encountered by junior college gradua tes, Tab le XIV 
wa s construc ted to show the pe r centage who applied to one or 
more , end to two or more colleges who were not o.ccepted by 
one or more and by two or more col lege s . 
In gene ral, respondents in the Class of 1948 met more 
, resistance in obtaining admission to college than did the 
students who responded from the Class of 1g4 9. 
I 
Tli..BLE XIV 
PERCENTAGE OF APPLICANTS TO ONE OR MORE , AND TO TWO 
II COLLEGES "IJIJHO WERE REFUSED ADMISSION BY O:NE OR MORE , 
OR MOP-E' 
AND BY 
II 
TWO OR MOP.E COLLEGES 
-Applying Refused Applying Refused 
Class to one by one to two by two 
and or more or mor·e or more or more 
Curriculum Colleges College s Colleges Colleges 
Class of 1948 98 .o 34.6 59.2 14.3 
Class of 1949 96.8 22.6 48~4 9.7 
Accounting 100 15.4 46.2 16~7 
Bus . Management 94.7 27. 8 42.1 37.5 
Engineering 95.8 47,9 70.8 29.4 
Liberal Arts 100 9.1 54 . 4 0 
Prelaw 100 0 0 0 
Predental 100 22.2 82.8 11.1 
Eng5.neer ing majors had the greatest difficulty in obtain-
ing admission. Nearly one-half (47.9 per cent) who applied 
I to one or more colleges were not accepted by at least one col- I 
l lege. Of the 70.8 per cent who applied to t wo or more colleges, ! 
'! two-fifths were t u rned down by at le as t t wo colleges . Con-
' 
trasted with the Engineering majors were the Liberal Arts 
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graduates, all of whom were accepted by the one or more than 
two colleges to which they applied. 
The clas s status of transfer students u.pon entering 
colle ge. Respondents were asked to indicate tre class in 
colleges to which they were admitted, whether Freshman, 3opho-
more, Junior, Fresbman in a professiona l or g raduate school, 
or other school. Table XV on pa ge 54 was made to show what 
classes graduates entered. 
Approximately 70 per cent of the graduates in each class 
entered the Junior Class of the college to which trey trans-
ferred . One in ten of the Class of 1948 was admitted to 
the Sophomore Class, compared with one in six for the grad11ates 
in the Class of 1949. A larger percentage of tre Class of 
1948 entered th9 Freshman Class than did graduates of the 
Class of 1949: 10.2 per cent and 3.2 per cent respectively. 
Of the students who entered a preprofessional or professional 
school, about a n equal per cent came from each class. 
Students in the Accounting and Business Management cur-
riculum.s were all accepted into the Junior Class. Th..re e-
fourths of the Prelaw w..ajors were admitted to tre Freshman 
Class of a law school, and one-fifth of the Predental graduates 
transferred into the Freshman Class of a dental school. 
Least successful were the gradue.tes in the Engineering 
program. One -third entered the Junior Class, more thEm one-
1 third (37.5 per cent' were admitted to the Sophomore Class, 
I 
'I 
I s4 I 
-/) 
! and one-fourth started tteir college training in tre Freshman 
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I lege. 
TABLE XV 
- PERCENTAGE OF TR ANSFB:R GRADU ATES WSO WERE ADMITTED AS FHE:SHMEN, 
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS , FRESHMEN IN A PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF LAW 
OR DENTISTRY, OR OTREi:R SCHOOI.rl:· 
Freshmen 
Class in pro-
and Fresh- Sopho- fessional Radio 
Curricuh1.m men mores Jun:lors school school 
Class of 1948 10.2 10.2 73.5 6 . 1 0 
Class of 1949 3.2 16.1 71.0 6.5 3.2 
Accounting 0 0 100 0 0 
Bus . Management 0 0 100 0 0 
Engineering 25.0 37.5 33.3 0 4.2 
Liberal Arts 0 9.1 90.9 0 0 
Prelaw 0 0 25.0 75.0 0 
Predental 0 0 77.8 22.2 0 
Summary and conclusion. Little difference was noted be-
l tween the two classes in the percentage making application to 
~ two or more, three or more, four or more. and five or more 
' colleges. Similarly, no appreciable difference was noted in 
' the percent age in each cla ss V'Tho were denied admission to one, 
two, or three colleges. 
More engineering majors made applications to tV\'0 or more 
and to three or more colleges than did respondents in any of 
the other curriculums - 70.8 per cent applied to a t least 
two colleges. One -ha lf of the engineering majors were den~_ed 
admission by at least one colleee, compared with 27.8 per cent 
1-
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-------- - r ~f--~~~ -Business Management majors. 
No significant differences were noted in the percentages 
in each class -v'Vho entered the Freshman, Sophomore, Junior or 
Seni or Class of a professional school. 
Only one-third of t he Engineering w.a jor·s entered the 
Juni or Class. One -fourth entered t he Fre shman Class, and more 
tha.'1 one -third entered the 3ophomore Class of the college 
they attended. 
I I. PROGRESS OF TRANSFER GRADUATE·S IN COLLEGE 
In an a tte mpt to determine how well graduates have pro-
gressed in colle ge, a comparison of present (at time survey 
was made -Sept.-Oct., 1950) status a nd the admission status 
of the non-preprofess i onal gradua tes ~:vas made. 
Present educ a tional status of transfer gr adu ates in the 
Q££-£reprofessiona l curriculums. Normally, a college program 
for a Bachelor's degree requ ires four years of study. S ince 
the surve y was made in the fall of 1950, it was expected that 
nearly all of the Class of 1948 in the non-preprofessiona l 
curriculums wou ld respond as having been g raduated, a n.d a 
similar number of the Class of 1949 would be enrolled in their 
senior year at colle ge. To make a compar:tson, Table XVI was 
drawn to show the relationship between admission status and 
lj prese nt st a tus of gradua tes in the s e lected curriculums .• 
i 
I 
II 
i' 
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Tl;BIE XVL I 
PERCENTAGE OF TRANSFER GRADUATES WHO ENTERED THE FRESHMAN, SOPHj 
OMORE, OR J"LJNIOR CLASS COMPARED TO TBE PERCENTAGE WHO R4.VE GRAD .lil'l 
UATED, WHO WERE SENIORS , J U:NIORS, OR SOPHOMORE'S, AND WHO WERE . 
NOT ENROLLED AT PRESEN'r 1 
CLASS ENTE'RED 
TotaJ Jun- Sopho- Fre sh-
C lets s of No .of ior; more; man; 
1948 Cases Grad Grad. G-rad. 
1950 1951 1952 
43 76.8 11.6 11. 6 
Acct' g 7 100 0 0 
Bus. 
I.1 1 g ' m' t 12 100 0 0 
Eng ' n 'r' g . 15 40.0 26. 7 33.3 
Lib . .Arts 9 88.9 11.1 0 
Total Jun- Sopho- Fresh-
Class of INo.of ior; more; man; 
1949 Cases Grad Grad. Grad. 
1951 1952 1953 
21 71. 4 23.8 4.8 
Acct'g. 6 100 0 0 
Bus . 
M1 g 1 m1 t. 7 100 0 0 
Eng 1 n 1 r 1 g . 8 25.0 62 . 5 ' 12.5 
Lib . Arts 2 100 0 .. 0 
PRESENT 
Grad - Sen- Jun-
uated ior ior 
74.5 11.6 11.6 
100 0 0 
91. 7 0 0 
33.3 33.3 33 .3 
100 0 0 
Grad - Sen- Jun-
uated ior ior 
0 61.9 28.5 
0 66.7 33.3 
0 100 0 
0 25. 0 50.0 
0 50. 0 50.0 
STATUS 
So ph- Not 
omore en-
rolled 
0 2.3 
0 0 
0 8.3 
0 0 
0 0 
So ph- Not 
omore en-
rolled 
4.8 4 . 8 
0 0 
0 0 
12.5 12.5 
0 0 
I 
I! 
II 
1: 
I 
I 
I Respondents in the Class of 1948 have apparently progressed 
1 in a norma l p!l.ttern with one exception, 2.3 per cent have II 
I dropped out of college. In the Class of 1949, 4.8 per cent were l 
11 found to !la ve dropped out, and some graduates have not entered 
the senior college as were expected. 
1
111. 
An investigation of the class standing by curriculum 
\; showed that all Accounting J:ru?.jors in the Class of 1949 and li 
II . I 
\, Business Management majors in the Class of 1949 have progressed I 
i satisfactorily. Although 11.1 per cent of the Liberal Arts ll 
graduates in the Class of 1948 entered the Sophomore Class, 
the results sho·w that all graduates in this curriculum graduate 
in 1950. Some graduates in each of the other curriculums 
h~ve dropped behind or dropped out. 
Although the Engineering graduates suffered the greatest 
loss of class standing and consequently of degree credits, al-
most all have apparently progressed normally. 
For several reasons, namely, a small sample, and the ab-
sence of data on grad.es (which, for the study in general have 
been considered to be approximately equalized with regard to 
a normal distribution in each class a~d each curriculum) the 
:i.nvestigation on progress in college was taken as only a very 
rough indication of the status of transfers. It was known that 
some engineering colleges have a five year course for a Bache-
lor's degree, and it would be very tenuous to have based con-
elusions on the particular class transfer students were placed 
in under such circumstances. 
Summary and conclusions. Normal progress in college was 
noted for all Accounting majors in the Class of 1948, and for 
all Business Management majors in the Class of 1949. All 
Liberal Arts majors :i.n the Class of 1948 graduated in 1950, 
although one who graduated in 1950 was reported entering the 
Sophomore Class and was not due to graduate until 1951. In 
all other curriculums in each class either a small per cent 
!dropped out or failed to progress normally. However, .in 
i -
~neral, roost graduates progressed normally in college. 
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I III. AN :!$XAMINATION OF THE JUNIOR COLIEGE CURRICUL4R WITH 
REFERENCE TO COIJ..EGE REQUIREMENTS 
One of the principal stumbling blocks in entering col-
I! lege -~IIlith one or t·wo years of credit taken at another insti-
ll tut1.on concerns the difference in subject requirements for 
! Freshmen and Sophomores in one college as compared with 
another. Therefore, to delineate the problems encountered 
by graduates in transferring to a. four-year college, an 
I investigation of colle ge requirements and of the adequacy of 
\ the two -year curriculum in meeting these requirements was 
found necessary. The study will be concerned next with un-
1 covering (1) subjects not given or offered in junior college 
! which were required of Freshmen and Sophomores in college; 
1 (2) subjects taken in the junior college usually given in 
the Junior and Senior years in college for which credit was 
given to transfers; and (3) . sub jects for which credit was 
I not given by the college, 
Subjects, not reouired or offered in the junior college, 
which ~ required of Fresrunen and Sophomores and which 
trsnsfers ~ asked to schedule in the programs of study ~­
.2!! entering college. Responde nts were asked whether they 
were required to take subjects in college usually given to 
Freshmen and Sophomores that were not required or not offered 
i in junior college. The y were also asked to list the subjects, 
II if ~..ny. 
i 
I 
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A substantially larger percente.ge of the respondent~ - i~-~~ ~-
Class of 1948 were required to schedule Freshman and Sophomore I 
subject s in college than were graduates of the CJass of 1949 - I 
87.7 per cent as compared to 58.1 per cent respectively. 
TABLE XVII 
PERCENTAGE OF TRANSFER GRADUATES WHO iJI!ERE REQUIRED TO TAKE SUB-
JECTS NORMALLY GIVEN TO FRESID1ffi:N .tum TO SOPHOMORES WHICH vVERE 
NOT REQUIRED OR OFFERED IN TEE JUNIOR G OLLEGE 
Class 
e.nd 
Curriculum 
Class of 1948 
Class of 1949 
Accounting 
Bus_. Management 
Engineering 
Liberal Arts 
Prelaw 
Pre dental 
Required 
to take 
subjects, 
and sub-
jects 
nam9d 
85~8 
58~1 
84.6 
82±.1 
87·.5 
63.6 
25 .0 
44.4 
Required 
to take 
subjects, 
Bnd sub-
jects not 
named 
2.0 
0 
0 
5 .3 
0 
0 · 
0 
0 
Not re-
quired 
to take No I 
subjects!Reso~ 
12.2 
38~7 
15.4 
5~3 
12.5 
36.4 
75.0 
55.6 
0 
3.2 
0 
5.3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
There was a distinct uniformity in the returns of the 
graduates in the Account ing , Business Management, and Engin-
eering curriculums. In each of these curriculums, about six-
sevenths had to schedule Freshmen and Sophomore subjects in 
Junior and Senior years, or Sophomore or Freshman years for 
the g raduates who entered any of these classes. The large 
percent age who were required to take lower division require-
ments in the college which they attended represented a serious 
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handicap to students w:tshing to graduate in four years. It 
was part of the answer why so many met resistance in their 
efforts to transfer, and probably influenced the relative 
class standing , and consequently the amount of credit hours 
disallowed., which were earned in junior college. 
Further investigat:ton into the n'ature of the subjects 
I which transfer graduates were required to take was warranted . 
Table XVIII provides a breakdown of the subjects which were 
named by graduates. The subjects were grouped under seven 
headings. The numbers represent the frequency the subject 
was mentioned; e.g., English was mentioned seven times by 
Accounting majors. The numbers underlined were thought to 
I have significance. 
TABLE XVIII 
SUB~ECTS WHICH TRANSFER GRADUATES WERE REQUIRED TO STUDY IN 
COLLEGE WHICH WERE USUALLY C-IVEN IN THE FRESffi\tA.N AND SOPHOMORE 
YEARS OF THE COLLEGE TO WHICH THEY WERE TRANSFERRED 
Total Natu- ~ Ge~ No .of Eng- ral Lang- er 1 
. Curriculum Cases lish Math Science '"'c:Ifnce uaae Bus 
j Accounting 13 7 4 5 11 2 4 
Bus . M'g'm't. 19 9 3 6 3 16 1 4 
Engineering 24 9 20 6 6 7 3 1 
Lib . J\rts 11 0 3 1 5 1 2 0 
Prelaw 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Prea.ental 9 0 0 0 I:; 2 0 0 v 
Tab le XVIII above manifested the lack of a Social Science 
I 
1 reauirement in the Acco'IJ.nting and Busine-ss Managerrent curricu-
1 • ~ 
J luw~. The frequency with which subjects classified as Social 
61. 
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u'J.o re sponde d; 11 out of 13 Account ants, and 16 out of 19 I 
Business Management graduates. ~~ 
Math was mentioned 20 times by the 24 majors in Engin-
eering . There seems little doubt that Iviath require ments were 
not met in the junior college Engineering Curriculum. 
Le ss significant were the number of Accounti ng ma jors 
vvho mentioned Eng lish and nistory , the number of Business 
Management majors who named English, and the frequency with 
which Liberal ~~ ts and Predental maj ors cited sub jects in the 
Natural Sciences. Though the frequenc y of mention in each 
case is equal to about one-half of the total number of cases 
in ea ch curriculum, it cannot be implied t hat t hey do not 
carr y significance. Where the tota l number of subjects named 
i n all class i fications is about equal to the number of cases 
in each curriculum, e. g ., Liberal Arts and Predental, e ach 
number has greater significance. It is quite probable that 
the Lib e ral Arts curriculum in certain cases, and the Predental , 
curriculums were not meeting Ii'reshman and Sophomore require-
ments in t he Natural Sciences. 
Subjects taken in junior college which were usually given 
in the Junior and Senior years in college for which credit ~ 
' given. The two-year curriculum may re quire courses which 
:"'':- A list of the subjects in each classification was 
provided in APPENDIX G. 
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would normally be g iven in colle ge, many of which would be Jun-
ior and Senior year courses. To ascertain whether college s 
granted credit for these courses, respondents were asked if the 
colle ge they attended gave credit, and if so, what specific 
subjects. 
'rABLE XIX 
P.ERCEN11AGE WnO VfERE GIVEN CREDIT FOR COURSES TAKEN I N .JUNIOR 
COLbEGE WHICH WERE NORMALLY GIVEN I N THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR YE&qs 
I N COLLC:GE 
Class To·tal Credit No Credit No 
and No.of was was re- Wrote 
Curriculum Cases given given soonse 11 None 11 
Class of 1948 50 61.3 34.7 2.0 2.0 
Class of 1949 31 70.9 19.4 6.5 3.2 
Accounting 13 76.9 23.1 0 0 
Bus. Ivianag eme nt 19 94.9 0 5.1 0 
Engineering 24 66.7 29.1 4.2 
Liberal .tu' ts 11 36.4 63.6 0 0 
Prelaw 4 0 25.0 0 75.0 
Pre dental 9 ?7.8 11.1 11.1 
More than one -third of the respondents in the Class of 1948 
reported that they were not given credit for courses taken in 
the junior college which usually were given students in the 
Junior and Senior years in colle ge . 
More than nine-tenths (94.9 per cent) of the Business 
Management majors were g iven credit fo1 .. Junior and Senior year 
courses which they had taken in junior college. Nearly 
t wo-t hirds (63.6 per cent) of the Liberal Arts majors did not 
receive credit for courses they had taken in the junior colle ge. 
With reference to the replies of the preprofessional 
63 
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graduates , the large per cent who wrote 11 None 11 vvas i n terpreted 
to mean that t he requirements in college contained no courses 
wh ich were required by the junior college. 
l',1ost students who reported t he college e;ave thern credit 
for Junio r and Senior course s which were taken i n the junior 
college a l s o l isted the courses . ~~ However , no sub j e cts 
v1•ere li sted by the re s pondents who claimed the college did not 
g i ve them credit . In attemptin 2. to learn why s o many graduates 
did not rece i ve cred:Lt, and why no co u rses we re named b~ the 
graduates , an examination of each questionn aire was made. 
Table XX was co nst r u cted to make cle ar the particu lar 
status of the graduates who were not g iven credit . From the 
tab l e the ·Jro bab l e causes why t he~T were not g iven credi t vms 
manifest . 
'J:here vm. s li t tle doub t that graduate s who changed their 
ma jor field of study u pon enter ins co llege wou l d not be 
given credit for all work done in the junior college , and 
particularly for wo rk normally scheduled for the Junior· and 
Senior years which was thou ght to be quit e specialized with 
regard to tlJ.e curr iculum which graduates dropped when enter -
i ng co llee:;e . It was t housht thG.t the quest i on was no" apr:> li-
cs.b l e for respondents who c ommenced training for lavf , or f or 
those who entered a radio school for a short course of study . 
Generally , two years are requi red at least before enter in r.· 
* A list of the courses for which credit was g ive n was 
provided in APPENDIX H. 
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II 
I 
l aw school, and courses studied in the junior college were con- II 
sidered to have only a general relation to the require ments I 
I 
made of students entering the Junior and Senior ye ars prepara- 1 
tory to entering law school. II I 
PROBABlE CAUSES 
TAKSN IN JUNIOR 
Total 
Accounting 
Bus. l~anagement 
Engineering 
Liberal Arts 
Prelaw 
Predental 
TABLE YJ{ 
vVHY GRADUATES vVERE· NOT GIVEN CREDIT FOR COURSES I 
COLLB~GE WHICH WERE USUAlLY GIVE'.N IN THE JUNIOR I 
AND SENIOR YEARS OF COIJIEGE II 
Entered Changed Entered 
No ap j Total Freshman ma j or law or 
No.of or Sopho- field of radio paren~ 
cases more Class study school reaso I 
24 7 6 4 7 II II 
3 0 1 0 2 II 
1 0 1 0 0 I 9 6 2 1 0 I 
I 
7 1 1 0 3 I 
4 0 1 3 0 I 
0 I I 
I 
I 
Graduates who errGered the Freshman and Sophomore Classes 
I• of college were, no doubt, asked to repe at or take courses 
\1 normally required of Freshmen and Sophomores in a particular 
curriculum, whether it be in the college or junior college, 
Jl and they probably had to repeat all cou rses taken in the ju_'l'lior 1 
,, 
11 college which were scheduled for the Junior and Senior years 
in college. No app~ent reason was found why four graduates 
who replied that they were not given credit for Junior and 
, Senior year courses which they had taken :tn junior college. 
' Of the twenty-four cases reviewed not one mentioned t h9 naw...e 
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') 
of a course for which n o credit was give n in college. 
Courses completed in junior collee e for which~ credit 
~ g iven in college.. To determine whether credit for co·urses 
taken in the jun1.or college, whether given in college or not, 
was denied by the colle ges to whlch graduates transferred, 
the respondents were asked to state, in the affirmative or 
negative, if the college denied credit for certain subjects 
talcen in j unior college. Those answering in the affirma tive 
were asked to name the courses for which no credit was given .J,:-
One-half of the graduates in the Class of 1948 replied 
that the college denied them credit for certain subjects, com-
pared to one -fou.rth who responded similarly in the Class of 
1949. In considering this large diffe rence, it was recalle d 
that 85 .8 per cent of the Class of 1948 were required to take 
subjects usually given to colle ge Freshmen and Sophomores, 
compared to 58.1 per cent for the Class of 1949. There we r e 
too many unknowns which would render any cone lus ions tenuous, 
but there was a strong tendency to believe that the curricuhun 
underwent some changed during the school years from 1946 to 
1949. It doesn't seem possible that there would be enough 
difference in grades of graduates in the two clas ses to cause 
the above-noted differences. Another reas on might h2ve been 
J the policy of certain colleges to which l a r ge numbers of 
1 j unior college grao.uates transferred; that is, there might 
A list of the courses for which credit was not given 
was pr ovided in APPENDIX I. 
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be a g re ater disposal to accept the graduates in the Class of 
1949 having found those who entered from the Class of 1948 
satisfactory. In addi tion, there may h ave been more will-
ine;nes s to accept junior college c;raduates during that time 
without denying credit for work comple ted, as enrollment de-
clined from the peaks in the years from 1946 to 1949. 
T.ABIE' XXI 
PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO .NERE NOT GIVEN CREDIT FOR CERTAI N 
SUBJECTS T.Al\EN IN JUNIOR COL-r ."PGE 
,, 
I 
1: 
II 
I 
Total 
Ho . o~ 
Credit 
not 
g iven 
Credit 
g iven 
Tot al Cre cl:t t 1 
hours cut 
Class of 1948 
Class of 194 9 
49 
30 
~--~-5·:3:-r--~ ~---
30.0 
- --,f6. 9 
70.0 
·- 24~1 
~ 10. o . II 
========~=========-=---~~==- ========~~- =-=--=-==========-==============fJI 
It was noted that some respondent;s replied that the 1 
co llege had cut the total credit earned in j unior college with- \ 
out reference to any specific subjects. Table X.XI showed 
that one-fourth of the Class of 1948 were c1-rt in this fashion 
as compared to 10 per cent of t he Class of 1949. To simplify 
I 
I 
I 
tabulation, those who were cut by the colle ge without reference I 
to any sub jects were also included :i.n the per cents given in 
Table XXII for the respondents who named specific subjects for 
which credit wa s not given. 
Assuming that each respondent was cut credit for only 
I one subject taken in junior college , it was surprising that 
I so large a percentage were not ab le to transfer without loss 
II 
===-==='r 
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of some credit. Over two -thirds of the En gineerin.z ma j or s 
-were not give n credit for work complet ed in j u nior colle,se. 
It was not difficult to 1J.nders tand why more En 3ineering ~':radu-
ates entered the Freshman and Sophomo1•e years of t he collee;e 
to whi ch t hey transferred tha n did the gra uat s in any o 
t he o the r curr.:. cul ms. 
TABLE : XII 
P8:RCK1'N~C·...!. OP C:R~\D -_~A 'l':;~· . ~·~w ·~mR:!:: rOT C I V::!:: Ci.,EDIT ? OR C RTAI 1J 
su·~,JEC :.lS ~r_t\ICEiJ I ~N J~J.-~ I 03. COL LEG2 
Total Credit Total Cre 
Cur riculu.rn Ho . of not Credit it hours 
Cases :::_,iven c' ive n cut 
-- --
Ace ou~ tin · 13 38.5 61.5 23 . 
..=us . L·=a11a::_;e 1 t . 19 26 . 3 73 . 7 5.3 
Zne_:ineerin g 23 69."' 30 . 4 34 . 8 
Liberal rts 11 36.4 63 . 6 9.1 
Prelaw 4 25 . 0 '/ 5 . 0 0 
Pre dental 9 22 . 2 7? . 8 22 . 2 
easons for su ch a l aree percentage of gr aduates l osing 
credit were probab ly concerned with ( 1) the we ll-known. 
90 licy of me e l y redu cin~ the tota l hours of credit earned 
in the j 1..1.nior collese without an :xardnation of o rses to 
determine their a:;:J licab ility to rds a L, achelor 1 s degree , 
2) l ow srades , 3 ) l ack of t he a dequacy of th courses in 
e meetine; c o llege r quire Jients , and ( 4 ) non - applicab ili ty of 
work conp l eged :'.n ~~ ~J.,:· ~ ·-mio r col le:::;d ~ts t.~.l':: _:-·esl.• lt of a 
change in 0ducatic nsl and vo cational ~o al of Ghe sra uate 
~ 
I 
......... \!,~. 
I 
transferring. 
A closer scrutiny of the requirements of colleges to which 
students plan to enter upon completion of their junior college 
would be warranted from the returns with reference to the prob-
lem of transferring al1, or nearly all, credit earned. 
Summar:r and conclusions. A much larger percentage of the 
respondents in the Class of 1948 we Pe required to take subjects 
usually given in the Freshmen and Sophomore Classes in college 
than were the respondents in the Class of 1949: 87 .s to 58.1 
per cents respectively. 
One-third of the respondents in the Class of 1948 were 
not gi ven credit for courses taken in the junior college, which 
would norma lly be given in the Junior and Senior years in 
college, compared with one-fifth of the respondents in the 
Class of 1949. 
Over one -half of the respondents in the Class of 1948 
reported that the college denied. creo.it for certain sub Jects 
taken in j unior college, compare d to 30 per cent of the re-
spondents in the Class of 1949. One-fou~th of the respond-
ents in the Class of 1948 repor ted the college cut tot a l 
credit hours earned in the junior college without reference 
to specific courses compared with one-tenth of the respono.ents 
in the Class of 1949. J 
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A very large percentage (63.6 to 87.5) of all non-~~ 
preprofessional respondents wePe required to take courses ! 
normally given to college Fresrnnen and Sophomores which were I =====-~~~ -~-, 
I 
~ ----~-- =--== 
not required or not offered in the junior college. An examina-
tion of the Freshman and Sophomore subjects which respondents 
reported they were required to take in college indicated that 
Accounting and Business Management majors had to fulfill 
subject requirements in the Social Sciences; Engineering 
majors had to make up Mathematics requirements. and Predental 
and Liberal Arts majors were required to schedule subjects 
in the Natural Sciences which were normally given to college 
Freshmen and Sophomores. There was a strong indication also 1 
that Accounting and Business Management majors were required 
to take courses in English, and that Accounting majors were 
required to schedule courses in History. 
Two-thirds or more of the graduates in every curriculum 
except Liberal Arts an.d Prelaw reported the college to which 
they transferred gave them credit for courses taken in junior 
college which would normally be given to Juniors and Seniors 
in college. Three-fifths of the Liberal Arts majors were not 
given credit for Junior and Senior year subjects. 
The probable reasons why respondents were not given 
credit for courses taken in the junior college which would 
normally be given in the Junior aDd Senior years in college 
were ( 1) respondents changed major field of study upon enter-
ing eollege 1 (2) respondents entered either the FreShman or 
!\ sophomore year 1n college which, 1n effect, obviated tbe trai n-
ing completed in the j unior oollege, and (3) respondents 
entered the Freshman Class of a law school or entered a radio 
l. school., in which ease the question would have no meani~. 
-==ir ~ 
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- ------~ From one -fourth to 
Jourrioulum replied that 
!subjects studied in the 
I 
two-thirds of the respondents in each 
the college cut credit for certain 
junior college. Engineering graduates 
were cut more drastically than respondents in the other curri-
culums; 69.6 per cent reported the college denied them credit 
l for certain subjects, and in addition, more than one-third 
j of the Engineers reported the college cut total credit hours 
earned without reference to any specific courses. 
IV. COMP_I\R ISON BETWEN THE TYFE OF TRAINING COMPLETED IN 
JUNIOR COLIEGE AND THAT APPLIED FOR UPON ENTERING COLIEGE. 
In order to ascertain the consistency with which graduates 
applied for the same, or similar training in college to that 
which they initiated in junior college, respondents were asked 
to indicate the type of training for which they applied in 
college. This was done to determine whether graduates who 
entered college had correctly assessed their vocational 
asperations in the first two years of college training. Furthe 
more, when and where changes in major field of study were 
noted, it was hoped this would furnish clues to the reasons 
why graduates had not been admitted to the Junior cla ss upon 
entering college. 
~ of training for which transfer graduates applied 
upon entering college. ResponCI.ents were asked to indicate the 
I type of training they applied for upon entering college. To 
i' facilitate tabulation, all courses of study named by the 
J transfer graduates were gathered under eight headings: 
, Accounting - Bus :ine ss Mo.nagement ; Engineering ; Prelaw- Law; Pre-
dental-Dent a l.; Liberal Arts; Phys j_cs -Chemistry-Gao logy; 
Jo1.1rna lism-Creative Writing; and Education- Theology. Table 
' XXIII was made to show the distribution in each of the eight 
I O.i ViS i011S • 
TABLE X-XIII 
TYPE OF TRAINING FOR WHICH GR ADUATES APPLIED UPON E NT:8:RING 
COLLEGE 
. 
.j..j C/1 
I - Q[) -1-) I 
Curriculum bDS s:: 
:;; I H I Ei I s:: - •r-1 ttl r-l <C ~ rn !=: or-! DJ) H ...::! ttl I H ..-I~ 0~ +>- (j) I .p r-l rn -1-) ~ r-l > ao s:: ~ ~ :;: C,r-l m ornoo orJ oO ;::s ttl ..-1 s::: .PO cti (j) ttl H •r-1 or-! 0 s:: .j..j .,..., mr-t 0 . ..-! r-i 'C).p rnSr-l (!) H ttl -1-) {) 0 o rn Ql) (!) (!) s:: ~ ~(!)0 ~(l)er-1 {)~ s:: f-1 f-ie) ::S<D .,...., 
..Q.£1(!) Of-iH ro..c; c:r: p) f:rl tl.i tl.!Q H tl-!0 0 1-:JO~ IJ::l E-! 
Accounting 92.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7. 7 
Bus . M' g ' ntt 84 . 3 0 0 0 0 0 10. 5 0 
Engineer LTlg 16. 7 75 . C 0 0 0 0 0 8.3 
Liberal Arts 0 0 0 0 36 . 4 45 . 5 9.1 9 . 1 
Prelaw 0 0 75.1 0 0 0 25 . 0 0 
Pre dental 0 0 11 . 1 77 .8 11 . 1 0 0 0 
Most consistent of any of the graduates we r e the Account-
ing majors , 92.3 per cent had applied for t raini ng in Account-
ing~Business Management. Five-sixths (84.3 per cent) of the 
II 
"II 
I 
I 
II 
ll 
I 
I 
I' 
!I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
II 
I 
I 
IJ 
I 
:j 
• I Business Management maJor s chose Ac counting-Business :Management. 
Three-fourths of the Engineering, Prelaw , and Predental gradu-
ates chose the same course which they had initiated in junior 
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II 
college. No inferences could be made on Liberal Arts majors 
since the educational goals could not be determined. 
In addition to the item asking respondents to name the 
course for Which they applied on entering college, they were 
asked to state whether they had changed their major field of 
study. 
TABIE: XXIV 
PERCENTAGE OF GRll.DUATES WHO CHANGED OR DID NOT CHANGE THEIR 
MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY COMPlffi.ED WITH THE PERCENTAGE iflHO SELECTED 
TEE SAME CURRICUIDM IN COLLEGE IN WHICH THEY MAJORED IN J iJNIOR 
COLLEGE 
Per cent Per cent 
Per cent who did in each 
who not change cu.rri culurr 
changed their who sel-
Total their major ected same 
No.of major subject curriculum 
Curr"l culum Cases sub:iect in college! 
Accounting 13 7.7 92.3 92.3 
Bus. M' z 'm' t. 19 15.7 84.3 84.3 j 
Engineer i ng 24 25.0 75.0 75. o I 
Liberal .o.rts 11 9.1 90.9 36.4 
Prelaw 4 20.0 80.0 80.0 1 
Pre dent a 1 9 11.1 88.9 77 .s I 
Table XXIV indicated that the sam:J percentage of graduates 
in each curriculum r eported they had not changed their major 
field of study upon entering college who reported selecting 
--=--=--=-- -=--- ==-- ~=-==--=-- =- ~=--=- =-....=o== ~ -= "-'=--======tl\=c =~== 
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the same curriculum begun in junior college .-lf- There was no com-
lparison possible for graduates in the Liberal Arts curriculum. 
II 
11 Engineering majors changed their major field of study 
1more frequently than graduates in any of the other curriculums. 
II Possibly it was in this fact where the answer might be found to 
/previous questions concerning the transfer of Engineering 
I graduates to college. Full credit for work completed in 
11 junior college would not be forthcoming where the graduate 
I 
I 
, has shifted to a different curriculum upon entering college. 
/' However, 62.5 per cent of the Engineering majors failed to be 
a dmitted to tbe Junior Class of the college which they attended, 
vet only 25.0 per cent changed their major field of study, I ~ 
J so inconsistently the choice of training was not wholly re-
sponsible for the loss of standing and of credit hours earned 
in junior college. 
A rather large percentage of tbe Business Management 
1
1 
changed their major field of study upon entering college. 
/j Table XXV showed that a larger percentage of the transfer 
I, 
graduates in tbe Class of 1948 changed their major field of 
II study than did gre.duates in the Cle.ss of 1949. 1Jilhat correlatiod 
I' this fact bas to the greater resistance to admission encountere j l 
by graduates in the former class was not know. There was no j 
I I 
1! significant finding to indicate whether the graduates shifted 
1
J 
I 
to another curriculu~ to obtain admission to college. I 
-!r One Predental graduate reported he applied to several 
dental colleges but was not accepted by any. He entered 
=--the- J ·m..ior= Clas-.a - as_a maj.or_J.n__Bio_lqgy. -=-
• 
• 
P:2!R CENTAGE OF 'rHE GRADUATES I N EACE CLAS3 VvriO c=-IANGBD AND DID 
HOT :::;HANGE 11BE I R. II~AJ OH F'IELD OF STUDY UPON El,TTEHIHG COLLEGE . 
Class of 1948 
Cl ass of 1949 
'l'otal 
No . of 
Cases 
50 
31 
Per cent 
who changed 
their 
major s ub j ec t 
18 .0 
12 . 9 
Per cent 
who did not 
chane;e their 
rl!ajor sub j ect 
8 2 . 0 
87 . 1 
Reasons give n b y transfer gradv.ates for changing their 
ma jo r field of study upon entering c o lle ~e . Nearly two -thirds 
of the gr aduates who Changed their majo r fi e ld of study upo n 
transferring to coll e,se gave as their reasons , 11 Changed my 
mind about what I wanted to do . 11 ·:~ One ( 7 . ? per cent) had 
coura.se enou gh to admit that c o llece requ irements were to o 
st i ff . Three (23 . 0 per cent ) gave other re asons ; the Pre -
denta l ma j or who entered a law school said h e had difficu l ty 
in finding a dental school which ac cepted junior college 
gr aduates . im Engi neer ing ma jo r s-:tid that it was b.is ori ginal 
idea to teach , and , therefore , he had not changed h i s _a j or 
upo n entering a teacihers ' colle ge . A graduate in the Prelaw 
curriculum who was at tending c ollege and ma j or inc in Pub lic 
Re l ations said he had not changed his ma j or field . Perhaps 
75 
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I 
I lhe plans to do public relations work for a law firm. Table 
I 
I 
!XXVI indicated the frequency with which the reasons for a 
change were given by respondents in each curriculum. 
! TABIE XXVI 
I I REASONS GIVEN BY THIRTEEN GRAJJJATES FOR CHANGING Tff..EIR M!~JOR 
F1IELD OF STUDY UPON ENr.PERING COLI,EGE 
Reasons 
I 
Changed my mind 
about what I 
wanted to do. 
Requirements 
we re too stiff 
in college 
Lacked suf-
ficient credits 
in some sub-
jects 
Failed to get 
# 
8 
1 
1 
passing grades 0 
in some subjects 
The college 
suggested I 0 
change my major 
Total 
No. of 
Cases 
of 
/0 
61.5 
7.7 
7.7 
Acc't 
# 
1 
Bus. 
Ma.11. . 
# 
3 
Eng-
ing. 
# 
3 
1 
Lib. 
Arts 
# 
1 
Pre-
law 
# 
0 
1 
I Other 3 23 • 0 2 
I
I In general, the reasons given for changing the major 
field of specialization upon transferring to college were 
I 
Pre-
den-
tal 
# 
0 
1 
plausible. However, the question was raised why 10 per cent 
of the total number of respondents should wait until completing 
t'UO years of college work before changing their minds 
- I 
I 
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==========~·L----·: a-b-OU~ v.rhat they wanted to do.~!- Possibly, this percentage l 
Ire presents a normal amount in any college who decide to change 
; their minds about what they want to do between the Sophomore 
I 
' and Junior years. 
Summary and Conclusions. The most consistent in choosing 
the same training, or similar to that initiated in junior 
college were the Accounting majors, 32.3 per cent selected 
\Accounting-Business Management upon entering college. Only 
I 
,75 per cent of the Engineering graduates selected Engineering. 
I 
I One -fourth of the Enginee1•ing respondents stated they 
I 
I 
I 
I 
had changed their major field of study upon entering college, 
in comparison with less than one-sixth of the Accounting, and 
one-tenth of the Business Management majors. 
More than one-sixth of the respondents in the class of 
:1948 changed their major field of study compa red to one-eighth 
I 
1
1
of the respondents in the class of 1949. 
The principle reason cited by more than three-fifths of 
I the respondents who changed their nnj or field of s t n dy was 
I 
!"Changed my mind a bout what I wanted to do." 
II IV. SU l\lfl\IJARY AID CONCLUSIONS 
I 
I In considering that more than one-half (55.0 per cent) of 
I 
1
the total sample of eighty respondents applied to two or more 
I 
1
1
colleges, and one -third made application to three or more 
r 
I 
1
-
11 
---~.,...-~Th~e--=-1-:::0~per cent were the eight graduates who reported 
they had changed their minds about what they __ wanted to do. 
=====;=· 
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1 
I 
I 
;colleges, it seemed apparent that junior college transfer 
I 
tgraduates were reasonably persistent in their efforts to gain 
admission to a four-year college. 
j' No significant d·if.ference was f'ound to exist between the 
Jtwo classes in the application for and admission to college, 
lr nor was there much dif'ferenee between the .-number of graduates 
Jadmitted to the ~unior Glass in one class compared to another. 
I 
!1 Progress in college was approximately the same for graduates 
l in each class. Not all graduated who were expected to, and 
~~ SOllie failed to enter their Senior year who were graduated 1n 
·' 1949. 
I 
Only 2.3 and 4.8 per eents respectivelf for the Classes of 
1948 and 1949 were found .to have dropped out of college. 
Graduates in the Engineering and Predental programs were 
I' . found to have been the most persistent in their efforts to 
I 
1 obtain admission to college. In spite of their persistence, the 
!Engineering majors encountered the greatest resistance in being 
I 
ladmitted. In addition. it was found that the Engineering 
II 
11 graduates suffered the greatest loss of class sts.nding and con-
J! sequently. loss of credit hours earned in junior college, in 
I
! comparison to graduates in all other curriculums: 62.5 per 
fcent entered either the Sophomore or Freshman Class in college. 
I 
,· Also, Engineering majors were found to have changed their 
major field of study more frequently than graduates in any 
; of the other curriculums. This was considered to be a 
I partial explanation why so many Engineering graduates en tared 
I L 
l 
I 
I 
More {87.8 per cent) of the respondents in the Class ot 
Class of 1949 were required to take subjects in college nor.mall7 
I 
~ given to Freshmen and Sophomores, which were not required or 
I' 11 offered in junior college. It was, therefore, concluded that 
I! 
I 
some curricular changes had been made between the date of 
II graduation of the two classes. The only other explanation was 
/
1 
that the colleges accepted graduates of the Class of 1949 
li without Dllking the requirements demanded on gradua tea in the 
ri 
!\ Class of 1948. The latter reason may have been part of the 
\1answer why one-tifth of the respondents in the Class of 1948 
I 
/! compared with one-third in the Class ot 1949 were denied credit 
11 for courses taken in the junior college which were normalJ.7 
,/ 
11 required of Juniors and Seniors. In addition, more than one-
:half of the respondents 1n the Class of 1948 reported they were 
I 
1
denied credit for certain subjects taken in junior college 
I 
I compared with only 30 per cent of the respondents in the Class 
I 
:or 1949~ 
I In general, the graduates in the Class of 1948 were less 
11 successful in transferring credits to college than graduates in 
:the Class of 1949. There seemed little doubt that the junior 
college curriculum wasn't meeting the college requirements 
demanded of senior college Freshmen and Sophomores; 87.8 and 
j: sa.l per cent of the respondents in the Classes CJ>f 1948 
II land 1949 respectively., were required to take FreShman ana 
I 
===-j,-=-
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!sophomore courses after entering college. 
The breakdown according to curriculum showed that 63.6 
per cent to 87.5 per cent of all non-preprofessional graduates 
I 
1
were required to take courses in college normally given to 
/! college Freshmen and Sophomores, which were not required or 
~~ of'f'el'ed in the junior college. It was found that more than 
/ four out of five Accounting and Business Management majors 
had to fulfill subject req1irements in the Social Sciences 
1and f'our out of' five Engineering majors were required to f'ul-
1 
I, fill Math requirements, normally demanded. of Freshmen and 
I Sophomores in senior colleges. It was, thereforet concluded 
[1 that college requirements in the Social Sciences were not 
1
provided in the two-year curricula in Accounting and Business 
Management; and Math requirements demanded of college FreSh-
men and Sophomores were not given to junior college graduates, 
1 in the Engineering curriculum. 
There was some indication that college requirements in 
English and History made of college Freshmen and Sophomores 
I 
1
were not provided in the Accounting curriculum, and college 
! requirements were not fulfilled in English for graduates major-
j1 ing in . Business Manage~ nt. Also, Natural Sci em es requirements 
made of college Freshmen and Sophomores in the Liberal Arts 
I 
' two curriculums in the jWlier college. ~~ 
/~ No credit far courses taken in the junior college usually I 
: given in the Junior end Senior years in college was given to 
I II 
and Predental curriculums were probably not fulfilled in these 
ap_p~_ozims,tely: on~-t:_~r:th of the AJtc_o_unting_, Eng~nE}erj.ng_, Jin~d'==== , 
! 
I 
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I Prelaw majors. and nearlJ two-thirds of the Liberal Arts majors 
I 
were not given 
i 
credit for Junior and Senior year subjects. It 
' 
i would seem that more reliance was needed in fulfilling college 
/! requirements made ot college Freshmen and Sophomores rather 
I
! than giving junior college Freshmen and Sophomores Junior and. 
Senior year courses in the transfer program. 
I The probable reasons why respondents were not given credit 
I 
I for courses normally given to college Juniors and Seniors werei 
{1) graduates changed their major field of study upon entering 
I 
II college, (2) graduates entered the Freshman and Sophomore 
II 
I Classes in college which t0 a certain extent obviated the train 
I 
1 ing completed in the junior college. and (3) graduates entered 
the Freshman Class of a law school. or entered a radio school. 
in which case the question would have no meaning. 
More than two-thirds of the Engineering graduates reported 
II that the college denied credit for certain subjects. end from 
one-fifth to two-fifths of the respondents in the other 
curriculums were denied credit for certain subjects studied 
I 
1 in junior college. Apparently. same of the subjects studied 
1 
in junior college by the graduates. particularly those in 
1l Engineering. were not applicable for credit toward a degree 
\1 in many of the colleges to which graduates transferred. More 
jl than one-sixth of all transfer respondents reported they had 
i changed their :m jor field of study upon entering college. The 
!
1 
principal re-.son. ei ted by three-fifths of tl:e graduates. 
I 
for the change. was a change of occupational plans • assuming I 
I 'I ======~!,that this was What graduates meant when the~y==s=e=l=e=c=t=e=d==t=be========lj·~~~~~======= 
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re a a on , 11 Change d my mi nd about what I wante d to do. II -s:-
.;:- APPT!:HDI X A qu . 9 
CHAPTER VI 
PROBLEMS RELATING TO 'l 1F.E EMPI ,O"Yr/IENT OF TERMINAL 
GRADUATES 
In considering the value of a terminal educs. tion, it was 
I believed that (1) the ability of graduates to find a job in 
the occupation for which they trained, (2) the satisfaction 
with the work graduates we1•e doing, (3) the period of time 
spent on one job.~~ (4) the degree of help given by the college 
in locating employment in the field for which ' training was 
t aken, a nd (5) the aarnings which terminal graduates made on 
their present job, each accounted for some part of a measure 
of that value. Individual effort would have a far greater 
part of the measure to be sure but in a sense.~~ the ma.'Ylner 
I and thoroughness in which training was given was thought to con 
tribute to a greater effort on the part of students to attain 
I their ends. 
I 
The results of the investigation with reference to each 
of the points made above was set forth herewith. 
PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE OCCUPATION IN WHICH TER-
MINAL GRADUATES WERE AT THE! PRESENT TIME EMPLOYED 
It ,,"las previously shown that terminal graduates had, in 
I genera l, entered occupations which were related to the type 
I . . 
of training taken in junior . college. The investigation was 
1: 
il 
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next concerned with the question of whe ther ( 1 ) the respondents 
liked the work the:r were doing, ( 2) the l ength of t il'i1e gradu-
ates were employed in the i r present jo b , (,3 ) the methods b 
·e whi ch craduates o ~:J tained the ir present job , and (4) the earn-
ine;s of graduates on their present job . 
Satisfaction of terminal r eSl)Ondents with the work _t hev-
we re doinc . Terminal graduates were asked to check, 11 Ye s" , 
if t :1.ey l i ked the work they were dotns , a nd, "No 11 , if they 
did not like t he work they were doin,s . ~;. 
Nine -tenths of all terminal respondents re~orted that 
they like d the work the y were doing . Of t he 3.8 per cent who 
did not like the work , and the l. 3 pe r cent who wei'e not sure , 
a ll were f ound to have been holdin t.: jobs which did no t make 
use of the t raining the~r had t aken in junior c o l le c;e . 
An Ac count in; ma jor 1JVas employee as a driver - salesman. 
An En.sineerins craduate reported he was emp l oyed as an e l ectro -
~; l ater . ;. Fredenta l major st ated that he was employed as a 
thread - miller , and an _Account ins major who cheeked both "Yes 11 
and 11 No rr reported he was emp loyed as an office clerk . ·tr ne 
stated in answer to another uest::lon t l1at the sub ject that 
11
wo u l d have been valuable to me on the job was Occupational 
1
3-uidance . 11 The res pondent who failed to re port was holding 
a j ob as Timekeeper for a large constru ction company . He 
ma jored in Business ~danagement. 
* APP~ND~X B? au ~ 
In ever- case where the graduate d id not like the work, 
was not cert a i n , or failed to state vvhe t he r he did , or did mt 
like his j ob , the principle reas on was eithe r occupational 
mispla cement, or the .failure to g ive proper consideration to 
the occupat i ona l goal be f ore and dur i n; t he time when the 
respondent was tr aining . 
The ve ry l arge pe r cent who were f ound to be s ati s fi ed 
wi th their occupat i on was i n te rpreted to have reflected favor -
ab l y on t he t wo - ye a r program . 'l 'ab l e JCX:VII vvas made to s how 
how t ermina l graduates responded. 
PSRCENTAG-~ ViHO LIKED , DID NOT LIKE , OR VIJ:l:HE !:J0'11 CERTAIN THEY 
LIKED TillER ~~ ORK , AND WHO FAILED TO STATE IF THEY LI =:.J:1.D THZIR 
WORK 
TOTA.:-J LIKED DID NOT NOT 
NO . OF THE LIKE THE CERTAIN NO 
CASES 1:i 0RK vVORK B.ESPONSE 
Co mb i ned 
Classes 78 93 . 6 3 . 8 1.3 1.3 
Length of employment on present job . Each respondent 
was asked to state how l on t:; he had been emp lo yed on h is pres-
ent job, or the job he he ld at the time t he survey was made . 
Near l y one - ha lf ( 43 .4 per cent) of t he respondents in 
the c l ass of 1949 reported t hey had bee n e mp loyed le ss ·~ han 
six mont h s compared to about one -tenth ( 10 . 6 per cent) of 
the reSJ,Iondents in the clg.ss of 1943 . More than one-half of 
85 
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the graduates in the Class of 1948 who responded were foand 
to have been employed for a period of two years or more, and 
one-fourth said they had been employed in the present job 
since leaving Worcester Junior College, which was about twenty-
eight months (June, 1948 to September or October, 1950). On 
the other hand, about three-fourt~s of the respondents of the 
Class of 1949 reported they had been employed on their present 
job less then one year; the Class of 1949 was out of junior 
college about sixteen months at the time tb.e survey was made. 
The only reason that could be found to account for the small 
percentage of the respondents of the Plass of 1949 Who replied 
that they had been employed for a period exceeding the time 
between graduation and the time the survey was conducted was 
that they must have worked part time for the same employer 
during the period ·or training and had taken a permanent job 
after being graduated. 
There seemed to be a tendency for graduates to settle 
down and hold a job after the first six to eight months. For 
instance, 68.1 per cent of the respondents in the Class of 1948 
were found to have been employed on their present job for at 
least eighteen of the twenty-eight months they have been out 
of college. On the other hand, three-fouPtbs of t be respond-
ents of the Class of 1949 were found to have held their pres-
ent job for less than twelve of the sixteen months they had 
been out of college. Either the graduates of the Class of 
1949 shifted from one job to another, or they failed to get a 
II 
I 
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1 job for four or five months after graduating from junior 
\ college ~:~.nd within one yea r of the time the survey was n13de. 
The length of employment of graduates in the classes was shown 
in Table XXVIII. 
TABLE XXVIII 
PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS WHO WERE EMPLOYED IN THEIR 
PRESENT JOB IN LENGTHS OF TIE RANGING FROM LESS THAN SIX MONTHS 
TO MORE TH.AN TWO l.'EA .. B:S 
Total Less Between Between net ween More Since 
Classes No. of than 6 mo.'s 1 year 18 mo.'s than leaving 
Cases six. and 1 and 18 and 2 two junior 
months year months years years college 
1948 47 10.6 6.4 14.9 12.8 25.5 29.8 
1949 31 48.4 25.8 16.2 3.2 0 6.4 
I Methods terminal respondents employed in obtaining their 
~~ :Qresent job. Respondents were asked how they obtained their 
\ present job. They were given five alternatives to chose from: 
I 
11 wi th the help of the ••• junior college placement office; on 
my own efforts; through the help of a friend or relative; 
through ~n employment agency (public or private); and 'other' 
(please state)."* 
Over fifty per cent (56.4) were found to have obtained 
their present job on their own efforts. More than one-fifth 
(21.8 per cent) reported they received the help of a friend or 
relative. Only one in ten ( 10.3 per cent) said they found 
87 
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I their present job through the junior college placement ofrice, 
I 
I and 7.7 per cent obtained their present job through an employ-
! ment e.gency. The 3.8 per cent who checked "other" were found 
to have gone into business with a relative, or shifted from ~ 
part -time job held during the period when they were in training. 
Whereas, 63.8 per cent of the respondents in the class of 
1948 obtained their present job on their own efforts, only 45,1 
per cent of the respondents in the class of 1949 depended upon 
their own initiative to land their present job. About one-thir 
were given help by a friend or relative, compared to one-sevent 
of the class of 1948. 
I The principle difference in the methods used by respond-
ents in the two most representative curriculums were: the 
62.5 per cent of the Engineering majors who obtained their 
present jobs 1bn their own efforts 11 compared with the 51.6 
per cent of the Accounting-Business Management majors Who 
used the same method; and the 19.4 per cent of the latter 
1
group who found their job with the help of the junior college 
I 
I placement office compe.red with the 5. 0 per cent of the Engineer-
! ing majors. 
1 The very large percentage who were found to have depended 
I
I upon their own initiative in locating a job was thought to be 
l not only an indication of the employment situation, but the 
11 typical ws.~r in which most jobs are landed. Some graduates 
II could certainly be expected to have had a certain job, or a 
I! 
1 
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1: 
they were in train ing . '"'ome may J 
' h a ve enter e d t .  1e particular job or .s. par•t i cular concern s'10rtly \ 
I 
afte r receiving the Associate's degree; othe rs r:1.ay have h ad 
t o a wait . - n o )en inc; and accepte o. te n:.porary pos i ·. · on unt i 
the o por t nni ty developed . This would seem to ~:; e a re2.sonable 
assumption in pel'"•iods of f 1.lll e !lp lo-yme nt. I t may exp l a in why 
so f evt ·eporteci. us i nc, the faciliti e s of the placement office :~ 
t hou3;h it was ~ e lieve d that most graduate ::: whouhl not c ora.e 
back to t_le college placement offi ce in se a l' Ch o f a job if 
t b.e y had been away from the colle ge i'ol~ more tha n tvvo or tln'ee 
months , p articu larly if they lived outside of ~orcest e · or vere 
workinc elsewhere . jhatever the c3use :1 the small per cent 
re ce i vin.:; help from the £ l 8. cement office seemed to warr8_ ~t.. 
~rtJ:·,_er' inves t ~- .sa ti on. One of the p r i nciple f1J.nct ions of a 
1 con".r:nL.'1.i ty collet:;e is p l r,cement , ::tnd l~oo fe1v we re founcl. to h ave 
mat e use 
I of the office even thou~:_:l-1 the il' present job rnay have 
1 be e n t1·1e second , third, Ol' fo lJ.rth job they held_ since t he y 
I! we re grt>,dua ted. fr om j u ni or colle :.:_-o;e . 'TG.b le .x::::I '( prov ided a 
r percentage b r eakdown acco r dins to c l ass and cu rricu_lum of 
II 
:1 methods nse rl b ~/ sraduates to ob t ain the j_r pre~;ent jobs. 
the 
TABLE XXIX 
I 
I 
I PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS WHO OBTAINED THEIR PRESENT 
I J OB WITH THE BELP OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE; ON 
1 
THEIR OWN INITIATIVE, THROUGH THE HELP OF A FRIEND OR RELATIVE 1 
j THROUGH A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE E MPLOYM8NT AGENCY, AND BY arHER 
I 
I 
I 
i 
li 
MEANS. 
Total With help On Through Through 
No. of of junior my own the help a public 
Cases college initia-of a rela- or pri-
Classes placement tive ative or vate em-
and office friend agency 
Curriculum 
Combined 78 10.3 56 . 4 21.8 7.7 
Class of '48 4'7 8.5 63.8 14 . 9 10.6 
Class of 1 49 31 12.9 45.1 32.2 3 . 3 
Acconnting-
Bus. :M ' g'm't. 31 19 . 4 51.6 16.1 9 . '7 
Engineering 40 5.0 62.5 22.5 5.0 
Liberal Arts-
Pre law-Pre- '7 0 42.9 42.9 14.2 
dental 
Earnings of terminal students £g their present 12£. 
Othe r 
3.8 
2.1 
6.5 
3.2 
5.0 
0 
Six 
! weekly earnings brackets were provided on the questionnaire 
and respondents were askeCI. to select the one that came nearest 
; to the average weekly earniP~s they wer~ making on their presen 
1! job. Table XXX was constructed to show the percentage d1stribu 
:· 
[i tion of respondents according t o the wage ca.tegory. 
It was fonnd that tm largest per cent of the respondents 
11 were earning 
\i earning this 
between $ 50-59.99 per week; 34. '7 per cent reported 
amOLUlt. The percentage distribution in the two 
90 
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two brackets above and below $50-59.99 was nearly equal: 24 
per cent reported earning $40-49.99 per week and 21.3 per cent 
reported earning $60-69.99 per week, and 9.3 per cent were 
ear.ning $30-39.99 compared to 10.7 per cent who replied they 
wePe eaming more than $70 per week. The average seemed to be 
between $50-59.99. 
TABIE XXX 
PERCENTAGE OF T~INAL RESPONDENTS WHO WERE EARNING $30 TO 
$39.99 PER WEEK~ $40 TO $49.99 PER WEEK, $50 TO $59.99 PER 
WEEK, $60- TO $69 • 99 PER WEEK, AND MORE THAN $70 PER WEEK 
ON THEIR PRESENT JOB* 
Classes Total $30 $40 $50 $60 More 
and No. of te tQ to to than 
Curriculum Cases $39.99 $49.99 $59.99 $69.99 $70 
Combined 75 9.3 24.0 34.7 21.3 10."7 
1948 45 4.5 17.7 40.0 26.7 11.1 
1949 30 16.7 33.3 26.7 13.3 10.0 
Accountin~-
Bus. :M 1g m•t. ro 3.3 36 .'7 40.0 13.3 6.'1 
Engineering 38 7.9 18.4 34.2 26.3 13.2 
Lib. Arts-
Prelaw-
Predenta1 '1 42.9 14.3 28.5 14.3 
* Two respondents (Engineering) tailed to answer. 
Two-fifths ot the respondents . in the Class of 1948 were 
found to be eaming between $50-59.99 compared with approximatej 
, 1y one-fourth of the Class of 1949, and the largest percentage ~~ 
of the latter Class were earni:qg $40-49.99, compared with the II 
l_i-
1: 
I 
I 
I 
$ 50-59.99 for the Class of 1948. 
Majors in Engineering had. a very decided 11 e dge , 11 about 
40 per cent were earning more than f~ 60 per week compared with 
just 20 per cent of the Accounting-Business Management g roup 
who reported earning this amount. Respondents in the transfer 
curriculums, Liberal Arts, Prelaw, Predent a l, were either earn-
ing a very good weekly salary or a very poor weekly sala ry • 
. A table (Table XXXI) of Averages was computed, using the mean 
in each wage ca tegory and $ 70 as t he mean for all who earned 
$ 70 or more. 
TABLE XX:XI 
AVERAGE 1JIJEEKLY E.ARNINGS OF RESPONDENT5 ACCORDING TO A CLASS A11D I 
CURRICULUM DISTR IBUTION~:-
=======;=====I 
Class 
and 
Curriculum 
1948 
1949 
Accounting-Bus. , 
Management 
Engineering 
Average 
weekly 
earnings 
~) 56. 67 
$ 51.15 
~~ 53. 00 
~~ 56 .18 
The mean in each bracket was taken except for 
$ 70 or more, where ~~70 was t aken as the me an. 
The best earners were found to be the Engineering majors. 
!I To a certain extent they emphasized a greater return for a g rea'G+
1
: 
/I 
I' er degree of specia liza tion (the Engineering program is com-
11 posed of Mechanical, Electrical, and each of these two have 
II 
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sub-specialization programs; Mechanical and Industrial for the I~ 
former~ am Pawer and Electronic for the latter.) In addition, !I 
the nature of the employment possibilities in an industrial I 
Metal Trades community like Worcester favors the Engineering 
graduates in a prosperous period. 
The advantage of one year's Y«>rking experience was found 
to have been definitel7 advantageous. It could not be expected \ 
I that the three-fourths of the respondents in the Class of 1949 I 
who had been employed on their present job less than one year 
would earn as much as the two-thirds of the respondents in 
the Class of 1948 who reported they had been employed for at 
least 18 months on their present job, and three-fourths and 
two-thirds represent a very large number, which would definite-
ly affect the average weekly earnings of respondents in both 
classes. 
Summary ~ Conclusions. One-twentieth of the respond-
' ents reported they did not like the work they were doing~ and 
of these, all were found to be occupationally misplaced with 
reference to the type of training they bad taken in the 
junior college. 
Two-thirds of the respondents in the Class of 1948 were 
found to have been employed on their present job far more 
than eighteen months, compared to three-quarters of the respond~ 
ents in the Class ot 1949 who had been employed less than one 
1 year. The tendency to settle down and held a job after about 
eight to twelve months after leaving college was noted. 
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I A majority of the respondents depended on thei~ owninl tia I 7 
I 
j tive in obtaining their present job, though one-fifth reported 
J obtaining their job through the help of a friend or relative. 
! Only about one-tenth used the facilities of the junior college 
I 
placement of~ice, and one in twelve depended on a public or 
I private employment agency. 
I Respondents in the Class of 1948 earned on an average 
approximately $5 .oo per week more tmn the respondents in the 
Class of 1949. The weekly average for the Class of 1948 was 
I $56.67. 
I About two-fifths of the Engineering najors reported earn-
. i ing $60.00 or more per week, compared to one-fifth of the Ac-
counting-Business Management majors, end the difference in en 
average was $3.00 per week in favor of the Engineers. 
II. INVESTIGATION OF THE NUMBER OF JOBS EELD BY TERMINAL GRADU 
ATES, AND THE NATURE AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMEN'.r OF GRADUATES 
ON THEIR FIRST JOBS 
To ascertain what the conditions were which gave rise to 
(1) the holding of more than one job after graduation, (2) the 
methods used by graduates in obtaining their first jobs, (3} the 
length of employment of graduates on their first jobs, (4) the 
weekly earnings of graduates on their first job compared to the 
earnings on their present job, and (5) the reasons why graduates 
gave up their first job; respondents were asked to indicate the 
1 eondi tiona ot employment with respect to each of the above-
1 
1 
named situations. 
Number of jobs held by terminal respondents. Respondents 
~-,--
Were asked to give the number of full-time jobs they had held 
since graduating from the junior college. 
Approximately the same per cent of respondents in each 
Class were found to have bad one, two, or three jobs. One 
II 
~ I 
I' 
I 
11 
would usually think that there would be a greater turnover in j 
1 
employment for the Class out of college for the longest period. !/ 
Possibly, a partial explanation to what seems like a large 1/ 
1 amount of shifting from one job to another, could be attributed I 
1 to the failure of employment opportunities investigated during I 
I 
the months just before graduation to develop in June and July. 
This would farce some to accept a temporary position until I 
I 
their opportunity w1 th the particular conc_ern or for a specific j 
occupation cam_e along 1a ter, at which time maybe three to five 1/ 
I 
months later, a shift was msd.e. Therefore, a certain amount of I 
shifting would not be disadvantageous. 
However, the question arose why 36.7 per cent of the re-
spondents of the Class of 1949 held two or three jobs in a 
period of sixteen months (time between date of graduation and 
date of survey) in comparison to 37.6 per cent of the respond-
!, ents 1n the Class of 1948 who, in a similar period of twenty-
1' 
eight months held the same number of jobs. The answer was 
thought to be partly the result of shifting from one job to 
another in the first year after leaving college. In other 
words, there was a tendency to believe that graduates settled 
doWn and adjusted to wor.k and working conditions in addition 
to finding a situation that met their occupational needs. This I 
" 
belief was sup~orted b~ the relative! small (17.0 er cent) 
' 
II 
I 
I 
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of the responctents of the Class of 1948 who reported they had 
been employed for less than one yee.r in their present job -
graduates in this class had evidently made the most of their 
job changes and adjustments in the first sixteen months after 
being graduated from the junior college. In contrast to 
the 17.0 per cent, was the 74.2 per cent of the respondents 
of the Class of 1949 who reported they had been employed 
on their present job less than one year, and the 48.4 per 
cent who were employed for less than six months on their 
present job. 
There was also some excellent reasons for believing some 
of the graduates who responded from the Class of 1949 remained 
unemployed for several months after receiving their Associate 1 s 
degree. For instance, how was the difference between the per 
cent (74.2) who reported having been employed on their present 
job less than one year, and the 38.7 per cent who reported 
they had been employed in two and three jobs since being 
graduated to be reconciled. One might interpolate and say 
that 74.2 per cent (held job less than one year) subtracted 
from 38.7 per cent (per cent reported holding two or three 
jobs) yields 35.5 per cent (or the per cent who remained un-
employed after being graduated for a period ranging from four 
to ten months, or chaneed jobs within the first four months 
after graduation: concluded from the 25.8 per cent who held 
present job between six months and twelve months, and sub-
tracted from sixteen months which was the length of time be-
tween grao.uation for the Class of 1949 and the date of the 
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survey, thus giving a period of four to ten months.) In a 
similar way it could be shown that some graduates remained 
unemployed from ten to sixteen months (concluded from the 
48.4 per cent who reported holding present job less than six 
months) only 38,7 per cent said they had more than one job 
subtracted from the sixteen months which gave ten months; and 
sixteen months if job was obtained shortly before respondent 
returned the questionnaire (he could not indicate holding job 
for any smaller period than six months.) 
No doubt the 35.5 per cent obtained by interpolation rep-
resented more than actually were unemployed, But the returns 
did show that some of the respondents in the Class of 1949 
were not employed or did considerable shifting around in the 
year followJ_ng their graduation from junior college. To get 
back to the original point, that the first year after gradua-
tion represents a period of adjustment, the findings seem to 
uphold this fact quite strongly. It was felt that the employ-
ment conditions in 1949 were not quite as favorable as they 
had been in the previous year, but they were excellent in 1950, 
and the largest part of the period under consideration with 
reference to the respondents of the Class of 1949, was between 
January and September, 1950. No comparison was possible with 
the Class of 1948, since no data was obtained with regard to 
the first working year of respondents in that class. Table 
Y~~XII showed the percentage of respondents in each class and 
curriculum 'Nho held one, two, or three jobs. 
I 
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TABLE XXXII 
PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS WHO HELD ONE, TWO, OR TEREE 
JOBS SINCE THEY WERE GRADUATED FROM THE JUNIOR COLLEGE 11 
Class Total Held Held Held 
and No. of one two three 
Curriculum Cases job jobs jobs 
1948 47 66.4 33.2 3.9 
1949 31 61.3 35.5 3.2 
Accounting-Bus. 
Management 31 61.3 38.7 - 0 
-
Engineering 40 62.5 30.0 7.5 
Liberal Arts-
Prela.w-Predental 7 71.4 28.6 0 
Percentages for the r espondents in each curriculum showed 
very little difference as between the per cent holding one~ 
two, and three jobs. Two-thirds reported having held only 
one job 6 and one-third had held only two jobs. 
Methods used by respondents in obtaining their first job 
after being graduated from the juniar college. Respondents 
who replied that they had held more than one job since gradua-
tion were asked to indicate the method they used to obtain 
II 
.I 
their first job. The alternatives were identical to those from 1 
I . . 
which gradu.ates were asked to select the method they used in 
obtaining their present job. Table XXXIII provided a percent-
age distribution of the methods used. 
I 
. \. 
'r ABL:2: XXXIII 
P:2:RCEWi' .;.c-E OF TERlliiNAL RESFONDE~;fTS WHO 0..:3'1' /l .. I l'JED '1' :!:-':;:E IR I-'IHS'i' AND 
PRESEJ.>JT J03 YVIT.·:.r T!i:2; Hl:!.: LP OF' TI-m ,FJl IOR COLL·:~CE PLAC·L~ i .IENT OFFI G ~ , 
ON '1\ .. c~Ia OV!lT I NI TI A'r :::VE , ·rFJB.OUGH ':CHE HELP OF A FRIJJ:ND OH. RELA-
TIVE , T~ffi.OUGH _ PU, iLIC OR P:i1IVAJ:E E~~=?LO_ i•!:RNT AG~ JCY , AND 3Y 
OT:dER MEAHS. 
A o ro·imatebr two-thirds ( 65.5 per cent ) found their first 
• v -
job on their own initiat ive , 17.2 per cent depe nded u non the 
he l p of a friend or relative, 10. 3 er cent worked through an 
amp o:y-me n t agency ., a nd 3.5 per cent use d the j u nior college 
placement office • 
.!{n a tte mp t to deter.nine an y shift in method was made "b y 
flnd ing t he methods used b y res ponde D.t s to o :)ta in t ~.1e h• pres -
e n t job • 
. l,he most n ot ice ab l e d ifferen ce occured in the per cent 
who re )o rted findins work on their own initiative : fe wer 
respo r1de n t s relied upon their ovm e f fo rts in obtainin~ the ir 
p r esent j o·o than in ob t a inLlS t he :tr firs t j ob . Apparently 
respo n dents p laced gr anter de pen ence upon f riends and re l a -
. . . 1 .1- . tl . .1- • 1 • elves ln ocatJ lnL :lelr presen~.. JO o , slnce 7 . 6 oer cent re-
por ~.o ad findinG their present job in this way , as compare d t o 
99 
100 
'/1-.tJ 
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17.2 per cent ·Nho located their first job in this manner. 
The alrost total absence of any dependence upon the col-
lege placement office was difficult to understand~ One \IDuld 
normally suppose that the first place a graduate would go in 
search for a job would be to the college placement office. 
Why did only 3.5 per cent of the respondents who replied that 
I they had held t'1:vo or more jobs depend upon college placement 
facilities to obtain their initial job? Could it be possible 
that all but a small percentage of the graduates locate their 
I job on their own before or just after graduating from the 
junior college? Further investigation would seem to be war-
1 ranted from the findings. 
II 
I.ength of the 12eriod of employment of responclents in 
their first job. The respondents who reported that they had 
1 
held more than one job since graduating from the junior college 
1 
were asl:ed to state the length of time they were employed on 
I their first job. They we re given six alternative periods: 
"less than three months, between three and six months; between 
, six mont:b_s and a year; be tween one and two years; more than 
two years;" and 11 I st ill have my first job, 11 (which was in-
1 clud.ed to eliminate any whose first job was their present job.)~' 
1 Table XXXIV showed tl"l~ percentage who held their first job for 
1
1 th• above-mentioned periods of time. 
11 ---~==-== 
\i ~r APPENDIX B , qu. 9. 
I 
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TABLE XXXIV 
PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS WHO HELD THEIR FIRST JOB LESS 
THAN THREE MO:NTHS, BET\VEEN THREE AtiD SIX MONTHS, BETWEEN SIX 
MONTHS AND 01'-lE YEAR 1 BETviJEEN ONE AND TW 0 YEARS, AND FOR MORE 
THAN TWO YEARS. 
Total Less Between t-:Be tween Between More 
No.of than 3 3 and 6 t"- 6 months 1 and 2 than 2 
Cases months months & 1 year years years 
Combined 
Classes 29 24.1 13.8 -- 34.5 . 24.1 3 . 5 
,..·! 
Weekly earnings of graduates 212: their first job. Respond-
ents ~~re asked to indicate the average weekly earnings they 
received on their first job. 
The largest per cent (44.8) were found to have been earn-
ing $4 0 to $ 49.99 per week, one-fifth (20.7 per cent} had 
earned between $ 30 and $ 39.99 per week, and 17.2 per centre-
ported they had earned $ 50 to $ 59.99 per week. 
A comparison was made in Table Y.X..X:V between earnings re-
cei ved on the first job and on the present job of the twenty-
nine responde:r:ts .\vho reported holding more than one job. 
TABLE XXXV 
PERCENTAGE OF TERMINAL RESPONDENTS VffiO WERE EARNING I.ESS THAN 
$ 30 PER WEEK, $ 30 TO $39.99 PER WEEK, $40 TO $ 49 _. 99 PER WEEK, 
$ 50 TO $ 59.99 PER WEEK, $ 60 TO $ 69.99 PER WEEK, AND MORE THAN 
~~ 70 PER VV'EEK ON THEIR FIR.ST AND PRESENT JOBS. 
Total 
No.of 
Cases 
First job 29 
Present joe 29 
Less I:Jl>30 
than to 
$ 30 $ 39.99 
3.5 20.7 
0 10.3 
~40 
to 
$49.99 
44~8 
37.9 
~50 
to 
$ 59.99 
17.2 
24.2 
$60 
to 
$ 69.99 
I"' ' Q o.v 
17.3 
More 
than 
$ 70 
6.9 
10.3 
========~F====------~~~====~====~~~==~r=================~c==========~~~r= 
-Bosl:on llniv~r ilty 
Sc h oe> _ <'lf' r~ 1c tloti 
1. i ~J ( ·:~. ::-y 
One-fourth of the twenty-nine graduates who reported they 
held more than one job gave up their first job within three 
1 months. One-eighth (13.8 per cent) replied that they held 
their first job from three to six months~ and one-third (34.7 
per cent) terminated their first job between six months and 
1 one year. Therefore 1 apprax1ma tely three-fourths of the re-
spondents failed to keep their first job for more than one 
year. 
It would seem impossible for anyone to decide for or 
, against any job in less than ten to twelve months. It cer-
tainly was not felt that all who responded were fired. More 
, than likely~ most of the respondents decided to leave their 
first job. Some may have frond better jobs, maybe all changed 
;, to something they considered they would like better than the 
first job. But why would anyone accept a job and then quit 
after spending less than three months working at it~ yet one-
1 fourth admitted that they held their first job less than three 
I, 
months. Economic conditions might have. accounted for some 
I, who kept their first job for such a short period, but not 
II 
for all - conditions were quite good during the period (from 
June, 1949 to September~ 1950). Could it be that graduates 
were too quick to grab any job that was offered them, and then 
decided after a few months that the job was not what they 
wanted? 
I 
II 
1:102 
I !!) 
I' 
II 
I 
A general improvement in weekly earnings was noted between 1 
1 the first job and the present job. Less than one-r.alf' the per 
cent who re po rte d earning less than 030 to ~39.99 per week on 
their first jo b were earninc; a sin:ilar amount on there rr esent 
job , and a larger per cent reported e a rning ~~40 to ~[)4 • 99 
and ·,,;so to ~i.:.sg. 99 per vveek on their present job than on the r 
first job . 
'rhe average weekly earni ngs i ncreased about ~~5 .,00 from 
t 'le first to the pre sent job , as shown in Table ':..X:XVI. 
'rABLE :XXVI 
AVERAGE 'NEEKLY ~_,_A_RNDTGS OF 29 GRADUATES ON 'rHZI R FIRST , AND ON 
THEIR PR6SEUT JOB . 
29 Respondents Average weekly e a rnin.zs 
First job ,•;.4y1 24 'TP • .,) 
Present job ~p 52 . 59 
One of he factors which was usually thought to determine 
earninc;s was the len;th of time s pent working on a particular 
job . Since it has been sho ·wn th8. t mor e than one-fourth of the 
29 graduates gave up their first j ob with:Ln three months, it 
was fe l t that some had been working on their presen t · ob for 
as lonG a s one year , assuming they were not unemployed for 
any length of time . 'I'o compare present e a rnings with the 
earnin[:S received on the first jo iJ was thought to contain some 
inequal i ties. Nevertheless , it -vas apparent that the 6raduates 
had ei·l;her started i n their prese nt job at a h:i.c;her weekly 
.... 1 d ... . " . . rave, or na- Jean g1ven s ome aavances 1n pay dur1ng the period 
1.03 
'"\ It 0 '> 
:104 
.I 
whi ch the2r have been emp lo ye d in the ir present j ob . 
up their first job . es pond-
ents ere asked to se ect fl~om, ix alternatives the reasons 
Yvhy theJ save up their first j ob, 'l'he a lternatives were : 
tained better job; coi;lpan:r reduce el-' ~) loyment due to econor;lic 
reasons ; r ate of advancement too slov11 ; di s satisfied wi ... h my 
first ·oo ; did not like t_le work; e.nd 'other' ( please stat e .) rr 
~ .. ore tllan one-fourth rep lied they ha given up their first 
· ol:; uO take .. ..L • 1 ::t oe t.. e r J o .J ; illll. aoout one - fourth indicate d that 
ons. 13 . 8 er cent vere dissatisfied wit 1t'..l.eir first; j ob , an_ 
2.= .1 ~')er cent 02.ve otl':1.er reasons -\":1..,_~, they i_.ave ~J.p thei r first 
jo b . .Some of the r•e::.~.sons civen iJy t;"le res:t>onden.ts w.ho checked 
' other ' follow: 
One graduate who n!a j ored in Lccountins said i"1.e cave up 
his first job becao.se the c ompany ;.vas coin2: out of uslnesf:l , 
Another .!\ccountins ma j or claimed_ the company .ras "a fl- -
by- nl t e 2-ff air. n 
!n Encineerins bradua te in the class of 1349 checked three 
reasons: ndissatisfied with my first joh , di not like tl1e 
work , aad ha no chance for o.:.J.vancen1E.'mt ." 
s ~ l s j ob ~ithin 
three months made the candid remark that the 11 terx>itory didn 1 t 
0ay , possibly du to lack of sales a b ility." 
An Z l ectrical 3ngineerine; ma j or n ow emr1 l oyed 3.t t h Gene ra_ 
~lectric plant in Pittsfield '' Hl . , -- ... 
reasons: 11 obtained 'Je tt r job , dissatisfied with my ;·· rst jcib, 
di not l ike t~1e wo 1lc 11 He qu:i. t '::;efore c omp l et_n3 t hi'ee illonths 
on the first j ob . 
-t was s u.rprisint, to find so few who .sav u.s he re~s o 
f or· fL s t jo b , 11 L id not li _e the '-' ork. 11 r __ i, 
~rou ld s em to ~e an i mpor tan t one . I t se ems t ha t too many 
were inten '. to cha nge soon afte_ s~- 2.~tin~· wo rk on thei first 
jo b . Th is wo u ld ~ear out the pr vious . i n f rene that cr adua tes 
were q uick to srab thei.r i' :trst job . Now it has bee n found 
theJ7 .,ere not whol l y diss a tisfied with t h e first j ob . ..10re 
than half either ch anged to a be tter j ob or te r mi nate the i r 
f i rst ·· a· J due t o econo1d.c conditions , 1Jh ich s eeme d h ard to 
be l:teve in a per i od of appare.tlt p:i.'osperi ty and full e ;np lo ~ ent . 
The Jerc 3 _ ta~ of res pondents fuo cited the various reas n s 
:_,i ven v re arra e,e i n Table ~ Y •..'XVII 
To.J:;al 
l1o . of 
Case s 
.Setter 
Jo b 
TA3LE );J~DJ II 
r. npn.ny 
Iledtlce 
2 rll lo v i -
m<::r t 0 -
c ·~:.t..lse u_~ 
·8 ,;c :~o~ -·_ e 
~ ~:";!lS C; nS 
'1ate of Di ss at -
~\fl v:J.ne - isfie- d 
:Lent t uo 'l:d tl:. 
s l.o f·1 rst 
j ol:~ . 
I id 
no t 
t :Ce 
wo rk 
Ot her 
1..0 5 
24 . l 
-~~-.-8-- -+---~-.-5------~--2-4-.-1-- , ~' 
e r-tair.. uest :. e- n s ho.ve ari e n wh ich hav not b en ;:r_s~ ere 
c. "' t.) ::::.. - e>.ck of S'Ltff icient dat - • l . • ·, n - do j un ior co lle .__;.;: 
======~==========================================+=====--
I; 
I 
~~~~~~~ graduates accept a job and then quit before giving it a fair 
1 trial? ( 2). Are junior college gr aduates sure of the kind 
I 
,
1 
of job the y want at the time tb_ey accept their first job? 
Summary and conclusions. About a n equal (3'7.6 to 38.7) 
per cent of the r e spondents in both classes had held more than 
one job since terminating their education. Of t he graduates 
holding more than one job, about 10 per cent reported holding 
three jobs. It Ytl'as concluded that a considerab le amount of 
shift ing 1JiJ'aS done in the first year after the r es pondents 
we r e graduated, and thereafter, there was a tendency to st i ck 
to one job. There was strong logic in support of the conclu-
sion that many graduates in the Clas s of 1949 had remained 
unemployed for periods r ang ing from four to t en months. 
The method u .s ed most frequently by the respondents who 
: held more than one job 1n obtaining their first job was found 
I 
1 to be the gradu8.te 1 s own initiati ve - about two-thirds re-
I 
ported ob taining their first job in this way. However, it 
was found tha t less than one-half of those who held more tha n 
I 
I 
l one job, obtained their present job on their own_initiative, 
and a g reater reli ance was p laced upon the help of friends and 
jl rela ti ves . Only 3.5 per cent cla iii1...ed t hey ob t a ined their first 
1' ,job through the facilities of the junior colle ge placement 
I 
I 
, office. 
1
!1 One-fourth of the res pondents who held more than one job 
I 
1 reported holding the ir first j ob for less t h an t h ree months, 
!one-e i ghth held t hei r first job between three and six months , 
I 
•I 
I. 
I 
I :tos 
v~· 
II :t.o7. ==========================~, IIJ ===== 
II held their first job from a six month to a twelve In other words, thre e -fourths did not h old their 
first job lo nger than one ye a r., 
Ab ou t 45 per cent of the res p ondents re ported earning 
!' between ~p4 0 a nd $ 49.99 per week on their first job , one-fifth 
I earned ~~ 30 to $ 3 9 . 99, and one-six t h e a rned $ 50 to ~; 59.99 per 
week. A compa rison of the e a r nines of gradua t es on their first 
job and their present job showed an increase in the ave r age 
of approxima tely $ 5. 0 0 per week. 
One-fourth of t he respondents who held two or more jobs 
re p lied tha t the reason they gave u p t he ir first job was to 
obtain a bett e r job, a nd one-fourth reported the y terminated 
their first job because the company reduced e mployment due to 
economic reasons. Only 3.5 per cent re ported they changed 
I jobs because they did not like the work. The remain ing one-
' I
I 
half were, i n seneral , dissatisfied with one or many elements 
of the job the y had held. None admitted they were discharged . 
III. SUMMARY A.1TD CONCLUSIONS 
:Ne ar ly a ll terminal g r aduates liked the work they were 
doing. 
Most g r aduates in the Class of 1948 found the job the y 
liked and have kept it; at le a st t wo-thirds were found to have 
b een e mp loyed on their present job for more than eighteen 
months. 
I 
I 
However, ab out three-fourths of the graduates of the Class 1 
of 1949 were found to have been employed for l ess th~n one 
year on the ir present job, and about one-ha lf had been employed 
for less than six months. 
A majority of the g raduates ob tained their present job 
on their own initiative. Ab out one-tenth reported they 
obta ined their job through the help of the junior collece 
pla cement office. 
G-raduates in the Class of 1948 were earning on an averag e 
ab out ~: 5.00 per week more than the graduates of the Class of 
1949. The average weekly earning s of gre.du9.tes in the Class 
of 1948 were ~,56.67 per week. 
The Engineering majors were found to be earning on an 
ave rB.ge approx imately ~1~ 3. 00 per 1Nee k mo r e t han graduates in 
1 t he _ll",ccounting - Business Management group . 
I Approxim&tely the same (38) percentage in each cla ss 
1
1 
re ported holding more than one job since l eav ing Worcester 
,J 
Junior College . There was strong e vide n ce of a considerab le 
'I amount of shifting from one job to another, and fairly long 
periods (four-six months) of u nemployment of the g r a dua tes 
I in the Class of 1949 shortly after they were g radua ted. I -
I, Two-thirds of the g raduates depended upon their own 
\
1 
initia tive i n locating their first j _ob. Only 3.5 per ce nt 
I g ot t heir first job throug h the help of the junior college 
' pla ce ment office. 
I n general~ graduates did. not keep t heir first job for 
1
1 
a very long period; one-fourth terminated t he ir e mp lo yment in 
11.08 lu.1r 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
1 less than three months; 37.9 per cent 'IM9re not employed. over 
i a six month period; and 34.5 per cent held their first job 
I between six months and one yea r. 
On an aver~ge, graduates who held mare than one job were 
II earning $ 5.00 per week more on the ir present job than on their 
first job. 
I About one-half of the graduates cited reasons of dissatis-
l! faction of one kind or another whe n a sked why they gave up 
I 
11 their first job. Only 3.5 per cent replied that they did 
11 not like the work on their first job as the reason for g iving 
11 up their first job. One-fourth reported the reason they gave 
1
! up their first job :"'as to take a better job. 
I 
II 
The general conclusions made were that most terminal gradu 
, ates had found work that they enjoyed, were earning a good 
weekly wage, and were capable of going out and landing a job 
i on their own without a great deal of help. 
Ther~ was good reason to belie ve that the first job was 
I 
not the right one for many graduates. It was found that many 
graduates did a considerable a mount of shifting from one job to 
I 
I another, and some graduates experienced periods of unemployment 
I from four to six months after graduating from junior college. 
I Dissatisfaction bulked large in the list of r easons why 
1 graduates gave up their first job, and it was believed that 
1 soJ:l'e trouble was encountered in know:lng just what kind of a 
~~ job to look for and where to look for i t. There was some 
11 probability that opportunities investigated during the spring 
:109 
/Pi 
semester of tJ.e fi n a l year did n ot break 11nti l some r..onths ha 
:.1sse and e:;raduates had accepted a te llpora.ry job until the 
occupation they wanted was finally offered . 
tlO 
,, ., 
CHAPTER VII 
OPINIONS OF GRADUATES WITH REFERENCE TO THE ADEQUACY OF TEE 
TRAINING TAKEN IN JUNIOR COLLEGE 
In an attempt to learn how the graduatee of the two-year 
community junior college felt about the adequacy of their 
1
1 preparation tor college and for entry inte an occuJll tion, they 
1 were asked to give their opinion, either affirmati~ely or nega-
1 tively, whether they considered they were adequately prepared. 
lr 
I. OPINIONS OF TRANSFER GRADUATES ON THE ADEQUACY OF THE 
JUNIOR COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Transfer graduates were asked to state "Yes" or "No" to 
the question asking them whether they believed they were ade-
quately prepared for college work in the college they attended.* 
jr Those who replied in the negative were asked to make comments 1
1 
on how they would improve the junior college program. 
Opinions of transfer graduates on the adequacy of prepara- I 
tion they received 1n junior college. Three-fifths of all re- I 
spondents believed they were adequately prepared for college, ~~~ 
one-fifth thought they were not adequately prepared, and ap- 11 
I proximately one-sixth answered the question conditionally. 11 
'I 
*APPENDIX A, qu. 14. 
1.1.~ 
II 
I 
ll~= ===== l There wee a considerable difference in response from 
graduates in the two classes under study . Over 70 (71) per 
cent of the respondents in the Class of 1949 felt satisfied 
compared with about one-half (52 per cent) of the gradu8.tes in 
the Class of 1948 . Howe ver, 30 per cent of the graduates in 
I the Class of 1948 were of the opinion that they were not 
adequate ly prepared for college compared to only 12.9 per cent 
of the graduates of the Class of 1949. Approximate l y the 
1 s ame per cent i n each class ans wered the . question condition-
! a lly, as sho\m in Table XY..XVIII. 
TABTE ~"'(XVI II 
.. RCENTAGE OF ~rRANSFER GR.PI.DUATES iJ'lHO BELIEVED THEY WERE ADE QUATE-
LY PR:B~PARED , WERE NOT .ADEQUATELY PREPARED, OR WERE NOT SURE OF 
THE: ADE(PACY OF PREPA-RATION FOR COI,LBGE . 
majors thought they were not adequately prepared, and only one-
t h ird be l:teved they were we 11-pre pared. Three -fourths of 
the Bustness Management majors felt they were adequa tely pre-
pa red, a nd two-thirds of the Predental and Accounting gradu-
ates were of the opinion that the y we re adequately prepared 
for collee;e. However, more than one in five of the graduates 
in these two curriculums were not sure. 
In the lie;ht of wha t has already been found_ about the 
graduates in the Cla ss of 1948 with reference to the per cent 
who (1) were not gi~Ten credit for subjects taken in junior 
colle ge, (2) entered the Freshman Cla ss upon entering college , 
and ( 3) change d their major field of study upon entering co 1-
lege, the per cent who felt they were not adequately prepared 
! was thought to indicate a real feeling of lack of proper prepa-
ration. To what extent this was a failure of the two-year 
progre.m, or a personal failure, was not kno'Wn. There is, how-
\ ever, strong evidence that the program did lack some essential 
elements, particularly with reference to college requirements 
in certain subject fields - the Socia l Sciences and Mathema.tics 
for ins t B.nce . 
The S8.me reasoning was applied to the graduates in the 
Engineering curriculum. They were found to have been persis-
ll tent in their a ttempts to transfer, yet met the greatest re- ll 
11 sist ance. More Engineering majors lost class st anding and Jl 
11 credit hours 
\ p_ larger per 
II 
~ 
II 
earned in junior college than any of the gradua tes. ! 
II 
cent was required to repeat or take subjects in lj 
I 
college that were normally given to Freshm~n and Sophomores; 
and, with the exception of the Liberal A.rts students, more 
Engineers lost credit for Junior and Senior year subjects 
studied in the junior college than the majors 1n all .other 
\1 curriculums • 
I 
But, and this has important bearing, more 
Engineers changed their major field of study upon entering 
college than respondents in any of the other curriculums. With 
these fs.ctors in mind, there is no doubt why only 33.1 per cent 
of the Engineering majors felt satisfied with the curriculum 
preparing them adequately for college, and the more than one-
half who felt sure it did not adequately prepare them. 
An attempt ws.s made to get a firmer grasp on the reasons 
why respondents felt they were, or were not, adequately pre-
pared for college, and individual remarks made in answer to 
the question were exa."llined. 
A student in Accounting attending the University of Buf-
1 falo thought that the grades were 11too easy", that the in-
1 
J structors lectured on material "out of the text. 11 He would 
[place more importance on outside reading and a discussion of 
!topics in clitss. 
I \ A Predental major felt that the students should learn 
\to take lecture notes in junior college. He feels "this cannot 
I 
:be done if jl.Ulior college instructors merely 1 throw open the 
book •••• 1 and res.d it back to the class. 11 
A geology major suggests "the student decide beforehand 
iWhat college he desires to transfer to and plan his course 
L_ ___ _ 
II 
accordingly - it may save him up to one year of college work." 
An Accounting major attending Clark University said: 
"Although the answer to the question is in. the main 'Yes'•·• 
the Cost Accounting course was given decidedly too little 
I' time." He recommended at least four hours a week be spent 
on Cost and Advanced Accounting. He did not believe the in-
structor had the "teaching knowledge or ability to ground the 
student sufficiently in Cost Accounting." 
A graduate in Engineering attending Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology suggested that PRODUCTION PROCESSES be 
omitted and two years of CALCULUS be given instead. 
Another student studying at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology felt that the lecturer in PHYSICS "was incompetent 
for college level instruction ••• the lectures were taken verba-
tim from the book." He believed the quality of the instruction I 
in CIIHMISTRY was "very good, but the amount of material covered II 
, was not adequate." There was a notable tendency to keep pace 
"with the slowest and lowest members of the class (using a) 
'cook book' method. 
Another MIT student stated that the course "is better I 
sui ted for tenninal students." The me. terial consists mainly ot : 
"facts." He mentioned one instructor in Math and stated the 
college could use more "of the likes of him." On the back of 
the questionnaire he drew up a rating chart and Checked subjects 
as "Good," "Fair," "Bad." "Good," were ENGLISH COMPOSI-
TION, ENGINEERING DRAWING 1 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, METALLUR-
:1:16 
GY: 11 Bad 11 , were E:;:Wil\TZERING EATH, i'TATIC. ' . NTI l1'J t;.:i•:iiCS , PI-fY-
S IC S , ELECTR IC_-L ENGI NEERING • 
. " ma j or i n Business 1\/Ian agement s ue,gested that ADVJ::RTI Sil G 
and -. ; .R iliTING be combined to allow more time for sub j ects i n 
man ageme n t • . e f ee ls that stude nts s hould be s u plied with 
re ading assignme n t s to a llow t hem to fer r et out material 
needed . He re comme nded doing away v'lith the nspoon f e d 11 tech-
ni ue. 
·raduate c hemist now a n instructor at Portland Univer -
sity f e lt tha t there was need f or a "Sys temat ic pr·esentation 
of CEEh~I''TRY courses for ma jors 11 • He be l ieved. he l ack o f 
.~ UAlTTIT!\TIVE . NALYSI...., a nd the abse nce of a "thorough _ecture 
cours in OR GANIC h indered one n. He admitted that the need 
fo r space w s a serj_ous one • 
• "'l. student i n ~- ccounting st at _,s t at 11Fol" a two - -rreal" 
course , it is excelle t ~ Transfer stude ts should have more 
cultural sub j e c ts . 11 
One graduate of the rede n t a l cuPricu lu.m who was tux•ned 
down y all de n tal schoo ls to which he ap lied felt that e 
course i n OI\TPJl.R_ 'r i VE ·_.r ATOMY !! ras a de te1•rent to anyone 
t 9. ns f erring to a dent al schoo 11 • 
A Bus ; ness I'.1ana gement major atte nding S.yl' B. cmse Uni ; r·s i !.;~,~ 
Business ~ m: nistrat:i.on s tu.d.ents. He su.ggested that ::JTJSINESS 
E T GLISH oe cut to a ser11e s tr:.n~ course a nd in its 1lac El 'J_,ISH 
LI'l'S3.ATlmE or C OiviPOSI'l1ION be added~ 
:1:17. 
, ., 
A gr.q_ ug_te of Upsala Collece of I:ast Or9_!lge , New J e rsey , 
e t h e j u .. 11.i r college pro J'ram a dequa tely prepa1•ed him or 
c ollege. He s!Jated that 11 a l l course s g i-ve n by ••• ( t he i n-
struc tor of ECONOMICS , i1~01'1EY AND ·~= t~l1!iG~TG , COR ORA'ri ON FINANCE 
YJ re f ar more s uperior and of v a lue to u1e th8.n an - of t he 1 us i-
n s s courses a t Upsala '·' · 
-"- .:::;r::~.du.ate of Mi chi gan StA.te Co llege in J:n.:::;in- 81 :i. n g s a ·, ; 
n- f oun 'the.t _ -~a i n 'l equat..., l:• .. repar· f or ar vance c o llege 
e uct:J.tion. The courses studied in j unior c o lese , "did not 
give me a n c u a f ootin g with other students • • • though the 
course s w .r.s a ccept ab le a ccordin,s t o t; he c a t a log n. H 
s ug.geste c'l. more "se rious nes s of purpose on pa1• t of instri ctors 
a nd s ude n ts , i.e. , t _ougher ma1•id:1.g or gra ins syste!!l" e lirn-
ina tion of cribbing". 
n Engineer•ing m'.:l jo_ wll.o e n tel"'ed the Sophomore Class 
a t C arks o n Col e ge of Technoloc;y , -o tsdarn , New York , fo u n 
..,h at bBtwee n September 1' 4 6 to J u ne 1948 lithe 111LATH a nd 
Pl_..:S I CS Dep 1 t s. were very weak " 3e ng admit'l;e d to Clarkson 
a s a Sophomore I h a d to take CALCULUS a nd PI-IYSICS. agaln. 
He s uz;~e st s using text s tha t are use in c o lleees. 11 The 
other c ourses taken a t W. J . C. h a Ye been of defin i te v a ue 
to me i n my a dva nced study o f (E)lectrica l (:S)ngineerin -n. 
Ano t her graduate who ent ere d · the Sophomore Cla ss at 
S ~-r :: c: se 1 !livers ity and wh o v1as not enrolle at t;he time t e 
'" Ll.r•ve y was tah:en a nd c ould not h a ve been graduated , sai d: 
"For the student vvho does not wish t o contim e his studies 
elsewhere (for a B.S. degree), the (E)ngineering courses ••• 
at w. J.C. is adequate with the exception of (MATHEMATICS)". 
He suggested that Engineering majors who graduated from the 
junior college would find it "tough sledding" wherever he 
goes to college providing he enters the Junior Class. 
' "I believe W.J.C. should have an Engineering transfer course 
whereby the student will receive only the first two years of a 1 
senior college." It was believed he was referring to the fact 
t hat transfer and terminal students were given, essentially, 
the same curriculum, which included subJects that were generall7 
given in the Junior and Senior years of College. He concluded 
1': 
II 
that by doing this the curriculum "would include CH:EMISTRY and 11 
two years of PHYSICS besides a stiff MATH course. II 
A senior Who entered the Sophomore Class of the University II 
d 
of Vermont suggested Sherwood ~ Taylor as a better CALCULUS 
book. He would replace STATICS AND DYNAMICS by STATICS only. 
"The course in Electrical Engineering was no good at all to 
me ••• " It should be replaced, and a good book,~~ should 
be used. He believed that what is essentially a Senior course 
in college, Machine Design, ~ould be dropped. 
A better understanding was certainly obtained by reading 
1 the remarks of the respondents who had something to say about 
their feelings with respect to the adequacy of the two-year 
program. Some of tb8 inadequacies were evident in the remarks, 
particularly those made by the Engineering majors. Previous 
conclusions with regard to the Engineering curriculum were 
I 
II 
I 
1.:18 
' ...... 
1.1.9 
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were substantiated. Generally the remarks were not bitter, but 
made w1 th more of a .feeling of wishing to be helpful in the 
hope that future graduates would not be anchored with the same 
inadequacies they were slowed down with. This was clearly 
1 emphasized when the respondent who wntered the Sophomore Class 
at the University of Vermont said: "I sincerely submit this 
for your consideration and hope that Worcester Junior College 
will ••• beeome known all over the East ••• as an Engineering 
Junior College." 
II. OPINIONS OF TERMINAL GRADUATES WITH REFERENCE TO THE 
ADEQUACY OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Opinions of terminal respondents on the adequacy o.f prep-
aration .for entry into a beginning occupation. Respondents 
were asked to reply either "Yes" or "No" to the question · ask-
ing them whether they considered the two-year terminal program 
adequately prepared them for entry into a beginning occupation 
in the vocational field for which they received training.* 
They were asked to mke any comments about ..nether they be-
lieved the program was adequate ar not adequate. 
More than four-fifths .felt the program was adequate, and 
one-twentieth stated they were not certain or failed to re-
spond. 
A larger percentage of the graduates in the Class of 1948 
reported that they did not consider the program adequate or 
* APPENDIX B~ qu. 15. 
no t cer t a i n , 19 .1 to 12.1 per cent f or the class o f 94 9. 
No apprecl~b le diff renee in r esponse was noted f or 
I 
I 
gr a dua tes in the three t rmin a l ~)ro c,rams. 
The inf l uence of the response of gra due.tes who ter~.r..inate .. 
a trans f er prosr am , t hr-t t is , t he Li be ra l t,rt s - Prelaw- Predental 
res) once ~"l ts , tended to ma .. re t __ e t otJ.l respoj.1se ·Ne igh more 
>eavily on the side of t:1os e ·who fe l t the pro~ram was n ot 
adequate. I·I0 r·e t han two -fif ths of the Li:Jera l Art s - Pre l aw-
Pre .ental r esoonde nts did not f ee t~at ~ ro3ram ade quately 
prepared t h em for entr~· into a ~-; e.::_,innine occupation . "J.'lo r 
co .J. l d i t o s si ,~; ly have a equatel:- pre~Jared them in a trans f er 
CIJ.rricul urn . 
'the res :Jondent s who re port ed ho l di::-1.2; more th8.n one j ob 
werG f ou n d to have been in ac;reement 1U i t11 a ll reslJO n de'"lt s i .,., 
t~18 .lJ•3 rcent a(:;·a 'NhO thou.ght t he pro;_:_;r,_,_m was ade q1J.8.te , OJ." vvas 
not adequate , as shown in Ta~J le ~{J~)~IJ\ . 
T/iJL:3.: '["' · ····Tv ~ .._ ...: \...i \. ..-.. ..t l.. 
t=rrt:SPO~fSE r.·--;, \..,~ LI T EG. ~,:ntAL .-~ ADUAT~S \\fl10 }:~LD l'IT0rt t;' S:'HA~IJ O"r:e .i.\ ..!..!J J02 [). '"' . • u TO 
THE 1 "G~ ·::~J:lCY OF 'l'H"l'!i p~ O GR ~\::.~ ()~:1 STUDI:a:S 
-
Total f e. i e ved Be lie ve d 
No.of Program Proe:::r r:rm No t 
Cases J~r e ~J.a be Not .\de quate Cert::.tin 
-
29 8 6.2 6.9 6 . 9 
-
L-.. 
.. . 
The :.,WO re s po n ents who were not emp loyed a. t the t ilo.e t he 
:120 
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i 
~~ them -fo-; entry int o a begi~ing -;;-~~~pation. -------1 
I: thoug ht 
1 
In general, about 85 per ce nt of all respondents 
1: 
r the program was adequate in preparing them for entry into a 
1: beginning oc cupation in the vocational field for which they 
~~ t rained, Table XXXX indicated the percentage who felt tm 
I program was adequate, not adequate, or who were not sure of 
I its adequacy. This was thought to reflect upon the a dequacy 
:: of the two -year curriculum a s well a s the comp arative ease of 
1 entry into an occupation. 
.I 
II 
TABlE XL 
FERCENTAG-E OF TERMINAL GRADUA'mS WHO THOU GHT THE .JUNICR OOLIEGE 
CURRICUIJJM WAS OR WAS NOT ADEQUATE OR WERE NOT CERTAIN ABOUT THE 
ADEQUACY OF THE FROGR.A.M IN PREPARING THEM FOR ENTRY INTO A BE-
GINNING OCCUPAT I ON IN THE 11AJOR VOC ATIONAl, FIELD FOR WHICH THEY 
TRAnmD. 
Classes Tot~tl 
a nd No. of Not Not 
Curriculum Oases Adequate Adequate Certain 
Combined 80 83.8 11 ., 2 5.0 
1948 47 80.9 12.7 6.4 
1949 33 87.9 9.1 3.0 
Accounting 18 88.8 5 ~6 5.6 
Bus. :M'g'm't. 14 85.8 7.1 7.1 
Engine ering 41 85.4 9 .8 4.8 
Libe r a l Ar ts-
Pre law-Pre dent a l 7 57.1 42.9 0 
However, what were the reasons why one in seven thought 
they were not adequa tely prepa red? What wa s missing for them 
I 
1: 
1 I 
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I 
II 
I 
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t hat the 85 per cent fo tEvl t hat made them s a tisfied? In a n 
a t tempt to 1..mderst :-md what was mis s in · , an i nvestigation of 
the remar .. s of those who did not ~Jelieve the y we1e adeq.._;_ate ly 
I prepare d was made. 
I 
I Jl .. n I:1dustr ia l ·<'ne;ineer ·~,rho ,;rs.duated in 1948 a nd reported 
I' earning mo:r•e tha n ~!) 70 per we ek sald: 
11 The industries od a y 
usual l y require that the people i n the Industrial En g ineerin 
field have a D.S. degree in t hat field , or t hat they have a 
b ackt;round in the industr itse lf p l u s a collee:;e degre e. Had 
it not ~Jee n for seve n yeax•s of expe r ience in the machine too 
trade and two courses in Quali ty Control (other than those 
J -~ of f e red) I probab ly would not have be e n accepted ." 
:: dr aftsman who had held thre G jo'J s since graduat ing 
from · LJ.nlor co llege answere-1_ t he que st ion wi th the word "Fair . 11 
f-Ie s a id: "I have found ths.t even tra de schoo l graduates are 
i~e,sarded hlgher than j unior college ~rads. £1 
:::.us iness :::-.:anageulen.t res pondent in the Cl ass of 1948 
I 
I who d id not st a te the title of his job or where he wo _1 ked 
I 
I: re s ponded with a question mark . lie said : " the Jrotram 
I: is exc lle n t ., bu, one (instru ct or ) is definitely a par as ite 
1
and a was te of t he students ' time and the govr ·t;. money." 
' 1 sa lesman (194 9 ) who f a iled t o a.11s wer the ques tion con-
cerning weekly e a rninss , said: 11 The pr• o gr am pre pe.re d for the 
I 
1 stud i es should be adequate , as it f a lls in line with a ma J·or-
n 
However , the instruction of these I 
articular co urses could ··Je c r eat ly L iprove d •• :_( ·:;-~=ne s s ~~n: j~---==-==-
- -==-==--- - ~~--"' c-===---==-o=- ·_____o:- J 
l' ity of the 4-ya ar colleges . 
I 
agement) . was overcrowded with unqualified instructors. Having 
been associated vd th a good many of the student ( s) during my 
stay at Worcester Jr. College, I find that my opinion can be 
backed. 11 
A sales engineering trainee who majored in Engineering 
and graduated in the class of 1948 said: "Being in the middle 
of a very complicated engineering training program I can now 
see where the particularly practical part of Engineering was 
entirely left out of my course at Worcester Junior College. 
I realize the school is not a trade school but a more or less 
preparation for another college, but for those students such 
as I who hope to find a job after graduation, it is almost 
impossible because of the lack of practical experience. I found 
the dra.wine course very unsuitable. 11 
A graduate of the class of 1948 who majored in Engineering 
and was earning more than $70 per week said: "The Electrical 
Engineering program. in itself, with a .few changes and i mprove-
ments, would prove to be quite good for a junior college. How-
ever, some of the characters that were supposed to be t eachers 
or instructors were certainly black sheep in the field of edu-
cation. 11 
An Accou.nting major (1948) who was earning $4 0 to $49.99 
as a driver-salesman and reported he did not like his job said: 
11Some subjects were all right; others, like Selling and Sales-
manship and Ad ver tising, I have got nothing out of at all. 11 
Another Accounting major earning between $40 and $49 .99 
:123 
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an Accountant Lade the follo wing remarks: W'3.S 
l1 a oint t hat AccountinG i n my case was the thin :::s I ma j ored in , 
but this shou l d have bee n augmented t o a cer•tain exte •1t b y 
other s ub j e cts ( typL'l~_ , s:1orthand, and office machines ) . 11 
So much f or• the remarks of t; 1e res;Jon ents who did no t be-
lievc t he3r were s.de '- uat e l y pre p a red for entr~' into a eginn ing 
,, occupation . It is i nt eres tint;; t o not e tha t two res pondents 
I
. were makins more th:::tn · :;;: 70 per we ek , or claimed to lJ e ma ine 
I t his amount. Jut ho~.:v about the r espondents V'J~ _o ·ve r e sat isfie d 
II 
1 
with the adequacy of the tra ining . Possi ~ ly the mora S:J.tis fi e d 
11 11ind co u ld make remarks l:; hat would he l p t o uncover weaknesses 
I 
I which the "LIDS at j_ s f ied min d was n ot a b l e to find . :Some of the 
11 be t ~e r 11 c onment s of the respondents who felt t~.e ;{ were ade -
quate l y prepAred fol l ow . 
'' ·'"' ~ les Ass istant ( 1948 ) for ::1. nat i on a l manufact urer of 
electric s1. l products ear ning 1Je-Gv.reen ;, 60 a nd ::::69 . 99 · e r 'veek 
s 8.id : "I an1 of the opinion t hR.t ·uo.r cester J u nior Colle 0'e 
ver y definitely has contrr_ut ed tows.rds a livelihoo d f or many 
of us c;r a.duates . I find t ha t industr y is in need of r erso n9 l 
1.24 
) '2.-~ 
of the t~'lJ8 t rB.i J.ec bv ·.-JJ· c •. :i·.1av I m.9. e tb.e followi n - Sl_l ,::,r:·e stio· s ~ v - ~....., I 
as: a : In t i tute an ~nt itudo test co h :; the stu ent de - Jl 
I is on the r i.::.;ht trac ~c . , : In 2ddi t :lon t:.; o the re gu ''L cide .18 
course s of stu ' :' , 2 C01.H'8 e in publi c Sll eo.kin.:::; , human re s.t i on G 
g_:.1d e l ements of b'_ls ine s s s hould iY? fitted in . 
e :nphasis sh.ou. ld be p l :-;_ ce on l '-1_~! . '."!OL: , espec i a lly t 1at one 
Irr connection with ( b ., 
·-=-=-= =- ~·r :i.n.:_: n ~~~,.3~'''}::e r§ fr_om _ j.11.~ _s_J~_r.:~ s.~ t h R :t___:_t_b .,.:___ .. t~ f._n,~ L1El~ J,_e _.. :c.n -=-,J'_-=c _ = 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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about attaining it. c: Go out and "Sell" WJC." II 
A Business Management major who reported he was employed bt 
a large concern in Worcester doing coat work had this to say: I' 
"I believe it was adequate in most respects. Not sure, a good 
aptitude test would have answered a lot of questions in my mind" 
An Engineering major in the Class of 1949 had this to say: I 
"I think the program of studies at WJC was more than adequate. I 
I 
The ·real question in my opinion is, 'did the individual student 
absorb the knowledge put before him in order that might ade-
quately be prepared for his job?'" 
A mechanic working for a B.s. in Engineering and working 
a full-time schedule said: "I feel that I knew enough for a 
beginning job in my major field, but I had trouble convincing 
prospective employers that I did. The firms in the Midwest did l 
not believe that a two-year education was enough for a begin- Jl 
ning. I found myself trying to sell the two-year college along ! 
with myself." 
One respondent who majored in Engineering in the Class of 
I 1948 and was employed by a well-known manufacturer of eleetrica[ 
I 
products made this remark: "Actually the program is adequate, 
but an unfortunate trend that exists in industry today is that 
the B.S. degree is all-important, regardless of (other) educa-
tion or experience." 
An Accounting major said: "Adequate in general but a few 
subjects unnecessary {American Government) ••• such subjects 
q 
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---=- =--,----as Scientific -·-- ·~--=-=c--- --~~-=-- - - - - -· Office Management, Statistics, Analysis of 
Financial Statements, Constructive Accounting, Budgets, Sld 
Auditing, to name a few (should be added) ." 
A gracb.a te in the Mechanical Engineering curriculum said: II 
"The course of study is adequate; for a start in your chosen il 
f'ield of occupation, but reeognition may be a little slow. The I,! 
competition with four-year students is a great handicap at 
first, and requires greater efforts of individual initiative 
on the part of WJC graduates." 
An Electrical Engineering graduate of the Class of 1948 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
working for a large manufacturer of electrical products made 
these comments: "1. More Math is needed. 2. A good course 
Blueprints is needed. 3. A good course 
al'e tied in with motors, selsyns, relays, ~~ 
!, 
in how basic circuits 
etc." 
Another Electrical Engineer (1948) working for the same 
company as the respondent who made the above comments said: 
"A more practical study of A-C machinery and A-C and electronic ! 
circuits would have been of great help to me. I believe a II 
complete study ••• (of) electrical theory (concerning) automatic I 
!I 
rl 
II 
controls far alternators, motors, transformers ••• (is neoes-
sary) ." 
A graduate in the Class of 1948 in the Business Management !!' 
d 
curriculum who reported he was employed as a timekeeper and made 
I' 
il 
'I 
no response to the question whether he liked the work or not, 
"I believe in any industrial work a general knowl-
edge of machines and manufacturing methods muld give the !/ 
p=====~-======-======~============================~============~,.======= 
'I 
said: 
11 stut:J.r-mt >:c c -cs- ound of just '!hat tbe industr:i..es m•otm(l ·.vorc: .ster 
I 
It 
II voc .9_ ··-~on8. l field for ':ih ich tl"le } -c· ?.ined. 
I 
1. 
: f e l ow \·ic.rker-8 \Vlw have _:, .s. dec;ree s cre::~.tes a f ee lins of in-
l ... c e.:.1uac:· i n the mind of the res~1 onc1ent; to·ward tb.e j unio '• col-
j l e ;;e pro 2:,ram . 
2. :l . .n t"le linc rl.at muc _ of the pr'l.ctlcal 'lork -:.: :r·a ue.tes 
I flnd :!.n t!::>eir• ,;J:.n·t :i. cul 8. r jo ··, c2.n ···3 :ee?.c ily adapted to a two -
1 
l''"'"" l' te:er·5ns. l curr:i_c'Lt l u m. when in re2.l it:y it rel,_tes to 3. ' ,J v ~~ , .., 
1
1 
spe cific occup9ti.cn , .':1..11' mus. be l es.L-n e d by the V.TO l'ker on the 
I _. ,-., '·) I. J v: • 
1: 3. Cne me t i't.Od of escape i s to !J =.Ele t11.e ins rncto:r·s , 
I
' .l·o,::;. ::· '='11' dl es q v .._,. .....-. - - '-
1 
of the f a ct thBt there may h::J.ve bee n ~:~ senuine 
fa ilure to 
I. 
instrv.ct su ~ jects in -:- rr~eanin;;fu l ;·nJ.y. 
I; 4 . L.ou.':::ts wh ich ref l ecte d in the ~raduates 1 r:~1nrJ s 
1
s.bout the ade quac y of trainin.:-; r.1a ~r , i n fact ~ 'Je dou1Ycs con-
I 
cernint:; t he w:i.sdom of the se lection of t he ri:::;J.t currlcuJ.um 
ri ~ht voc·:ttio n for· which trn.l.n1n:__ vms sou;::;ht. 
R.e__ in·:'!.decl ·J~'1.cies :in th.e cur r i cll. Ur.!S vrl:.ic_,L: A'' .liOnd e nt s 
I 
ll - -- -
'I One mi ght inf'e r, though not bold ly, that the 
adequate in preparing graduates for entry into an 
I It was believed, however, that corrections needed 
program wa~ 
occupation. 1\ 
to be made, 
particula.rly with regard to specific courses for students who 
I 
have a definite occupation in mind which requires knowledge 
of a particular sort. This would put the curriculum in its 
I proper place of train:i.ng for specif ic occupa tions which are 
common to the communi ty. If it h a s failed to do this, then 
it has failed to fulfill its principle function - that of 
1 training people for the occupational needs of the cow .muni ty. 
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The very large percentage (44) of the transfer graduates 
I in the Cla ss of 1948 who believed the program was not adequate 
1or were not sure of its adequacy was thought to reflect the 
I gre ater resistance encountered by graduates in entering college, 
I the comparatively large per cent who lost credit hours earned 
I 
in the j unior college, and the large per cent who entered the 
Freshman or Sophomore class upon transferring to college. There 
were strong reasons for believing the transfer gradua.tes in 
the Class of 1948 particularly, were not adequately prepared. 
Approximately three-tenths of t he graduates in the Cla ss 
1
of 1948 felt they we re not adequately prepared. 
jl More than one-half of the Engineering majors believed they 
!! were not adequately prepared for college work. In the light 
II 
1
1 of the fact that more Engineers lost credit for work done i n 
I 
I 
I 
I the junior college for Freshman and Sophomore year subjects, 
Junior and Senior year subjects, and certain other sub jects, 
I 
I it was not surprising to fj_nd 66.7 per cent who were certain 
11 of the inadequacy of the training , or not sure of its adequa cy. 
1 However, one-fourth of the Eng ineers changed their ma jor field 
I 
I of study u.pon entering college, and whg_ t effect this had on 
the total opinion was not known. 
State me nts of the graduates were concerned principly 
with crit icisms of the C'.lrricu lmns . 
In genera l, the opinions of the t r ~msfer graduates were 
considered to be in line with previous findings with re gard 
to the adequacy or rather the inadequ a cies of the transfer 
program . 
More than four-fifths of all terminal graduates believed 
tooy were adequately prepared for entry into a beginning oc-
cupation in the field for which the y tra:t.ned. Six-sevenths 
of the graduates who held more than one job believed they were 
1 
were not sure of the adequacy of their training. 
I About six-sevenths of the graduates in the three major 
II terminal curriculums felt they were adequately prepared. 
d 
II 
,, 1.29 
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I 
1: 
In genera l, terminal g raduates believed they were a dequa te-11 
., 
1, ly prepared. No other findings suggested they were, in the 
I! main, not adequately prepared. 
I 
II 
'I II 
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CHAPTER VIII 
OPINIONS OF GRADUATES VITTH REFERENCE TO SUBJECTS 
5Tl:JTIIED IN J LJNIOR COLLEGE 
In order to ascertain what particular subjects might be 
emphasized in transfer and terminal curricula, transfer gradu-
ates were asked (l) to name subjects Which they considered 
helped most in preparing them for college work , (2) the subject . 
I 
which helped least in preparing them for college work. Termine 
graduates were asked to name (1) the subjects which helped them 
most in preparation for the occupation in \vb.ich they were pre-
sently engaged, (2) the subjects which helped them least 1n pre 
paring for the occupation in which they were engaged, and (3) 
the subjects not studied which might have proved valuable in 
preparation for the occupation which graduates were engaged in 
at present. 
I. Subjects Named by Transfer Graduates 
Transfer respondents were asked to state the subjects 
studied in junior college that 11 Helped most" in preparing them 
for advanced study in college.i4- The subjects named were ar-
ranged in rank order according to the six major curricula. ~H: 
Subjects which transfer graduates considered helped most 
in preparing them for college. Respondents majoring in Account 
i~ Appendix A, Qu. 13. 
~H~ A list of the subjects named was provided in Appendix J. 
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j i n.::; named _ CCOiJN'r ilW an d ..::;G ClTOl.~ .L C most fr equent l y. =~usiness 
thouc;ht ·~ c ;~·TOhi .s and ACC 0lTN'l'ING were t _e 
II 
1 
two mo st he l pful. Student s of En g i neer ins re po1•ted CALCULUS 
I 
and :;~ :-GHT:3;-:-:'Ril'J. ' EAT:L-lliLL\TICS and ~<'l !L.:: LIS I were the most he l f u l 
in prepar i ns t hem f or co l le ge . 'l'ransfe r sr a dua t e s in the 
1 
Literal Ar ts prosram n amed ENGLISH and C'fiK=I TR-:..:- , a n d ' red.enta l 1\ 
-'-h 't c-·..,-, -,- I...,"'n ~ :· ·· TQTCr·y -
1 e:.raduates ... .. _OU[/1 ~i t.• . i .: ~ J.ll .l.. an. -· ~ - J ' '. L were t l:e mo st h el::;>ful. 
Pr e law ma j o l's c ons ide red A~!.LERIC!L: ~~'OV:J;::t"tHiLCl'JT and 1-II TOR the 
il 
1 most he l pful. 
The su'iJ j ect mentioned mo s t f re qnently t y a ll resyonC.en~..os 
11\.1 s ~::;co:T O:. ac. , named b~r 24 of the graduates . 
\ II ::,e ne ral ~ the sub j e c ts n amed ref e ct the i ndividua l s 
II Preference v1ithin a b r oad catacory ; e .t; ., !w countants for• _G4C-
I; 
rc OUH1'IHG , ·~us i ne s s 1•~ana:::;e ment s tude r: t s f or -~·us ines s ~.~anase1-n.ent 
I, 
1 s uL j e cts :1 and so forth. Furthermore , the prefe rence f or a 
ilparticula.r sub je cts 
\\ the u t ilit v of that I -- - " 
may cenerRl ly be c onsjdered to re prese nt 
su:J j ect as tl':e cor e al' oun d vvhich o t her , 
I 
more d i f fic ·ul t s ub j e cts , wi l l .e t i e d. F'or this re ason , i t 'Has 
II 
I not s u r pri s inc to find genera l asreement on the sub j ects 
I 
I 
!which appeal"' at the top of the rank , and the l ars e numbe r who 
1
p l ace d e mphasis on these sub j ect s :J.S c omlY=tred with ot 1.ers 
'wh i eh v.rere a lso n8.med . 
I 
Q , . +- , _., .L.. !:'l · . ... , · a ....~ UI) ,l e C uS w~1.1 c11 ur2..nsr er ;_}"auua·ces c ons 1 .ere d l1elped l east 
i n prepar :i.n ~: t i tem foP co lle c'e . Re s pondents were a ske d to name 
the s ulJ j e cts stuc ~-ec1 ,3. t j lmio r coll ze wb. i c1 the -:y- consice r e d 
n::=e l ped le ~s c " i n preparin;::: t hem for c o lle.=._c '::ork . T e s u b j ect :J 
i 
i.32 
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n amed were srr an~ed in l 1 tm_:: order ac cor6iin g to the res _p ondents 1 
m:?.jor f ield of s tudy.~:~;. r 
c.:.raduat e s in Accounting mentione d ?U~' I£·!"..:!;~ 3 ·, -: l'J (~ Lr · =:~ n:ost 
quen tl- b y ma j ol'S in _justne s s L~anr_ ge r:Jent . :!::n:::;ineering student-s 
p l aced L~'SIC at the top of the r a nk order list , and ZLu;G T:::l. I-
( and 1:-~ TI-I) and P:SYCEOLOGY hr:: l ped the l ea:st of any sub j ects 
st .d ied in t h e Jtmior. Prela w sr 8.dua tes thought :2 IOLOGY a nd 
J:;H1·; .:~_N wer e least helpfu l , a nd t.,r a duate s in the Fredental 
The r e W8.s l e s s ~sreement on t!..te sub j e ct s t ·•:;t.t he lped l eas t 
among t h e res pondents . In addition , one -sixth failed to n ame 
any sub j e c ts . One res p ondent st ated tb.9.t he 11 co·uld think of 
no co u rse vhich co11ld b e so clas sified . 11 !mother s a i d it 
was n ot p ossib le for h i m to 2ns wer a t prese nt . l.lne s a j_ Ha o 
course h elpe d. 11 
In E; eneral , individulin preferences , colored b y r emini s -
cen ces o .f dis l ike d instructor·s , we re respons i b l e f or t:h.e se l-
e ct ion o f s 1b ·ect s . However , cer t:.:~in sub j ects named -.:-rere 
t hou:_,ht to c-?.rry s ome s ignificance. ::;; ~:~I23:! ':."JJ r<rT.If a nd ? .. ·~_lli:t~E':c -
I NG ~e r e n:med ': ~T mor than one - fo1_;.r th of the ma j ors in . .::us i -
ne s s man a:::.;ement. One -fol..J.rt h of t h e :i:n -:_;ine -:~ rs clt e t~l.e 'Iery 
irnpo rt ant :3nt.;inee r :1.n-::_ su'-) j ect of PH _~:' I C.:;, a s h e l p in s l east i n 
n amed was ~n'o v ided in 
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Summary and conclusions. In general, the subjects named 
by transfer graduates . as helping most in preparing th~m for 
college represented the core of the particular curriculum 
studied: ACCOUNTING for accountants, Business Management 
subjects for graduates majoring ln this field, and MATH for 
the Engineering me.jors. 
No one, or two subjects were named by graduates in each 
curriculum a s being the least helpful. In most cases the 
subject named appeared to ones for which cred.:i.t might h ave 
been denied, or which had less appl i cability to the particular 
curriculum. 
II. SUBJECTS NAMED BY TERMINAL GRADUATED 
Respondents were asked to name the subjects which they 
studied a t the junior college which they considered were most 
valuable to them on the job. The subjects mentioned were 
arranged in rank order according to the curriculum 1,n VI11ich 
each respective respondent had trained. No limit was placed 
on the number of subjects which any respondent wished to nrune, 
however, many named only one subject .~r 
Subjects which terminal respondents believed ~ most 
valuable Qg the job. Respondents who majored in Accounting 
mentioned the subject of ACCOUNTING more frequ~ntly than any 
other subject; it was named by thirteen of the seyenteen majors 
~~ A complete list of all subjects named was provided in 
APPENDIX L. 
=====11===,--==- ---- =======~==============-=-~====-ir- -----
/ECONOMICS was named by three Accounting majors and ranked 
second. 
Business Management majors failed to select one subject 
above others, as did the Accounting majors. BUSINESS MATH, 
ECONOMICS, PUBLIC SPEAKING, and SALESMANSHIP each were mentioned 
by four respondents. Undoubtedly, part of the reason for so 
little agreement on any one subject was due to the less 
specialized type of training given in the Business Management 
curriculum as compared to Accounting and Engineering. Further-
more, graduates in the Business Management curriculum were 
employed as Accountants, Salesmen, Clerks, and Managers, and 
such a diversity of occupations furniShed a diversity of 
iopinions on what particular subject proved to be the most 
I 
I 
1 valuable on the job. The first four subjects named by respond-
ents in each curriculum were shown in Table XLI. 
TABLE XLI 
I 
I 
RANK ORDER OF FIRST FOUR SUBJECTS WHICH PROVED TO BE MOST 
VALUABLE TO TERMINAL RESPONDENTS ON THE JOB 
1========~==========~==========11 
1 Majors in 
1 Majors in Business 
I Aceounting-18 Management-14 
: --------------------~-------------------+~--------------------
Majors in 
Engineering-41 . 
Accounting 13 
Economics 3 
English 2 
Bus. Psych. 2 
Bus~ess Math 4 
Economics 4 
Public Speaking 4 
Salesmanship 4 
Math 20 
Physics ll 
Machine Design 9 
A-C & D-C Mach. 6 
!i=======================i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MATH was mentioned most frequently by respondents who 
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majored in Engineering by 20 of the 41 graduates. PHYSICS 
was second in the ran..k order list and was named by 11 E'ngineers. 
Nine named MACHINE DESIGN, and six listed A-·C and D-::: I'!.A.CHINERY. 
The list which the Engineers gave a s the most valuable on the 
job began with subjects of a general or all-purpose nature and 
became more specific ·with the subjects less frequently na rr:ed. 
The value of e. study of subjects which graduates have found 
valuable on the job was thought to be limited. Much was known 
about what particular subjects respondents have found of value 
before a survey of this kind could be made. However, it was 
felt trnt the results could be used as criteria which would 
show subject are as where emphasis was needed. Of course, eval-
uation of the subjects named with reference to the occupation 
of the respondents would be of gre ater value, e.nd would satisfy 
an import~:mt function of matching the curriculum with the needs 
of graduates on the job, where a substantially large number of 
Engineers, for instsnce, claimed that MACHINE: DESIGN proved. to 
be very valuable in occupations in the textile and machine 
tool :tndus tries. 
Subje cts which terrninal respondents believed~ most 
valuable off the job. Respondents were asked to name the sub-
jects they found most valuable in off -the-job pursuits. The 
subjects named were arranged in a rank order according to tha 
respondents curriculum. 
Accounting majors thought BUS~SS PHYCHOLOGY proved 
to 11. tb.e most va_uab l e t o them , a t l ea;3t fi ve of them did . 
Thr•ee lister ErWLI SH and PLELIC .JfE :,.:rnw • 
.:=..usin.ess ~ianae:,ement r.1a j ors in the rnai:-1 f a l l ed to 8. ns v;rer 
the ques t i on - - on y eight votes out o f a possib e fo •1rteen 
;,c: .::;:U'i.TTI"1G we re .first s.nd second in ra."l- order. 
The l~espondents w1o ma · o:cecl 5n 3 ncinee:t'ins also fai l e d t o 
a ns1ver the CfLest i on --less th9n t '.vea ty vo t es were cast for 
8.11 su·,; j e ct s . E~Tii-LI .SH and ·'i: c mw~aC2 ranke d first and sacond, 
a~1.d the first s ub j ect in r a n _;:. order ';;2. s l1.9.E!.ed ·JT on l y fo-._,.r 
r espo n ci_e nts . 
In ;:,en ar::.J.l, it was be li•sver that the crues tion as 1 ~ in.:.; he 
r es ·:;onde n ts to n ame sub j e ct s whi eh proved valuab l e to them off 
the j o 1;J rais fir ed. It -~Jas fe lt tl1.:t.t raa!l. y F1·3. Y l"la.ve L1isi11.ter -
prete the cuestio n and nane d sui.) j e cts whi ch prove v_. l UPc e 
on t _ e j o. ( --us r :r'J;SS PSYCnOLOGY f or Account in_; ma j ors .) 
Poss i 'J l y no sub j e c t ,;Jrove d of V9_ h ,_e to man~r of the res~;on e nts 
who f ai l e d to mention an y sub j ects , e.nd man y c;raduates r:Et~-
l:..ctve not m9_te J • • U) cn.e lr mind. s on 2.:1.y on e su~ j e ct th~t prove d 
t o )e 7alu 2.~J le to t hem in l e i sure time pursu::i.ts . 
,j e c t~ot stu ied in ,i u n:i. or col .e p;e \Vhich ter,rd.nal 
c.r a duat 
them f o r the ir present j o • Respondent s we r e askec to in icate 
what particul a r sub j e ct or sub j ects n ot taken in j u Ai or co llege 
wou l i..,_ave be e n va l uab l e i:1 , reparin~ them for their present j ol •c 
~.. l..l_ 
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'l'he respons e showe d gradua tes rarel~· rnentione 
on e 
., _ • ..L. SUuJe Cu . ub j e cts which were mention ed were .=; i ven 
l n juni or co lle .::;e but :tt vms not \;}!.own Y:J}1ether t he ~· vve re ;)art 
of t~1e requlr e1;1en t s in t l1e res p ondents 1 C1H'ricu l um , or whethe r 
the sub j e c ts wore e lective . Some sui) ·ec t s we r e re uire i n 
other th,::;_:-1 t:1e cnrr icu l lJin in which respondent s iila j ore- . Por 
ins :;:::tnce , t.hre e En;:::L1ee r iac ma jors nm.1et:J. PTE;LIC SF2AKI NG , a nd 
I n s e nera , tl1e11 e we r e no c on curr in[ cho ice:3 of responL -
ent s in each of t he three te rmin a _. curl'i cu l ums . 'l'bree Accoun t -
in .:_; ma j or s named TYFIHG , a n d. tv.ro '·1..1.s L1ess }.J.8JJ.a £eme nt ma jors 
name d th is s ub j e ct als o . ~,our ;!;ngi n e erinz ma j or s n ame d 
·<:. '.: ."...wi TY C~_,!{TR OL , and three n amed TLE AND NOTI ON STUDY . 
n a 1 VJl"' ite-in ' t~rpe cuestion ."'sl;: i :.1g f o r informat i on whi ch 
ma~- demand mo:.."e than a moment 1 s coYJ.s id.erat ion , i t i s probab l e 
that the r e t ·urns wi ll s how a pl~oj e ctton of immedia te n eeds 
r a t her t han a ny re a l va cuum vvhich misht have e xiste d i n a ny 
cu rri cu l tLm . Foi' inst ance , one respondent n amed "ilr.mow 'J:'R I 1)1-
i:11i e th i s represente an extre1:1e , t i1e re was some ~ues -
t io of the va l ue of su rveying for i nf orma tion of thi s k ind. 
Pe rha ps its va l ue may ~~e increased t he f ar ther the [ r a duate 
is f rom ~1is co lle ge da ys . :1e3_ def iciencies may n ot be c ome 
kn own unui l the :;r a dua t es !.1ave 2.ssum.e d more r es pons i iJ le _po -
sitions. Ver y possib l y f ut u r e s u rve ys will deter~ine this . 
SmYl.r:rlal"' ' 7 and c onclus i ons . The sub j e c ts most fr equently 
: ame d :.:- y· termin a l respon dents re pre sent e d t he c or·e of the 
particular c~~riculum in which the graduates majored. 
No general conclusions were made with reference to the 
subjects which terminal graduates believed helped them least 
in preparation for the occu pation entered. No conclusions 
vrere made in reference to the question asking respondents to 
name subjects not studied in junior college v.rhich might have 
proved valuable in preparation for the occu~~tion presently 
engaged. 
III. SU !viMA..'FtY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In general, the subjects n ame d by transfer, and by terminal 
graduates formed the core of the particular curriculum in which 
training we.s taken. Accounting subjects for t h e Accounting 
!11E.jors, Business Management subjects for the majors in this 
curriculum, and Mathematics and relat e d subj e cts for majors 
in the Engineering curriculum. 
No concurring .opinions with reference to one or two subjec"IE 
was noted of graduates in either the terminal or transfer 
programs. Manyfail ed to name any subjects, and some believed 
there were no subjects which help least in preparing them for 
college or for entry into an occupation. 
=II====== 
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CHAPTER lX 
INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED TO HAVE 
GUIDANCE SIGNIFICANCE 
An attempt was made to detennine how adequate the guidance 
/services were in providing students with the necessary inf'orma-
jtion needed in preparing for transfer or entry into college or 
ian occupation upon completing the two-year program. A list of 
I 
the problems considered to hawe considerable bearing on the two-
year program was obtained from several sourees.35 Five of the 
most ~portant problems were selected and two questions built 
around them. Respondents were asked to rate each of the five 
problems with reference to their importance, the emphasis they 
would have the junior college ~ve to each, and the help they 
received from the junior college with reference to each problem. 
35 Traxler, Arthur E., Techniques of Guidance. New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1945. 
Meyers, G.E., Principles and Techniques of Vocational 
Guidance. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1941. 
Lefever, D.w., A.M. Turrell, and H.I. Weitzel, Prin-
ciples ~ Techniques of Guidance. New York: Ronald 
Press, 1941. . 
Hamrin, S.A. , and C.E. Erickson, Guidance in the See-
ondarz School. New York: D. Appleton Century co:;-
1939. 
Erickson, C.E., A Basis tor Guidance Workers. New York: 
Prentice Hall, 1950, . 566 PP• 
I :1.39 
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In addition, both transfer and terminal respondents were 
asked whether they considered the course of studies they pur-
sued at the junior college was tre right one for them. 
I. OPINIONS OF TRANSFER GRADUATES 
Ooinions of lransfer respondents ££ ite1ns shown to have 
gu idance implications ~ reference to the junior college 
program. Transfer graduates were asked to select from a list 
of five problems, the two they considered the most important 
and the two they consiclered the least import ant. The five 
problems were then phrased differently and graduates were 
asked to give their opinion of the degree of emphasis they 
would have the junior college give to each. In addition, 
transfer students were requested to state whether they believed 
they had chosen the ri ght curriculum V'.rhich to major in . Three-
fifths (71.6 per cent) thought "To know how and what to study 11 
was the most important. Over one-half were of the opinion 
that "To know whether I have the ability to prepare for entry 
into the occupation I have chosen, II was the most important. 
More than one-third (39,5 per cent) cheeked liTo know what vo-
cation to train for a nd enter into" as the most important. 
Table XLII presented tbe percentage vote on the five items in 
the order of their importance. 
The largest response for the item considered of le as t 
importance was "To lmow the value of good scholarship" 62.9 
per cent voted this least important. More than one-half (54 . 4 
per cent) felt 11 To know what college can help prepare r:rte in the 
=-=--==-===IL-o-=-=-=--= --===· -~ -- -
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most thorough ·way" was 1e ast import ant • . 
TABLE XLII 
OPINIONS OF TRANSFER RESPONDENTS ON WHICH TVVO OF FIVE ffiOB IEMS 
I F.JWING GUIDlllTCE I MPLICATIONS WERE TBE MOST I MPORTANT .AND WHIC H 
I VVERE TEE LEAST I MPORTANT 
l =========================r========~============= 
Problems 
To know how and what to study 
1 To know whether I ha iTe the 
I
, ability to prepare for e ntry 
into the occupation I have 
chosen, 
To know what vocation to train 
for and enter into 
! To know wha t colle ges can help 
' pre pare me in the most thorough 
way. 
To know the value of good 
scholarship 
Most 
Important 
71,6 
58 .0 
39,5 
24.8 
8.6 
le ast 
Important 
7,4 
17.3 
18.5 
54.4 
62, 9 
It would seem often to be the case that p9 ople having 
j difficulty with something tend to emphasize the importance of 
I 
I •Nh a tever it is they have found difficult. And so it may be 
I that when graduates chos e "To know how and what to study, 11 most 
I 
1 frequently as the most important item, they were or had recentl~ 
' been in the t brows of trying to discover just how and what they 
I 
I 
1
; should study in ord.er to accompl i sh. their purpose. This reason-
1 ing may be implemented by noting that students considered of 
I le ast importance 11 To know the value of good scholarship . " In .a 
1
1 
sense, the t wo i terns are similar. "To know t re value of good 
1.42 
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scholarship" implies an ability of' knowing just how and what to 
study. Accordingly, it was implied that students who considered 
I . 
:the "value of good scholarship" of' least importance did not know 
' "how and what to study." 
~ degree .2!, emphasis transfer graduates would~ the 
I' j!,Ulior college E!ji ve J!2 f.!.!.!! items of guidance significance. 
I 
!Transfer graduates were asked to rate five items, previousl7 in-
1corporated into the question which concerned their importance as 
!to the degree of emphasis they would have the junior college 
I 
give to each item •. {APPENDIX A, ~uestion 16.) 
Two-thirds of all respondents who transferred to college 
'considered "The technique of how to study" should be given 
"Great Emphasis." Over one-half {56.3 per cent) thought "Great 
!Emphasis" should be given the "Importance of choosing subjects 
1which prepare for living as well as for vocational purposes." 
"Information about jobs and trends in employment" would be given 
!"Some Emphasis." 
I Respondents would place either "Great" or "Some" emphasis 
1on all five items, for no item was considered to carry "Little 
!Emphasis" by more than 28.8 per cent of all respondents. The 
I 
!percentage vote on each item was shown on Table XLIII. · 
. Not only did the respondents consider "To know how and what ~~~ to study" as the most important in the previous · question, but 
they would have the junior college give "Great Emphasis," to 
"The teclmique of how to stuc:\1." Moreover, the response on each 
1
item was within five percentage points: 71.6 per cent for 
I 
r 
I 
the former question, and 66.3 per cent for the latter. These 
problems were very near to all students, for an insignificant 
per cent accorded them of least i mportance, and would have the 
junior college g ive them 11 Little Emphasis. 11 
TABill XLIII 
OPINIONS OF TRANSFER GRADUATES ON THE DEGREE! OF EMPHASIS ~J.lflEY 
Yv'OULD HAVE TEE JUNIOR COLLEGE GIVE TO FIVE' ITEiv'"JS PREVIOUSLY 
SHOWN TO HAVE GUIDANCE SIGNIFICANCE~!-
The technique of how to study 
The importance of choosing sub-
jects which prepare for living 
as we 11 as for vocational purposes 
Learning about my interests 
and abilities 
Information about jobs and 
trends :tn employment 
Information about colleges and 
their re quirements 
Great 
Emphasis 
66.3 
56.3 
43.8 
25.0 
22.5 
Some Little 
E'mphas is Emphasis 
28.8 2.5 
28.8 12.5 
46.3 7.5 
51.3 21.3 
47.5 28.8 
~~ lt,ive failed to respond to at least one item, :1nd two 
did not check any of the five items. 
To what extent conclusions based on opinions can be made 
l i.43 
p.)-.9 
was thought to be an un__lmown factor, as un..known as the veracity 
j
1 
of the individuals making the opinions. But wben a group of 
j1 eighty students, or ex-students, concurs in R two-thirds 
1
1
1 \\ majority about a certain problem, that of knowing how to study, 
1 
1 to what extent could conclusions be made based on the knowledge I, 
that two-thirds of a group of students were of the opinion that 
jl 
.[ 
., 
I 
! 
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a p ~rtica lar prob l em of ins eparabl0 coincidence to the ir 
_::r <J.cl 1. ·~ t; ::; :J c f the j u n:ic r: co 
5 nd. :5. v i a ua 
needs , ~es ; ondents were ns ked to ~msw . r Rf firmative ly or 
~.-ore th:=.L1. three -fotu:tl!s of :::.11 :.:.,r a dll.Fttes l'e[]ponrl j DS 
one fo:e tf'1.e:n , 7 . 4 ~JG 1 C'3 n t 
I per ce nt YiBI' e · _ot s ·;_:coe . 
I 
difference was not e d :In the l~'e- cent r es )Ond j_nc; 
II l
1 
fr on• e "' ch c 1 s..ss wl1o co:'1s i. dered the r~rosr:J. rn. ~1! 2. s t he r i~ht one , 
~~ and appro.x imG.te l~, t!.J.e s"1me .er ce n t we r·e not sure , or f ,qi l e 
il t o res ~'lon :~ s.s :l.rl!:J. icElted in '!' n.b l s --:_-·: ~={IV . 
?9.ihtre t o res t:;ond 'IlVa s c onsh'te r('ld t o h1'l.ve near l;j'" RS ~nuc~ 
s:i .:~·ni fic9_nce 9.S l1e r~ e s ~ : Ol'1 s e o f t ll.os e vv i1o ·v.rer e !lO t S ll1-")EJ t'Jl-let _ler 
!1 J- '-,"" ~- n·""c, '"1"' -'~e J-'ne .,.,~ .. h.L ~p lP c -; r· ·1 r .n U-."-' v ... - o...:t.. ~ J.L .. - .1..~ G ... , ..L...!.. L_. - - U ._.v_v .; _ _ _.11 Ut. 9. cu:n~ic"Lllu.m in v1hich to 
!ma j or . I t vras f e lt th;o. t ., :=,e ne rR 1 1~r , t;."le _ e ~·I::t s n o he s i t at i o n 
l: of indi vidua l s \."J{1o wei'e S'1.J.r e a~ :' O i.J. t so,,Iett. :l.n ::.,. 
) .. pproxh:.n.a tely 30 pe r cent of the re8 pon dents ·wbo mt~_jored 
··ll"'J. 1:1'·' qS ~.,ana ree 16''1 F: ·'"' c l" DP "" r~ ·1 ~· ; nd Tl • . l 61''·"' 1 ' r"-s we1·'e _ •.J. __ v ~ ___ c... . __ 1. 1..t ;, -1.~.. 0 _._, ... .~ 1-1-. c , :::t .J. _ .L1 1.. ,_ .;~,. _1-). u , _ 
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certain, not certain, or failed to respond to the question 
asking them if they had selected the right curriculum in the 
junior college • . This was thought to be a very large number, 
and, therefore, warranted an investigation of the question-
naires of those graduates who had responded negatively, condi-
tionally, or failed to make known their mind known. 
TABLE XLIV 
PERCENTAGE WHO F:i:LT TBEY HAD CHOSEN THE RIGHT CURRICUTJUM , P.AD 
NOT CHOSEN THE RIGHT CURRICUlUM , V.lERE NOT SURE, OR FAILED TO 
RESPOND 
Class Total 
and No .of Right Wrong Not Did not 
Curriculum Cases Choice Choice Sure Respond 
Combined 81 76 .5 '7.4 6.2 9.9 
1948 50 76.0 8 . 0 ' 6.0 10.0 
1949 31 77.4 6.5 6.5 9 . 6 
Accounting 13 92.3 0 7.7 0 
Bus . M' g 1 m' t. 19 68.4 10.5 5.3 15.8 
Engineering 24 70.8 8.3 8.5 12.6 
Liberal Arts 11 72.7 0 9 .1 18 .2 
Prelaw 5 80 . 0 20 . 0 0 0 
Pre dental 9 88.9 11.1 0 0 
!======================================================! 
! I 
1 A graduate of the University of California a t Santa Bar-
1 II bara, iJvho changed his major to Industrial ll.rts upon entering 
II
: college, claimed he had the "total credits earned" cut. He was 
unemployed a t the time he 1~eturned his questionnaire . No 
!I 
! ~ 
II 
I 
I 
==tl= ~t was made nor was t~ question answered. 
/ A college Senior who replied he entered the Freshman Class 
at George Washington University claimed he had to take six sub-
l jects normally given in the Freshman and Sophomore years, and 
\was denied credit for two junior college subjects. He replied, 
lin answer to another q~estion, that an Engineering course "is 
!only worth while" if it is five years in length. His check 
marks grew vituperative, ending with an unsightly question mark 
ion the items asking him to state whether he had selected the 
right curriculum. 
I A graduate of the University of Ver.mont who replied he was 
I 
employed as a Corresponding Engineer, said: "{1) More men like 
Mr •••• (an instructor), (2) Mo~e student activities, (3) Less 
YMCA 'big stick' participation, ( 4) More laboratory hours." 
A graduate of the College of Business Administration at 
Boston University who reported he was studying "disbursing ••• 
with the military" thought the Management part of Business 
Management had been left off. He was not certain abou.t the 
correctness of his Choice of a cur.rieulum. 
A graduate of Bradle,y University reported he was required 
to schedule four subjects normally given to Freshmen and Sopho-
mores. He replied in answer to another question that he was 
employed as a Weighmaster-Watchman. He cheeked "No" in answer 
to the question concerning the Choice of earriculum - he had 
I 
! made the wrong choice. 
A graduate who felt he had chosen the wrong course 1n 
1.46 
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junior college reported he was graduated from Duquesne Universi-
ty receiving a degree in Business Administration, and was study-
ing CREATIVE WRITING at Clark University. He was employed in 
the Worcester State Hospital (for the insane). No comment was 
made in answer to the question. 
A graduate of the New Haven State Teachers' College who was 
admitted to the Sophomore Plass replied that he had not chosen 
the right course. He majored in Engineering in junior college 
and changed to teaching upon entering the Sophomore Class. 
A graduate in Geology replied he was required to take some 
courses usually given to Freshmen and Sophomores. His comments 
in answer to the question were, "Was adequate in providing a 
basis for further study although the major chosen was not 
offered at all." He was unemployed at the time he answered the 
questionnaire. He was not sure whether the coarse he completed 
was the right one for him. 
A Senior at the College of Business Administration at 
IBoston University said: "It is rather hard for me to say right 
lnow, but I am beginning to think perhaps I did choose the wrong 
II course." 
I A graduate of the Class of 1948 who entered as a Freshman 
lin the School of Law at Northeastern University replied in a 
I 
li very confusing way to many of the questions. In addition to 
1his studies, he claimed to be employed by the General Electric 
!j Compaey ( w1 th a very fancy t 1 tle.) His response to another 
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question was: "1. Change policy of scho ol, 2. Be t ter instruc-
tors needed, 3. Get •.. (a former director of the college) back. 
The cases which responde d to the question negatively , con-
di t ionally, or not at all, were grouped according to the 
I 
II probable causes why each graduate responded in the way e a ch did, 
I and presented in Table XLV which showed the per cent in each 
I 
: C1Irriculum who were sure they had made the VIII'Ong choice , were 
not sure, or failed to respond. 
TABLE XI,V 
. I 
POSSI BLE REASONS WHY TRANSFER RESPONDENTS FELT THEY HAD NOT 
\ CHOSEN Tim RIGHT CURRICULUM, WERE NOT SURE WHETHER THEY HAD 
I CHOSEN THE RIGHT CURRICULUM, OR FAILED TO RESPOND AI,TOGETHER 
I 
I 
I! 
1\ 
I 
f:6 of 7.7% 31.6% 27.3% 2o% of 9.1% 129.2 
all of of Bus. of Lib. Prelaw of Pre- of 
!reasons Acct. Mgmt. Arts mjrs. dental Eng. 
Reasons Mjrs. Mjrs. Mjrs. majors Mjrs 
Changed major 
field of study 15.8 0 2 0 0 0 1 
College cut 
credits 21.1 0 1 0 0 0 3 
Unemployed 21.1 0 0 3 0 0 l 
Policy of school 
wrong-poor in-
struction 10.5 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Dropped out of 
college 5 . 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Chose wrong sub-
ject in which to 
major 5.3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Other, includ~_ng 
one in service 21.1 0 3 0 0 1 0 
---=-================~~=--======~rl===== 
II 
I 
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II n • l I r(:;\.l _ :: uest•nn ~ 2ns wered it c ondi~i c n~lJ; , or 
I' 
ne [, :?_ ·· i ve ly. Onl y one 
do1J.'Jtfn about the cho ice he rili:-J.de in j 1J.nio:r co lle .:_;e . 
I t vill ~e t~e responsi~i lity of future follou- 1~ stuQies 
-'llr on~ co .J.rse in w~"l i ch co r;n j ar , rr f -::dled to sa~~ ·whether t ·1ey 
l:-13.6. or- ~_) ad ;:!Ot chosen the r~L [_,ht cvrriculur~ in ··:: _ich to l::_,_ j o _._ 
.:.rl t _-le ju:::J.io r colle .::_,e . 
i' lJ.rJit2.r ;; ::tnd c o~_1c l t.J.S ions . ~-'he two i tenJs c ons :Ldered lyy 
cent of a 1 res ponde nts.) 
l:he two i terns tllOUL,ht to h;:;_ve t he l east h 'porte..nce V!e r e . • 
"To l:::now t~lB va l ue of [.:;OOd 8 C ':10 l aT'"' h ·i p 11 l --- .... - -· ' and rr,:r o ~::now v1hat 
c o lle _ses t n OT'Oll. ' 1:1 "av II 
-- - ._, - .. u • 
'l'vm - thirds of the I'esponden ts vmu lC': :.:;i ve __;re ~1_t emphas is 
I 
J: to ~'T' .:e techn ique of how to study!! :'Ln j tmior colle[;e , and over 
one - half would 3ive Lre ~t e rrph~sis 11 'l'he :;.u po_ t 2.nce to of C ~lOOS-
II 
II 
·tn sub j ectR whi ch prepRre for livin.::_, c. s -~':el l 2.s for voc?_t:ion,_l 
I 
' ~-~o i tem was deo r!!ed to iJe worth .. - o.L' l'.tLle 8 Ji;phasis o;:.; i".;ore th::.tn 
-28.8 per cent of the graduates. 
A r ather large (apnroximately 25) per cent of the transfer 
graduates felt they had not chosen the right curriculum :tn 
'I . 
\! which to major, were not sure, or failed to respond. 
ji .From 12 to 18 per cent of the respondents in the Business 
Msnagement, Engineering, and Liberal Arts curriculum fs.iled 
I to make ·~ known their mind on their selection of a curriculum, 
I 
1 
and this was inf erred to be as important as those who replied 
1 they were not sure of the choice they had made, 
It was concluded that the transfer graduates had not been 
g'iven sufficient guidance in junior college. 
II. OPINIONS OF TERMINAI , RESPONDENTS 
Respondents were asked to rate five items which authori-
l ties3? on education agreed were important for students to know. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
They were first as ked to rate each item according to its 
: importance: 11Great Importance," 11Some Importance," and ''Little 
I 
Importsnce ." Respondents were then asked to re.te each item 
I according to the degl"ee of emphasis they believed the junior 
I 
I 
college should give to each item. And finally, respondents 
·were asked to rate each item with reference to the d egree of 
I 
1 help the junior college provided them on each item. 
I 
I 
Opinions of terminal graduates ,££ items !hown to be of 
I 
\ importance to all students who terminate .!!heir junior college 
I 
:,----:3::-:7-.T;;-r-ax-":;'l_e_r; Meyers: LeFever, Turner, & Weitzel; Hamrin & 
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TABLE XLVI 
OPETI ONS OF TEREINAL GRADUATES ON I TEMS S .HOVill TO BE OF 
n:POR'r_t\l'TCE TO ALL STUDEN11S W~·IO TER~viiNATE 'riill iR J"U~HOR 
COLLEGE TRADTIHC· AFT:83. T"'JO ~.'Jl: fu.i.S 
De grea of i m poI' t a-.'1. c e 
respo nde nt s attached to: 
Ho w to look fo r a Jpb . ~~ .. ~~ 
What k ind of a j ob to 1ool~ 
for~~- .. ;i-. 
Knowi n . what I want to do 
and what I am cap ab le of 
do inc; .~<-
~ 0 ¥1 to Get a lo g rit h fel,.. 
l ow· workers .~~ 
Know ins when a nd ~ ow 'Go 
a s k fo r a raise in 
s a ary . ~~ 
Degree o f Emphasis 
Respondents would h ave 
the college give t o : 
Eow to look f o r a job. ~~ 
',Vhat kind of a job t o 
lo o { for .~~ 
Knowj_n.r,· what I want to 0 
a nd wh::l.t I am c apab l e of 
d o ing . ~, .. 
How to ·e t a long wit h f el -
lOVi! workers. ~:-
Know inc= '"lb. n and how t;o 
P .. Sk fo r a rai<>e in 
s - l ary .~~ 
~:- Two failed to respond 
-><-:<- One f a. ·_led t o r espond 
-Great Some Lit t le 
~mportancG I mpor't ance I mpor t a nce 
60.0 "'C. '7 .:> o • .__; 2 . 5 
68.8 2G. 3 3 .8 
81.;:::, 15.0 1 . 3 
56~2 35. 0 6.3 
35.0 31 .3 ::'11. 3 
-
·-
G" eat Some rJ•ttle 
En1pJ1.as is Emph as is Erill:ihas is 
- --
-
55.0 40 .0 2 . 5 
5'7.5 33 .2 3 .8 
81.3 13.8 2.5 
38 .8 4:2$5 15.3 
---
=======d~====== ==~~~~~~--==-=~======================================~========= 
T1 2LE XLVI ( Oont . ) 
Decree of help res pondents 
were gi~a~ by colle ge on : 
How to look for a job . 
What k ind. of a job to look 
for 
1'\:nowing wi1a t I want to do 
ar:.d v hat . I am capab le of 
doing . 
How to ge t a long with fel -
lo'.!Y wor·l.:e rs . 
l(novdng when and how to 
ask for a raise in 
s a l ary . 
Gr•eat 
Help 
13 . 8 
.16 . 2 
17.5 
21.3 
2 . 5 
Some Little 
Help He lp 
47 . 6 38 . 6 
43 . 8 40 . 0 
45 . 0 3'7 . 5 
3? . 5 41 . 2 
15 . 0 8 2.5 
thought the junior college provided "Great Help" on any one 
I 
1 item. Opinions were divided between nsome" and 11Little 11 help 
I on ~our o~ the items, with 82.5 per cent replying that the y 
I 
I 
received "Little Help" on "Knowing when and how to ask ~or a 
raise in salary." They were ~or once conclusive on this item. 
Apparently the degree o~ help g iven to a t least three-
II ~ourths o~ the respondents was somewhere between "Some 11 and 
1 "Little" on four items. This carries the implication that the 
J two-year program fell short in providing students with informa-
: tion which authorities in the field of guidance feel •ras very 
I 
I important for all students to know if they were to choose and 
~~ prepare for, and enter the occupation that answered their needs. 
\ Indeed, the sharp contrast between the 81.3 per cent who con-
I 
sidered "Knowing what I want to do and what I am capable of 
I 
[doing" of "Great Import ance," and the 37.5 per cent who replied 
1 that they were given "Little Help 11 on the same item seemed to 
i ~ show that the respondents were not given the opportunity ~or ade-
' l quate self-appraisal. In addition, approximately two-f i~ths 
ll responded that they received 11Little Help" on "How to look ~or 
~~ a job, 11 "What kind of a job to look for," a11d "How to get along 
!with fellow workers." Perhaps these opinions were best under-
istood in the light of the one-fourth who worked less than three 
~~ months on their first job. 
Opinions of terminal respondents concerning their choice of 
~~ ~ curriculum 1£ which 1£ major. Respondents were asked to state I 
!' affirmatively or negatively in reply to the question asking them 
I ----
-====-=,=f• l 
j 
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TABL2 XLVII 
'I I, 
I j_J>s 
lyf 5 
PERCENTAGE OF TSRMINAL RES PONDENTS WHO CONSIDERED THE COURSE IN 
iNHICH THEY NAJORED WAS TEE RIGHT ONE, NOT THE RIGHT ONE F OR T HEM , 
I 
OR WERE NOT CERTAIN WHETHER TBEY HAD SELECTED THE RIGHT 
CURRICULUM 
! ========~====~==~======~====~ 
J Class 
and I Curriculum 
Comb ined 
1948 
1949 
Accounting 
Bus. Ni l g 1m It. 
Enginee r ing 
1
1 Liberal Arts 
1! Prelaw 
Total 
No.of R.i ght 
Cases Course 
80 85.0 
47 80. g 
33 90.8 
18 83 . 3 
14 85 .7 
41 87. 8 
4 50.0 
2 100 
1 100 
Not the 
r i ght Not 
course Cert a in 
I 
8.8 6.2 
10.6 8 .5 
6 . 1 3.1 
16.7 0 
0 14.3 
I 7.3 4.9 
25.0 25.0 I 
I 
I 
11 Predent a l 
' ======~==~========~====~ 
I I 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
I I I 
li whethe~ -they thought the course of study in which they had 
ll majored in junior college was the right one for them.. 
II 
156 
More than four-fifths {85 per cent) of all respondents r be- , 
\l lieved they had made the right selection. Less than one-tenth 
I! considered the course they had pursued was not the right one, 
!1 and 6.2 per cent were not certain whether their choice was the 
I 
j
1 
right one. Table XLVII provided a breakdown according to class 
'/ and curriculum of the responses on the selection of the course 
;of study pursued. 
1 In the Class of 1948, one-fifth were either not certain 
I 
I 
!1 about their choice or felt they had selected the wrong course in 
j1 which to prepare. In other words, one in five in the Class of 
li 1948 had made the wrong choice with reference to a vocational 
I goal, and consequently had not selected the proper curriculum. 
II 
I 
I 
Of the respondents 1n the Class of 1949, only one in ten felt he 
1
had selected the wrong vocation for which to prepare, or was not 
I 
certain about the selection he had made. 
One-sixth of the Accounting majors were certain Accounting 
was the wrong course tor them, and one-seventh of the Business 
Management respondents were not sure whether they had selected 
i the right course in junior college. Approximately one-eighth of 
I ! the Engineering majors felt they had not selected the right 
I 
l
l course, or were not sure of their choice. 
· With reference to the per cent of transfer students who be-
I 
I 
1 lieved they had made the right or wrong choice, or were not cer-
11 
I 
tain about their choice of the course of studies thev initiated I 
" I' il 
li in the junior college (Table XLIV, P• 
-===lr 145) a larger per cent ====il===== 
---r;r-the t~rminal graduates believed they had made the right sel-
i 
j ection. However, this comparison was not a good one, for re-
·1 spondents who transferred to colle ge would have reason for feel 
ing they had made a wrong choice completely dissimilar to the 
t erminal gr aduates, who sought employment after be ing graduated 
from the junior colle ge. With reference to the 15 per cent who 
,! believe d they h ad not chosen the right course or were no t cert~ 
li·Of their choice, it was not known whethe r th is represented a 
'I j
1 
large, medium, or small per cent of any sample of junior college 
!! graduates who would register their opinions on a question of 
1 t his sort. It was not considered to be l arge upon reflection, 
i but reflection has been a very inexact tool of measurement. 
I The r emar ks by those respondents who recommended tests 
I and i nformRtion for student self-appraisal would se em to be 
I aptly made for the respondents who said they thought they had 
1 selected the wrong curriculum. If mis takes about oc cupa tional 
and edu cationa l goa ls were made, it wou ld seem that the j uni.or 
i college would be absolved of any responsibility for such mis -
\ takes provided it furnished ampl~ opportunity for each graduate 
[[ to examine his capacities, likes and dis likes, and the relative 
vocat iona l needs of particular occupations in which he was in-
1' teres ted . If that opportunity was provided, rtt le as t the mis-
,, 
j1 take could not find ex cuse in a failure of the two - ye f',r com-
! munity junior colle ge program. 
' I 
1\
1 
Summary and conclusions. On the first four problems, no 
11 more than 6.3 per cent .felt they were of little importance, and 
======;l--c --------=--~==================-====~ 
i.57. 
/ "7 
I! 
ll 
I 
! 
I from 56 . 2 pe r cent to 81.3 per cent thought they were of great 
' importance. Similarly 1 no more than 16.3 per cent would give 
I 
1 little emphasis to the first four problema, and a majority 
! considered they deserved great emphasis in the two-year program.. 
I 
' However, no more than 21.3 per cent believed they received great 
I help on any of the problems. Opin5:ons generally were that 
terminal graduates received either little or some help on all 
l1 problems. 
It was concluded that the guidance services were not 
i 
I 
1 f'unction:lng efficiently in providing students with help on 
problems which were shown to be of great :i.mportance by both 
' the graduates and the authorities on guidance. 
About one in seven of the termina l graduates believed 
11 they had not chosen the right course in which the major, or 
1
1 
were not sure, or failed to make known their opinion wl th ref-
\ erence to the correctness of their choice. 
III. SUMW1ARY M~D CONCIUSIONS 
The number one problem of the transfer gr aduates was 
I 
I concerned with the technique of studying. It would. seem that 
' transfer students would need to acquire such a technique in 
\ junior college if they were to succeed in college. If acquired 
1.58 
either chose t h e wrong curriculum in which to major i n junior 
colle ge , were not sure of the choice the y had made , or failed 
to make known their minds on the correctness of t he ir ch oice 
of a c uri'iculum and a career . 
The lru.~ge percentage of the 0us iness Manage nJ.e nt , En-
g ine e ring , and Li-::Jera l Arts , majors who failed to respond was 
considered to be an indicatioti of indecision in the mi~ds of 
the l"'espondents vdth reference to the corl'ectness of the 
choice of a curriculum. 
It was concluded that doub ts about the wisdom of a c h oice 
represented a ser ious hazard to college students , and ref lec te( 
in some part on the provisions for adequate self-appra isal in 
the junior college. 
I n general, the terminal graduates a greed with the 
authorities on guidance on tho ili1port a nce of the five pro b lems 
shown to have an important bearing on the preparation of ter-
minal students. l\'Iore than four - fifths t h ought 11 Knowin.2; what 
I want to do and what I am capable of doing 11 vva s of great im-
portance. The same percent ace considered gre at e mphasis 
shoul d be g iven to this prob le m in the junior colle ge. Yet 
only 1 ? .5 per cent reported the y were g iven great help on this 
problem, and 3'7.5 per cent said t!1ey received little help on 
this problem. In consideration of t h is fact , it ·was thought 
to be qul te remarkable that about one in seven felt they had 
not c hosen the right course of studies in which to major . 
Approximately the same ( 85 ) per cent of .,.'raduates in each 
II 
o f t he terminal curriculums believed the y had selected the 
I 
ri ght curricu l um in whic h to major. 
II 
II :160 
II 1-r.. 
Terminal graduates were, in general, more satisfied with 
i t h e correctness of t heir choice of the curriculum in which I 
. the y ma jored than we re graduates i n the transfer program ; six- : 
s evenths of the former felt t hey h a d selected the ri g:1.t cur-
r i culum compared to three-fourths of the latter who felt 
I 
they had made the ri ght ch oice or were not s u re , or failed 
to res pond. 
CHAP':PER X 
sm,u.Lih'i.Y Al'JD CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions with reference to the transfer curricula 
were concerned principally with the adequacy of the j1.mior co1 
le ge transfer program in preparing students for entrance into 
the junior class of college . In addition , conclusions were 
made on the particular sub j ect or s ub jects in each curricu lum 
which respondents found most helpful or least helpful in pre-
paring them for colle ge , and the relative importance of certair 
problems in guidance, and the emphas is which res p ondents would 
have the junior college s i ve to these problems in the two-~~ear 
program. 
The conclusion made with re gard to the terminal cu~,ri­
cula were concerned ch iefly with the adequacy of the termina l 
program in preparing students for entry into a be g inning occu-
pation in the ma jor vocational field for which training was 
ta.tcen . Cone lus ions were also made v1ith reference to the value 
of particular subjects in preparing respondents for the occu-
pation in ·which they v!Tere engaged . 
_ n analysis of the effe ctiveness of the junior colle ge 
guidance and placement services was made . 
:161. 
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I. CONCLUSIONS WITH REFERENCE TO THE TRANSFER I 
CURRICULA 
1. One -th ird of the transfer respondents in the Class 
of 1948 transferred to colleges in Ma ssachusetts compared to 
one-half of the respondents in the Class of 1949, but one-half 
of the former transferred to colleges outside of New Eng l and 
compared to one -third for the latter . 
2. Gradu3.tes who a ttended a professional or g r a dug_te 
school preferred colleges in Mas sachusetts. 
3. Graduates in the Class of 1948 met g re a ter resist -
ance in gainj_ng a dmission to colle ge than did graduat e s in the 
Cla ss of 1949. 
4. Although Eng ineering graduate s were persistent in 
II 
, their atte mpts to enter college, one-third who ap p lied to t vro 
I 
II 
'I 
or more colleges were turne d d ovm by two or more colleges. 
5. A9p ro x imately one-fif t h of the respondents in both 
classes entered either the Freshman or Sophomore Class of the 
college to which they transferred. 
6. Three-fif ths of the Engineering major s tr.g_nsfe rred 
i nto the Freshmen and S ophomore Cla sses. 
7. Normal progress in colle ge was found to exist, gen-
eral ly, for respondents in both cla sses. 
I 
8 . Just 18 per cent of the respondents in the Class of I\ 
I 
1948 chane;e d their ma jor field of study upon ent er ing college, 
conpared to 12 .9 per cent of the respondents of t he Class of 
===---r~-=-~~- 11 
I 
I 
1949 . 
9 . One-fourth of the Eng ineering majors chan g ed t he ir 
major field of study up on entering co llege , and one-six th of . 
the Business I·/Ianagement majors changed their major . 
1 0 . Th..ree-fifths of the res pondents gave as the reason 
for changing t i.1e ir major that the y had changed their mind a b out 
what the y had wanted to do . 
11. Five graduate out of every six in the Class of 1948 
were requ ired to t ake courses in college u s ually g iven to 
Freshman and Sophomores that were not required , or iNere not 
offered in the junior colle e;e , compared to a little less than 
three in five for t he Class of 194 9 . 
12. Approximately 8 5 per cent of the Accounting , Busines~ 
Management , and Engineering graduates were required to tak e 
sub ject s in colle ge usually g iven i n the Freshman and Sophomore 
years that we re not required or offe red in the junior colle ge . 
13 • . The Freshman and Sophomore subjects which Account ing 
and Business Mana gement majors were re quired to take were 
classified a s Soc i al Sc i ences . The suiJ ject named b y t w·enty 
of the t went y -four Engineering majors who vvere asked to take 
Freshman and Sophomore year courses was Mathematics . Liberal 
Ar ts and Predental majors were asked to schedule su b jects 
which were classified as Natural Sciences . 
14 . One-third of the res pondent s in the Class o f 1948 
compared to one-fifth of the g radua tes in the Class of 1949 
we re not g iven credit for sub jects s t udied in junior colle ge 
1.63 
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usually g iven to colle ge Juniors and Seniors . 
15 . Nearly t wo-t h irds of the Liberal majors we re not 
g i ven credit for Junior.and Sen ior year s ub jects tak e n in 
junior colle ge. 
16 . Pro bable reasons for los s of credit for J unior 
and Senior year subjects were ; a change in major field of stu:i] 
and entrance into the Freshman or Sophomore Class in colle ge. 
17 . For certain courses , 53 per cent of the gr a duates 
in the Class of 1948 were not given credit compared to 30 per 
cent of the respondents in the Class of 1 948 . One-fou rth of 
t he re spondents in the Class of 1948 reported t he colle ge cut 
total credit hours earned in junior colle s e wi t hout reference 
to s pecific courses. 
18 . I>.·Iore than two -thirds of the Engineering res pondents 
were no t &iven credit for certain courses studied in junior 
college; and one-third reported the college cut total credit 
hours earne d. Transfer respondents who reported the y lost 
credit amounted to between one -fifth and one -t hird in other 
than the Eng ineering curri culum . 
19 . "To know how and what to stu d y ," was considered by 
7 1.6 per cent of all transfer respondents as the 11 IVIost Impor-
tant" o f f ive items which were s h own to ha ve gu idance signifi-
cance. 
20 . "To know whether I have the a b ility to prepare for 
entry in the occupation I h a ve chosen" was voted 11 r.1ost I mpor-· 
tant 11 by 58 per ce n t of the l"espondents . 
~~4 )&7 
21. 11 The technique of hmv to study 11 was considered by 
two-t h irds to be worthy of 11 Great Emphasis 11 in the junior 
e colle ge program . 
22. 11 The importance of c hoosing sub jects which prepare 
for living a s wel l as for vocational purposes , 11 was thought 
to be worthy of 11 Great Emphasis 11 by 56 per cent of the x•e-
spondents . 
23 . Only 52 per cent of the respondents in the Class of 
1948 compared to '71 per cent of the respondents in t he Class 
of 1949 considered the two-ye ar pro gram adequately prepared 
them for colle ge work . 
24 . Just one - t hird of the Eng ineers be lieved t he pr ogr&~ 
adequately prepared them for college - more than one-half 
thought it did not. 
25 . Onl y three-fourths of the respondents in b oth classe 
believed the course of studies the;y· took at junior colle g e was 
the right one for them. It was assume d that these respondent s 
had made the ri ght selection of a vocation for which they had 
prepared t hemselves. 
26 . .Approximatel;y 15 per cent of the Business r/Ianagement 
ma jors believed they had made a wrong choice of cur•riculum, or 
we re not sure of their c hoice. 
I I . CONCLUSIOI~S WITH REFERENCE 'I' 0 T5E TEPJ,liNA L CURB IC ULUIVl 
1. Near l y all terminal respondents were employed. 
2 . According to the Entry Classification of the 
1.65 
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Dictionarv of Occupational 'l1 i t_1es , one -th i rd of t he resp ondents 
we r e employed in PROFESSION.AL V1 0HI'i: , and one -third in CLERIC AL 
P..l'J D SAIE VORK . .A~5out on e-sixt h wore found to be e _lp lo :y-ed in 
i,iEC:-:"Lii.)JIC .t... L WORK , l ess than 011.e -tenth were engage d in MP.J."\fUAL 
'! ORI. , and only 1. 3 per cent were emplo:y-ed in SERVICE ':VOHK . 
3 . Two-fiftlo...s of t he res pondent s i n the Cla ss of 1948 
compe.red to one - fourth in the Cla ss of · 194 9 were emp lo yed i n 
PROFESSIONAL YvO H.K , and 29.8 per cent compared to 4 1.4 per cent 
respectively were e mp lo ye d in CLERIC AL AND SAIES 1i/ORK . 
4 . Near l y one -ha l f of the Engineering 1r..ajors were ei._ -
p lo yed in the entry occupations under the PROFESSI O:NAL class-
ifica tion , and 28 . 3 per cent were employed in l!IECHANICAL 'v1 0RK . 
Three-fourths, and three - fifths , respectively , of th.e z.usiness 
Management and Acc ount i ng re s pondents vvere employed in CLERICAL 
5 . According to the four-di g it entry classificati on , 
about one 3ngineer in four was doing ENGI NEERING AND RELATED 
'NORK ( O- X7 . 4 ), and one in six was engaged in the EENCH (4- ·6 . 3 ) 
and STRUCTURAL (4-X6.2) CRAFTS . One Acc ountant in four vms en-
gaf;ed in SELLING ( l-X5 . 5 ), and one Bus iness Manaser in three 
'-"l8.S en£:aced in SELLING ( l-X5 . 5) . 
_, '--' 
6 . Approx i mately 60 per cent , and 70 per cent re s pec-
t ively , in the Classes of 1948 and 1949 we re work i n g i n 'Jorces-
ter , the community whe re training was taken . 
7 . About 90 per cent of all res pondents working in 
r,Ias s achusetts . 
8 . Over 90 per cent said they liked the work they were 
doing . 
9. Two-thirds of the graduate s in the Class of 1948 
(out of college approxinU:l.te ly 28 months) were fo und to have 
been e mployed on theix• pr•esent job for more than eighteen 
months , compare d to three-fo~~ths of the responde nts in the 
Class of 1949 who had b een em.ployed less than one year. 
10 . More than one -half of the students depended upon 
their own initiative in o btaining their present job . One-
fifth depended upon t he help of a friend or relative. About 
one-tenth received the help of the junior college placement 
office. 
11. Respondents in the Clas s of 1948 were eal"ning an 
average of *~ 5.00 per weel{ more on t h eir present job tb..an were 
the res pondents in t h e Cla ss of 1949 . 
12. A ~; 3. 00 per week d ifference in favor of the Eng ineers 
in co1:1p a rison to the Accounting- Business Management was noted 
in the averages . 
13. IVIore than one-third of the respondents in both 
classes repor ted having re ld more t l1a n one job. 
14:. Appax•ently graduates in t he Class of 1949 had re-
maine d ~memployed for severe.l (4-6) months after they were 
gradJ. ates . 
15. Individual initiative was the way in which two -thirds 
of the respondents ( holding moi'e than one joT"J ) ob tained their 
first job after graduating foi' the junior college . Only 3 . 5 
1.67 
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per cent claimed they obtained their first job through the 
junior colle ge placement office. 
16 . One-fourth of the respondents who held more than 
one jo b , held their first job less than three month.s , 38 per 
cent held their first jo b for less than six months . 
17 . Ave r ages earnings we re approximately ~~ 5 . 00 per week 
hi gher on the present jo b than on the first job (for gr aduates 
who reported holding more than one job ) . 
18 . One-half of the respondents were found to have g iven 
up their first job because of dissatisfaction of one k ind or 
another. 
19. 11K..n.mvins what I want to do and what I am capab le of 
doin.g , 11 was of "Great I mpo rtance" to four-fifths of the re-
spondents , and a similar number would give it "Great Emphasis" 
in the junior colle ge program. One-third of the respondents 
said the y received 11 Li tt le Help 11 fpom the junior colle ge on 
this problem. 
20. 11What kind of a job to look for , " was believed to be 
of 11 Great Importance 11 by two -thirds of the respondents , and 
thpee-fifths of them would give it "Great Emphasis" in the 
junior college . Two-fifths said they received "Little Helptt 
on this problem. 
21. 11How to look for a job , 11 was deemed to be wo rthy of 
1 "G-reat Emphasis 11 by 55 per cent of the respondents , and a b out 
1 two -fifths said they received 11 Little He lp" on this prob lem . 
22. F i ve-sixths of a ll termina l respondents believed t he 
two-year program prepa red them adequately· for entry in the 
vocation for which they trained , 6 . 9 per cent did not believe 
• 
so , and 6.9 per cent were not certain • 
23 . Compared with 19 . 4 per cent of the respondents in 
the Class of 1948 , 12 . 1 per cent of the respondents in the 
Class of 1949 believed the program did not adequately prepare 
them , or were not s11re whether they were adequately prep a red . 
24 . Generally , t hose sub jects which proved most valuab Je 
to the job were bas i c to the curriculum which respondents 
rnajored in: ACCOUNTING for Accou..'1.ting majors , BUSINESS HA.l\1 -
AC.lli r:IENT sub jects fo r majors in this curri cu l um, and MATH and 
PHYSICS for the Engineering majors. 
25. One-sixth of the Accounting majors bel i eved the ~r h?.d 
chosen the wrong course in wh i ch to major; and one-seventh of 
the Business l\1anagement majors were no t certain of t he ir choicE 
of the course they had selected . 
26 . Approximate l y one in five of the respondents in the 
Class of 1948 were not certain , or believed they ha d not take n 
the ri ght course of st1..1. dies in junior college . One in ten in 
the Clas s of 1948 felt they had not selected the right course , 
or not sure . 
II I . GENERAL C 0?1 CLU SI OHS 
Transfer Curri culum. Serious curricular deficiencies 
v1ere found to have existed , at least up to the time of J·u.ne 
1948 , at which time there seemed to have been some changes 
since 87 .8 per cent of the graduates in t he Class of 1948 were 
1.69 
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required to ta_s::e colle ge Freshman and Sophomo1.,e subjects com-
pared to 58 .1 per cent of the respondents in the Class of 1949 
who we re required to take such subjects vrhen they entered 
college. 
The transfer program was not providing colle ge require-
ments in the Social Sciences for 3usj_ness Management and 
Accounting majors; and Mat;hematics for the Engineering majors. 
Li t ·eral Arts and Predental majors vmre not being given subjects 
in the Natural Sciences which were demanded of colle ge Freshmer 
and Sophomores in these two general fields. 
Terr!linal Curricuhun. The terminal curricula was found 
to have been adequate in preparing st;udents for entry into the 
vo cation for which training. was taken. In general , graduates 
we re found to be within the b road vocational field for which 
they trained . They were nearly all employed in the State in 
which training was taken , and more than th~"ee-fif'ths were 
working in the conununity in which they received t he ir training. 
Nine out of ten liked the work they were doing , and the average 
weekly earnings were not considered relatively low. 
Guidance Services . The suidance services we re found to 
be not adequate. Many (one in six) transfer graduates changed 
their major field of study upon entering colle ge. About one-
fourth believed they had chosen the v~ong c urr iculum in which 
to major, were not sure of their choice , or failed to ma.l.ce 
known their mind about the correctness of' their choice of a 
curriculum. Transfer Graduates , in general, did not be lieve 
the program adequately prepa red them for college work , a n d 
this reflected , in part , on the adequacy of the guidance 
• 
service in f u rnishing them with the necessary information abou 
the demands of college . 
Many termina l graduate s were found to have accepted a 
jo b , and then in a very s hort period relinquished it , in gen-
eral because they were dissatisfied wit h elern.-ents connected 
wi t h the job . It would appear that they were not given in- -
formation of hov1 to look for a jo b , a nd the kind of a job to 
look for , as many stated in their opinions of the help they 
received on these and related problems . 
The placement was no t f unctioning ef f iciently . Only 
3 . 5 per cent of the 29 graduates who held more t h an one job 
reported obtai ning their f i rst job with the help of the place-
ment office . About 10 per cent r eported they ob tained their 
present job with the help of the placement office . 
:17:1 
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QUBST IONNAIRE FOR TRANSFER STUD~iNTS (Group H 7) 
l. 'i'iha.t Wf:cS yow 
che ck one of 
( )Busine: APPENDIX A 
( ),-, . Gng1nee 
( )Libera.: 
2. How many col: 
3. How many college s denied you admission? 
4. What type of training did you apr ly for? 
( )Business :::a.nagement ( )Predental 
( )Engineering ( )Other(plea.se 
( )Libera:l Arts 
( )Prelaw 
5. ·;ias the college you attended yonr first 9 second, 
third, or fourth choice? P lease write in the number. 
state) 
P lease 
an 
etera.n 
Number( ) 
Number ( ) 
}Jumber( ) 
6. \\nat is the ne.me of the college y ou a ttended or are now attending? 
7. -\'.Jere you admitted to full standing e. s a: 
~ ) <h.mior 
\ r :; ophomore 
( )freshman 
( )Fr eshJ11an in a grr~duate scll ool(Lmv, 1·.:3dicine,) 
( )Other( pleese state ) 
8. ·:'vhat is your present college st atus? 
g nrolled as Hot Gre.d'.lcted 
from .:iophornore Junior Senior Enrolled 
9. :..:· i d 
the 
If 
( 
( 
( ' four ye c. r colleg;0 ) 
( ) teclmica.l school 
( \ business school \ ) 
I 
' other \ j 
you change your major fiel d of study 
program e.t Yiorcester Junior College? 
you ar.swared Y.£3, what reason do 
)Cha.nged my mind about what I 
wanted to doo 
)Failed to get passing £Sre. des 
L"l. some subjects. 
)Requiremen ts w0re too stiff 
in colle ge. 
you 
( ( ) ( \ ( ) ) 
( \ ( \ ( ) ( ) ) ) 
( ' ( ) ( ) ( ) )
( ) I ) ( ' ( ' \ ) I ) \ 
afte r completing yn c• ( .-.u 
give 
NO( 
for the chan ge? 
)The college sugge sted I 
change my m~·. jor. 
· )I.e..ck:e d sufficient credit 
in essential subjectso 
)Other(would you care to 
st r.1te) 
) 
) 
·-------------------------
lOo Did you find that you rlad to · take some sub jec t s i n college 
normally g iven to college freshmen 9nd sophomores wh ich were 
not requi red or were n ot offered e.t Worcester J unior College ? 
'Nhe.t subjects'? _ _____________ _ 
) 
) 
11. Did the c olle ge give y ou cr e dit for s ub jects taken at Worcester 
J un ior College tha t a re n ormally give n i n t he junior or sen ior 
ye a r i n t he c olle ge whic:h you a ttende d ? 
Wh a t s ubjects? 
--------T--------------·-------
12 . Were you denied cre dit for certain subjects taken at Yv'orcester 
Junior College? 
What s ub j ects? 
YZS ( ) 
NO ( ) 
Y'c1S ( ) 
NO( ) 
13. What two s ub j e cts s tudie d a t Wor ce s t er J unior College helped y ou most in 
preparation for advance d s tudy '? rlha t two subje cts helped you l east? 
He l ped Most 1. Helped Le a st 1. 
---------------------- ------- ___ .__ ________ _ 
2. 2. 
------------------------·------ ----------~--·------------------
1 4 o Do y ou fee l t he pr ogr am of s tudie s y ou took at ~Yorcester Junior YSS ( ) 
Colle ge ade quately prepared you for the co llege you a ttended ? NO( ) 
If you answered NO, what change s wou ld you make to improve the p rogram ? 
fe e 1 fre e to c ontJ.nue your remarks . on the back of this sheet 
15. Please rate the fol lowi ng by c ho osing the two items you re gard the most 
i mportant and the t wo you c onside r the leastimp ortant .. 
--· r;Tost Least 
Important Important 
To know what colleges ca n help p repare me in 
the most thorough way . 
To know the value of' good scholarship. 
To know how and what t o study o 
To know whether I have the ability to prepare 
for entry into t he oc cupat i on I he.ve chosen . 
To know what vocat i on to train for and en t er int~. 
( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
\ 
1 
16 . To what degree do y ou think vVorcester Junior College should emphasize 
the following ? Check opposite each item i n the colunm tha t indicates 
y our opinion o Great: 
Emphasis 
The technique of' how to · study . ( ) 
L$arning about my interests and abilities . ( ) 
Information about colleges and their requ irements.( ) 
The importance of choos i n g sub j ects which p r epare ( ) 
for living as well as for v ocational purp ose s . 
Information about j ob s a. nd trend s i n e mp loym.ent . ( ) 
. NO Hhere 
Some 
Emphasis 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Little 
Emphasis 
( \ ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( \ I 
17. l\ r e you at present e mp loyed ? YES 
----------~~------------city 
state n arr.e of' compa ny 
Months 
title of you r joE lengtn of e mp loyme nt 
18 . Do you consider the c ourse •of' studies whi ch y ou have comp leted 
at Worcester Junior College was t he r i ght one for you ? 
yr~s { ) 
lJO ( ) 
QUESTION. 
l o What was your 
check one of 
( )Business 
( )Engineer 
( )Liberal , 
2 .. .Are you emplo: 
name of c ompany 
'F':HMINAT. ST1JDENTS 
APPENDIX B 
3 9 Do you like the work you are doing? YES • NO 
GrounCC j_ 
Please 
a. 
i;eran 
- ate 
tit l e of your job 
4c Hryn long have you been employed in your present job? 
( ) less than six months ( )between eighteen months and two y e ars 
( )between six months and a year ( )more than two years 
( )bet:vveen a year and eighteen months( )since leavingWorcesiBr Jr. College 
5. How did you obta i n your present job? 
( )with the help of the Worcester 
Junior College placement office 
( ) on my own effor ts 
( )through the he l p of a frie nd 
or relative 
( )through an employment agency 
(publ i c or private) 
( )other(please state) __________ __ 
6 ~ \Vhat are your average weekly earnings on your present job? 
. ( )under $30 
( ) $30 to 39 o99 
( ) $40 to 49.99 
( )$50 to 59 ,.99 
( )$60 ,to 69.99 
( )more than $70 
7. P l ease check the number of full-time jobs you have 
had since graduating from Worcester Junior College. Number( 
8,. How did you obtain y our first job? 
)through an employment agency 
(public or private) 
) 
( )with the help of the Worcester 
Junior College placement office 
( )on my awn efforts 
( 
( )9ther(please state) ___________ _ 
( )through the help of a friend 
or relat i ve 
9. How long were you employed in your first job after graduating from 
.Worcester Junior College? 
( )less than t hree months ( )between one and two years 
( )between three and six months ( )more than two years 
( )be~neen six months and a year ( )I still have my first job? 
10. What was your average weekly salary on your first full-time job? 
( ) under $30 ( )$40 to 49 ,.99 ( )$60 to 69.99 
( ) $30 to 39 ,.99 ( )$50 to 59 o99 ( )more than $70 
11 . ~nat were the reasons for giving up your first job? 
( )obtained better job. 
( )company redu ced employment 
due to economic reasons. 
( )rate of advancement too slow. 
( 
~ 
)dissatisr'ied with my first job . 
)did not 1 i.ke the work 
)other(please state) _____ _ 
I '1'] 
, 
• 
12 e What subjects studied a.t Worcester Junior College have proved most valuable : 
On the Job Off the Job 
Subjects ______________ __________ _ 
l 3o Vfha.t subjects not studied a.t Worcester Junior College would have proven 
valuable to you in preparation for t he job you are now doing? 
Subjects ________________________ _ 
14 o Please indicate your opinion on each of the following kinds of infor mation 
as t o: A, the importance of each item to you; B, how much emphasis you 
think Worcester Junior College should give to each i tem; C, how much 
help Worcester Junior College provided you on each itemo -place a check 
mark opposite each item in the parentheses at the right. 
AoHow important are the fol l owing to you? Im~~~~~nce 
How to l ook for a job. 
Vlhat kind of a. job t o look f or . 
Knowing what I want to do and what 
I a.m capable of do i ngo 
How to get along with fe l low workerso 
Knowing when and how to ask for a 
raise in sal ary, 
( ) ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Some 
Importance 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
( 
) 
) 
) 
Little 
Importan ce 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
) 
) 
( ) 
B eHow much emphasis do you think Yvorcester 
- each of the following? 
Junior College should give to 
How to l ook for a j ob o 
What kind of a job to l ook foro 
Knowing what I want to do and what 
I am capab l e of do i ngo 
How t o get along with fellow workers. 
Knowing when and how to a sk for a 
raise in salary o 
Great 
Emphasis 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Some Little 
Emphasis Emphasis 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( } 
' 
) 
( ) ( ) 
CoHow much help di d Worcester Junior College -provide you on each item? 
How to i ook f or a job ~ 
What kind of a j ob to l ook for. 
Knowing what I want to do and what 
I am capable of doingo 
How to get along with fellow workerso 
Knowing when and how to ask for a. 
raise in sa.lary o 
Great 
Help 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Sone 
Help 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Do you consider the Worcester Junior College program of studies 
was adequate in prepa.raing you for entry into a beginning 
occupa:t; ion in the major vocational field for which you studied 
Little 
Help 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
YES( 
NO( 
would you care t o state any reasons for believing it is or it isn't. 
fee l free to continue your remarks on the back of this sheet 
16 e Regardless whether you think the program of studies is adequate 
or not ., do you consider the course of study in which you majored 
was the r ight one for you ? 
YES( ) 
NO( ) 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
AP ENDIX C 
WoRCESTER JuNIOR CoLLEGE 
766 MAIN STREET 
WORCESTER 8 , MASSACHUSETTS 
Dear Graduate: 
You have been selected to help evaluate the program of studies 
offered by Worcester Junior College of which you were graduated. In 
coopera·ti on with the Boston Universi ty School of Education, . Worcester 
Junior College is attempting to di scover some of its strengths and 
weaknesses i n its two-year program. As a graduate , you can furnish 
i mportant answers to the questions asked . 
The value of this study will depend upon the care with which YOM 
fill i n the questionnaire . Therefore, make your responses to each 
question thoughtful, take t i me enough to answer each question in the 
way you feel it concerns you. Check those items you feel come near-
est to statir~ the s i tuation as you have found it. Your considered 
opi n i on will provide materi al around which an evaluati on can be made. 
Please do not wri te your name on the enclosed questionnaire. 
Possibly two forms of the quest i onnaire are enclosed with this 
letter. I f you have continued your education on a full-time schedule 
at any moment s i nce leaving Worcester Junior College , please fill in 
the form for Transfer student . If you have not gone to college on a 
full -time schedule si nce leavi ng Worcester Junior College, please fill 
in the form for Terminal Student . Your help will be greatly appreciat-
ed. 
Sincerely yours, 
~ 
Informati on about the results of this study may be 
obtai ned by wri ting to Worcester Junior College . 
1 1~ 
TELEPHONE 5·6101 
•I 
===============4r=~========= 
APPENDIX D 
:'ear Graduate 
Several weeks ago Worcester Junior College mailed a 
letter to you telling of a study undertaken by the 
College to evaluate its two-year program of studies . It 
emphasized the fact that you, as a graduate, play an im-
portant part in the success of the College. Your perfor-
mance in the occupation you have prepared yourself for, 
is, in part , a measure of the success of the preparati_c.m, 
The College needs to know how :well you perform in order 
to evaluate how successfully it has been in preparing you 
To help the College in this study we asked you to 
fill in a questionnaire and return it in the envelope 
pruvided . Have you filled in and mailed this question-
naire? •••. If not, please help us by doing so now . 
John Elberfeld, Dean 
li 
I 
GENERAL OFFICE 
APPENDIX E 
'VVoR C E STER JuNIOR CoJLJLJEGE 
76 6 MAIN STREET 
WORCESTER 8 , MASSACHUSETTS 
l ' I rc 
TELEPHONE 5 · 6101 
Dear Graduate: 
Several weeks ago Worcester Junior College sent you a letter. This 
l etter informed you of a study that is being made by the College in . an 
attempt to evaluate its two-year program of studies. You were asked to 
do your part in furthering this study by filling in a questionnaire that 
was enclosed with the letter~ and by mailing it .to Worcester Junior 
College, Undoubtedly you still have the letter and questionnaire; but, 
in the rush of business, you may have completely forgotten to return it. 
Worcester Junior College is attempting to build a better program and 
to improve its curriculum. It needs to know the opinions of its grad-
uates on a variety of questions. The questionnaire is an attempt to 
place some of these questions before many of its former students, now 
employed or attending a senior college, who are capable of giving a can-
did and frank opinion about the strengths and weaknesses of the course 
of studies they pursued while attending Worcester Junior College. 
By filling in this questionnaire, you can, as a graduate, provide 
material around which an evaluation of the whole program can be made. 
Therefore, won't you please fill in and return the questionnaire? •••• 
For your convenience another questionnaire is enclosed with this ~etter. 
John Elberfeld 
~an of the Colleg 
Information about the resuits of this study may be 
obtained by writing to Worcester Junior College. 
I 
II 
II 
I 
Colleges Attended by Graduates of the Junior 
College 
~aston Uni ve rsity 
Earietta Colle "·e 
·yracuse University 
Clark University 
Northeastern University 
Massachusetts I nst i tute of Technology 
Duquesne University 
V'orcester Polytec:b.Jilical I nst itute 
'l'u.fts College 
University of Texas 
University of Vermont 
:Liillyer College 
Bradley University 
Tri-State Colle ge 
St . Prancis Co l lege 
Clarkson College of Technology 
Un i vers ity of New Mexico 
Uni versity of Iowa 
University of Californ i a , Santa Earhara 
-Jniversity of California , Los .il.ne;eles 
Washin e;ton Jniver-sitJr of St. Louis 
New 3aven State Teachers Colle ~e 
Union Collet,e 
llniversity of New Hampshire 
New York University 
George Washin_ston University 
Mich igan State Co llece 
Upsala Colle.;e 
University of ~uffalo 
St . :.:ichae ls Cmlle ·e 
Carnesie Ins titute of Te cr~Dology 
Unive rsity of Port l and (Oregon) 
i ~oston Co llege 
Un i ve rsit 'r of I-:liami 
University of hiassachuse tts 
J.·Jew l!:n,s l and Rad i o and Corrnnerci 2. l Training 'choo l 
~parton School of Aeronautics 
Garret t Bible Institute 
I 
. ' 
I 
II 
--=====F===============================================i======= 
I ENGLIS::J: LAN GUAGE Ivli1TH IHST ORY N!~T . 3Cibrf CE soc . SCI:2; iWE GE~·1 . BUSINESS 
I COMPOSITION 
I Acc 1 t 5 
Bus. T-.1an . 2 
Eng ' g 1 
1- ~ FilESHEA~T . Acc 1 t 1 
:Gu s • I'.1.an . 5 
R;~POSI':P OHY 
VJRlTING 
i:;nr:; ,-;:;- '? 
.!..:-' 0 b hJ 
SPE:ZCH 
Eng 1 g . 4 
LI T£!;HA 'l1 URE 
Ace 1 t 1 
Bus • :t .~an • 2 
Ens ' g 2 
Languac e of 
some kind 
Acc 1 t 1 
Bus . Man . l 
Eng 1 g 3 
Lib . Art s 
FRENCH 
Acc 1 t . l 
LA ':I.' IN 
Lib . Artsl 
COLLEGl.! 
Ace 1 t . 1 Bus . ll'!an . 4 
Bus . Uan.l Eng 1 g . 6 
Lib . A . 1 Lib . A. 1 
CI-IE;.:l . 
1?n r; I g LL 
..L..:.I t_) • ..a.. 
ORC:AlH C 
S OC . SC I ENCE 
Bus , lJ.an .~ 
SOCIOLOGY 
Acc 1 t 2 
Predent . 2 Bus . Man . 3 
1 DESCRIPTIVE EGO . DEV . Predent . l 
GEOI'.'iETRY O::J' EURC5PE QUAH'l'ITAI' J.:V:3 EC 'JlJO~·.:ICS 
Rn r" ~,· -6 ---;;c c 1 t 3 ·J 1\r fl.. L Ti'"' '" 1 ,,. 2 
..!..:.1 0 0 . ... ... l ..£ ... .Lif - • .J...:,j .!..Lt:J ·5 . 
Lib . _'\rt .l :Gus . Man . l L:li . A. 1 PSYCHOLOGY 
AHALY'l'ICAL 
GEQI;.lli J:'RY 
Eng 1 g . 5 
DIFl"EREN-
TlAL EQLI AT. 
Eng'g 2 
(1.1 .1. '1'.) 
TRIG 
- Ten ,.,. ' .., 1 
.L:.l o o • 
SURVEYING: 
Ens ' g . 5 
Li 1_) • Art • 1 
(Clark ) Acc't.1 
EGO . DBV . 
OF U. S. 
A cc't 5 
P:-IYS IC S 
Bu s . l!!an . 1 
Eng 'g . l 
Lib . A . 2 
DUS . iiian . l 
l3IOLOGY 
Ace 1 t ·. 2 
0us • :.Tan.l 
Enc; 1 g 1 
A3TR 02·1 Ol:tl~ 
i~CC 1 t . 1 
G~ OLO~:-:: 
-Acc 1 t . 1 
Lib . A. 2 
Bus . ::Jan . 3 
:!:nc 'g;) 
CITIZENS FliP 
Bus . r/J:an . 1 
P.J,I . DEi.iOCR . 
Acc 1 t.2 
PJ.:I. GOV 1 T 
Eng 1 15 . l 
Lib . A.l 
S'I'ATZ GOV1 T 
Pre law 1 
TI. CO . UEOGRA. 
Acc 1 t . 2 
· PHI LOS OP~IY 
Acc 1 t . 2 
B LtS . Han . l 
Pr3dent . l 
Note : 'l'he numb ers indicate the numb e r of 
r 0spondent s a ccord ing Jco t i'le ir curl' j_c ~J.l'-lil'.S 
who were re qu ired t o take the spec:L;:'ic 
S'.lb j e cts . 
G-EOGRAPHY 
11.CC 1 t, 1 
J3·us • i•Jan • 1 
POL . T~i.G O::\.Y 
Bus • ~-kn . 2. 
PO:t.J . SC I T:; N. 
Bus . Man. l 
JU~:IA1GTIBS 
.'Snt.; 1 g .l 
LOJIC and 
c m,~p AHAT IVE 
Aij AT OHY 
Pre cl.ent . 3 
BUS. OR G- . 
AND I~iA:Ifl'l' • 
Ace' t 2 
::r-> 
'LI 
'LI 
tf:j 
~.IONEY & 
B!1.NK 1 G--
3us . man . 1 
CORP .FHJ. 
Acc 1 tT 
3us • i·.ian. l 
AGG 1 ':[! 
Eng 1 g . l 
llil 1 K1 T1 G 
A.cc't . l 
:Ju~=,:an.l 
nnRo . 
':1.·0 'J'JS. 
Bus. :Vllan 
1 
r-.J 
""-·1 
tJ 
H 
~: 
!..!) 
• 
!-'· c:-1- t:lj 
::> ~ ~-~ 
f.iJ (!) 
ct- ::> rn 
::JWl?" 
CD H.)ri 
(!) PJ 
~ 0~: 1'1 1-'~::l 
CD fD !' 
eq p, 
<D S:: U-· 
rn fD o 
c-r1D 
~CD::> 
p~ (/) 0 
!-'• s 
() ~ 0 
p~ (i) ~ 
~(!) 
rr<D 
i-1' «! (!) 1-:1 (i) 
<.<J<DPJ 
..0 1-:l }\) ,~ 
rr ;:::;.rn 
cr 1-:l S:: 
<D <D o' 
::S P~LJ. p, (!) 
<D rr o 
P..Orr 
[JJ 
rr 
il' :f2 h-' :::J 
(!) !-'· 
()~ 
<:><::" 
\... .... 
Accounting 
I'.'lajors 
COST ACC 1 'r . 7 
U:DLIC 
SPEAKI NG 5 
ACC 1 T 4 
LAW 4 
~·.:O~T~Y & 
B_L\l\KDTG 
CORP. 
0 
FINAN CE 3 
'rA:x: Ace ' T. 2 
PSYC ~IOLOGY 2 
AI:I . GOV ' T. 2 
ECONOMICS 
BiJS . =·iiP_TH 
1\.CC 1 T 
T:-IEORY 
1 
1 
1 
::::.usines s 
Han . Majors 
LAV 
Engineering 
~ajors 
3 ~:ll!;TALLUrtGY 7 
:idONEY & 3h. 3 STE.E;:i"GTH 
COST OF MATER . G 
t.cc' ·r 2 Tilliil "i.:J . 5 
PUBLIC KETEI'-.~.l\.'l1 ICS 3 
SP:CAKHTG 
GORP. 
FIN AlWE 
BUS . 
HE POETS 
BUS . mw. 
BUS . ENCL 
lEAPJ(E T ' G· 
ADVER -
TISING 
2 ~ . ;A.c: LTTNE 
DESIGN 3 
2 I-1Ji! A. T f.:;_ 
POVJER 3 
1 STATICS 2<-
1 DY1~ANICS 2 
l EIJ J~C 1iit lC. 
1 EHGI NEER . 2 
K f G I H:II:':';H I G 
1 :l:IETALS l 
=-m AT ENG. l 
A- C , D- C 
I.iACHI Y:Cr..Y 1 
HTDGSTHIAL 
EIEC'rl-l. l 
C.ALCULUS l 
l"L~'l,~-I • 1 
E~~GLIS ri l 
PHYS~GS l 
CJ:IEI.:I.3TRY 1 
l:lA'.l1ERIALS 
LAB . 1 
~ . .:J:GHAN . 
ENG . 1 
EHG . 
DRAWING 1 
i.I8 CHA:HCS 1 
Libe ral Prelaw 
Arts Ma j o rs Majors 
EEGLISH none 
C Gr.~POS I-
TION l 
O.R.GAJ:HC 
Clilli.i . 1 
Pre dental 
L:Ia jors 
ORGA1:T IC 
Cl-::E!·USTRY 4 
BI O- C11:E11I. 1 
Note : The ai'abi c number's denote the numiJer of Pe spondent s 
in each curPicu 1"-trl1 who were si ven credit f or t he s ub jects . 
~-· ,_,_, 
. 
0··" (/) ~ :;:; (/.) 
t-;;CDCD p~~ 
~ ::J 1-;i !--'• C) 
p. !-'· (]) () C-J. 
~ o ;-:teo 
~1-j~ 0 
IT WOc-t 
CD "<l ~; 1-~ W 
W CD p:; Cil " 
• ~ I-' p. 
li .,__. 1-'· cr: 
CJl '<l IT !-'• 
<~ 
1-" Cil :cJ CD 
::; () P' :::s 
::; ' {}.) 
ci- ( {) !--'• 
:J p.. CfJ :::S 
CD ~ 1--'• 
1--'<J c-t 
OCDCD:J 
O P.::JCD 
I-' 
I-' !-'• 1-'· <:_ •• 
CD ::J ::J ~ 
Oll :.-:> 
CD c-t 0 1-'• {}.) p~ 0 0 
(!) i---' 1-;; 
P' 1--' 
ITC'_JCDQ 
c-r ~U~ o 
CD::JCDJ--1 
:::s 1-'· I-' 
P.O~ Gl 
(!) 1-:i ~J 0':1 
p. P.,CD 
~\) "' 
o" ::S :;:; 
"<l p. p~ ~-~ 
1-'· 0 
() 1-j 
p• 
~ 
-J:... 
Accounting 
~iia j ors 
I~ Ol.fEY & 
BAHKING 2 
COEP. 
FINANCE 2 
BUS • lVIA'l1 H 2 
BUS . LP.W 2 
i\.D VAN C F..D 
ACC I ':r 
COST 
1 
ACC 1 '11 l 
r.fote : 
Business Ens ineering 
Manage . Ma jors Ma jors 
EUS . ENG-
LISH 3 
BUS . PSY. I 
IlliAT D~ 
?QlJJEf,_ 4 
ELECl1HI -
CAL El'YG . 4 
ELEC'lHi-
CITY n 
"" STAT ICS & 
Dl'1'U1.:acs 2 
I WI':i.l;RGRAL 
CALCULUS 2 
ST~I:~T GTH 
or~~ 1\~u~ TJ~l-: . 2 
1v.J::.CI1ANI-
CAL DRAVJ-
I NG 1 
./\.-C CIR-
. c ;:_TI'TS 1 
l:lAC::-I Dill 
DESIGN 1 
ENG . lit!.,_ '11H. 1 
lr ~~-IER~::O . 1 
APPLIED 
KDIK1IA'r • 1 
Litera l Arts 
}~ jars 
MECi-IAr~ IC AL 
DRA\:"!ING 1 
GEN. I.'l.A.'lH 
0: SC IElJCE 1 
:cliOLOGY 1 
Pr-e 1mr 
l:lajors 
:2USINESS 
LAW 1 
The nuniuers denote the frequency which graduates in 
ea ch curric<J.1um mentioned each sub j ect . 
Predenta1 
I:iajors 
none 
::r---
'1:1 
'<:1 
L'-j 
~ 
t.:J 
H 
?<; 
H 
. 
H.l{!.l 
0 p 
1--:) i::) 
.:.._,, 
~ a) 
:Jo 
r• c-r 
0 C/1 
::t 
c-i-
::SP-?_. 
0 i>1 
(!) 
0 :::s 
I~ 
(]) 1-J• 
P~:::; 
f--'· 
c-t· ci" p4 
~ (]) 
lb [l}u, 
~ 
0:) :::s 
J-'• J......!• 
<: 0 (]) 1-;i 
;:> 
0 
f--'•0 
t::! l-' 
.L..J 
() (]) 
0 Q"q 
1-' ( [J 
!--' 
(!) 
Qq 
(]) 
• 
-
--~-, 
Account i n g 
~a jors 
ACC'T 11 
EO UiWEICS G 
UE! LIC 
SPJ1AKINGl 
Al 'II!:R I CAN 
GOV 1 ·:r l 
~Note: 
0usiness 
Manage . I1Ia j ors 
b:C m: 0:1:1 G S 14 
AGC1 'l, 5 
PU.3 LIC 
SP.EAKI HG l 
HG:i'JEY & 
BANKING 4 
COR P ORATION 
'!'INA:~T CE 3 
sJJsnmss 
PSYCBOLOGY 3 
DJ S DTESS 
OR GAHIZA . 1 
BUSINE SS 
MATH 1 
BGSDTESS 
REPOR'rS 
LPJ.~V 
ADVEH'riS-
I HG 
1 
1 
1 
Eng ineering 
I·:l.a j ors 
CALCULUS t .: 
I'lli'.ri-I l 0 
ENGLlS~l 5 
BEA'J: & 
po·aER 4 
PHYSICS 4 
STRE:i.,lGTII 
OF I·;1ATER. 3 
A-C , D- C 
CIRC UITS 2 
c :rm1\'.~r s ·rRY 
ST_~.TICS 
TllEHUO. 
PU3 LI C 
2 
2 
1 
SPEJ-\K I NG 1 
LJE TALLURGYl 
A- C, D-C 
M.ACHI H1 Y 1 
AUDIO -
l''HEQU.!.i: NCY 
GIRO. l 
I HDiJSTRI-
AL ELEC -
THOHI CS 1 
ELECTRI -
CITY l 
Li b eral 
Arts i:.la joPs 
El'~ GLISH 6 
C li:J: : .. :ISTRY3 
..3 IOLOUY 2 
EC m.f O!'-HCSl 
PSYCHO-
LOGY l 
AMER IC AN 
GOV 1 T 1 
GEN. 
PliYSICS 1 
GER1;iAN l 
ElTGLISH 
LITEHA. l 
PI•e l aw 
itiaj o r s 
HIS'l' ORY 
AhlEHIC A}T 
GOV 1 T 
E!.T GLISH 
COMP . 
EC ON OI\HCS 
The numbers indicate the frequenc~,r 1Ah ich gra dua tes 
named sub jects most helpful. 
Pl~ e dental 
:~ra j o rs 
4 3IOLO G-:c 8 
CHEiJ-
3 IS TRY 6 
E~·WLISH 4 
1 GERI.L\ N 1 
1 
;.t:> 
1-d 
t cj 
t- ' 
t3 
H 
' 
C:....t 
::J" (/) 
C!> ~ 
1--' u 
f-u ~. 
C!> C!> 
P,.Q 
IT 
c-r m 
p-' 
C!> ~ 
s 13' 
1-'· 
s Q 
Op-' 
(J) 
IT c.-r 
~ 
1-'·li' 
::J ::J 
(f) 
'D H J 
f-3 ({) 
CD 1-j 
1-cJ 
P OCl 
f-o,j t-j 
p p 
c.-r P.. 
1-'•G 
0 in 
::Jrr 
(]) 
H J Cf.l 
0 
~ a' 
C!> 
QJ--l 
0 1-'· 
f-JC!> 
1--'<l (TJ (]) 
en P.. 
C!> 
..: 
"'-< 
0 
~ 
l 'l:..j 
rt 
• 
~ 
Accounting 
Ivlaj ors 
3US E 1ESS 
ENGLIS H 
;xsnmss 
:i\iATH 
BUSINESS 
PSYCHO . 
Al'tEIU CAN 
GOV 1 T 
r:10NEY & 
BANKING 
EO ONO -
!fiiCS 
3U,SI NESS 
LA.Y·l 
ELEM. 
ACC 1 T 
Business Engineei•ing Liberal Prelaw 
Ivlanage • Ma j or s Ma jors Arts ~~Iaj ors Ma jors 
SALJ~s ~·: AN - PHYSICS r> CALCULUS & BIOLOGY D 
4 S HIP G ELECTTII - EEG . I•:IATH 3 G:~rt:[·,~ATJ 
l\~,:U"'-ZKETI:tJG 5 CAL EHG . 4 PSYC ~IOLOGY 2 FH1'TINCa 
4 I NDUS'ER I AL CALCULUS &; h iS·}IOHY 2 ECOHO -
ORGANIZA . 4 ENG ~11ATH 5 GERMAN 2 - 7' -;-,..... (""t l.l.L\..i.::J 
3 DUS I NESS PRODUCTI ON BIOLOGY 2 E NGLISH 
IdATH 3 PRCJC . 3 ECONmncs 2 LIT. 
2 ADVEHTISilqG 3 STA'l1 ICS ~~ ENGLISH AMERICAN 
BUS I NESS D:t~_t:,.MICS 3 LITEHA. 1 GOV1 ·r. 
2 PSYC IfOLOGY 3 ME C I-IAlJ I - HECHAFI-
REPORT CAL DRAW . 2 CAL DRAW . 1 
1 wRrrnm 2 01-i::E i'!IISTRY 2 PHYSICS 1 
BUSINESa l'.fECHAN -
1 ENGLISH 2 ISiviS 1 
ACC 1 T 1 I•.I2'r ALLUR. 1 
1 PUBLIC 
SPEAKI NG 1 
ECO~OJUCS 1 
Note: The numbers indicate the frequency with which 
respondent s nmaed subjects gs the l east helpful . 
Pre dental 
Tflaj ors 
2 ECWJO -
1 L ICS 3 
1 GERLIAN 2 
FREl,TCH 2 
1 EE GLISH 2 
ENGLIS:-1 
1 LIT •. 2 
HISTORY 1 
l CHEI.I-
:0 
'T.J 
'"U w 
'7 s 
H 
>< 
p-q 
• 
Op-'UJ 
OCD~ 
1-' 1-' a' 
1-''t::i LJ. 
CD Cl> CD 
Qq p. 0 
([) ct-
c;-r [!) 
~ ~=J 
0 tD ~ 
1-:lSP' 
Fl' 1--'-
• 1-' () 
(I) P"' 
~ct­
ct-1-;l 
!JJ 
1-'·:J 
:J [!) 
1-'~ 
'OCD 
'-.! '-.! 
([) 
1-0 ull 
!JJ '-.! 
'-.! s:o 
PJP. 
cT~ 
1-'•!JJ 
0 c;-J-
:::s ([) 
[!) 
1--b 0 D~ 
'-.! ([) 
1-' 
l-'• 
([) 
~ ([) 
p. 
C>('> 
...... 
...... ~ 
.APPENDIX L. Sub j ects whi c h tei'mj_na 1 g raduates found 
were t he mos t valuab le on the job . 
.1.\. ccount ing Business Iv!an-
Il'la j ors agement Ma j ors 
.-CC' T. 13 BUSINESS I'aATH 
ECONOMICS 3 EC OH 011IICS 
E~r· Lr' :a: 2 PUBLIC SPEAK-
BUS I NESS I NG 
PSYCI-IOLOGY 2 SALESMANSH IP 
REPORT ACC 1 T. 
WRITING 1 />.DVERTISI NG 
SALE Sl&A1>T S:d I P 1 BUSINESS 
FIN1 NCE 1 PSYCHOLOGY 
L_fjJN 1 REPORT 
WRITING 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Eng i neer i ng 
_:Iaj ors 
HATH 20 
PI:lYSICS 11 
DESIGI 9 
A-C , D-C 
~il!.\.CEINERY 6 
I'·,fEC HAN IC AL 
DRAWI NG 3 
EEGLISH 
COMPOSI TI ON 3 
IviE TAL Ll:JR G Y 3 
EL3 CTRICITY 3 
STH.ENG'r H OF 
IvLL\.TERI AIS 3 
Iv'IECHl~.t"\J I CS 2 
THER :10 -
DYNAHICS 2 
ELECTR ONICS 1 
PRODU CTI ON 
PHOCESSES 1 
CHEI·H STRY 1 
ElE CTR ICAL 
ENG. 1 
E. E . LAB. 1 
PRODUCTION 
C m~ TROL 
KI NE1v1ATICS 1 
P..EP OR T 
VJRI ':VING 1 
TTI1iE AND 
MOTION 
ST0'DY 1 
AP E~mi '" l.i . Sub jects which terminal t:;raduates did 
not study in the junior colleg e that 
would have proved valuab le on the jo.b. 
_ ccou nting 
?c1a jors 
TYPI NG 3 
'rA..x Ace 1 T. 2 
lv1A:1.KETI HG 2 
COST ACC I ·r 1 
PSYCHOLOGY 1 
BUSI EESS 
NIAC HI NES 1 
( more ) BUS . 
MATT~ 
LITE -=tNrUrtE 1 
OCCUPATIONAL 
GU IDANCE 1 
STA'J:ISTICS 1 
Business Ivlan-
agerent l'/la jors 
IIHI.RKE':PIN G 2 
TYPI NG 2 
BUSr:JESS 
IviANA GENIE NT 1 
REAL ESTATE 1 
PU3LIC 
rus LATI mm. 1 
OFFICE 
~~L4. NA GEJ..IENT 1 
ACC 1 'r. 1 
Busnmss 
I\Ll\.TH 1 
STATISTICS 1 
TI:ivlE liND 
IvlOTION 
STUDY 1 
V IND0'7 
TR I LIING 1 
BLUEPRINT 
READING 1 
Engineering 
Ma j OI'S 
QU . .\LIT\..: 
CO:N Tli.OL 
TD;JE .41m 
IviOTI ON STUDY 
PUL3UC SPEAK-
ING 
ECONOIHCS 
BUSINESS 
PROCEDURE 
SERVO 
l1ECHAN ISME>. 
PRODUCTION 
PROCE.SSES 
MAC.EI NE SHOP 
PRAC~eiCE 
CHEIUSTRY 
INDUSTRIAL 
PSYC ,:IOLOGY 
RADIO THEORY 
SURVEYING 
SAL:2; SNiA:-IS~-i I P 
E.IJGLISI--1 
ELEC'l'HICAL 
DRAFTD~G 
ACC 1 T . 
EKCAL-_JURGY 
PUBLIC 
RE LAT I Ol-JS 
:S LUEPRiiT T 
REA:Orm 
HIGHER NL _T 1I 
:JUS I NESS 1\-I_A]:T . 
J."i -c' D-C -CIR-
CUITS THEORY 
ElECTRICAL 
SURGES 
:a:TDRAULICS 
CEHAHICS 
LAW 
PRACTICAL 
F. f,.ti . T .v. 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
